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FOREWORD

Peter C. Patrikis
The Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning

As one of its primary goals the Consortium for Language Teaching and
Learning, seeks to identify major issues in foreign language education, to
pose new questions about those issues, and to .seek realistic and practic-
able solutions to problems. On October 9-11,, 1987, the Consortium con-
ducted a symposium on the governance of foreign language programs in
private research universities as the first of its annual-conferences. The
topic of gthiernance embraces a broad series of administrative and intel-
lectual concerns, ranging from the training and continuing professional
development of foreign language faculty to the integration of research
into the foreign language classroom.. Governance is the name that we
have attached to problems in the foreign language education, problems
that many will acknowledge but that few have explored.

The papers collected in this volume are intended to be practical guides
for further reflection, discussion, and action. Models o: governance will
vary; widely from university to university and within universities from
department to department. We hope that these papers will be useful to
our colleagues in considering the issues of organization and managementof their foreign language programs.

I owe my gratitude to many individuals for their contributions to the
symposium and the publication. Foremost, I wish to thank James Noblitt
of Cornell University for identifying the issues with noteworthy clarity
and pursuing this effort with uncommon diligence. Catherine LeGouis
provided more assistanco than I can cite throughout the symposium and in
the preparation of this volvme. Brian Carter's editing skills were invalu-
able. Finally, I wish to thank the participants in the symposium; their
thoughtful and candid observations enriched the discussions.

Grants from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Exxon Education
Foundation, gild' the Pew Charitable Trusts supported the symposium and
the publication of this volume, and I wish to thank them for their gener-
osity and their vi,ion.
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OVERVIEW OF THE 1987 SYMPOSIUM ON THE GOVERNANCE
OF 'FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING AND LEARNING

Peter C. Patrikis
The Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning

When the Consortium for Language' Teaching and Learning decided to hold
a symposium on the governance of foreign language programs in private
research universities, even some- of the members of the Consortium won-
dered at the- ambiguity of the notion of governance. This sensitivity, if
not to a neologism, at least to a novel application of the word, was not
unexpeCted: the term "governance" itself is not one that is applied fa-
miliarly to the consideration of foreign humage Programs. Governance
moves us away from the customary debates about methodology (how the
language is taught) and curriculum (what is taught) and leads us to the
ts.rritory where administrative concerns and scholarly questions come
together. That conjunction is the teacher (who teaches the language).

In admitting at the outset that there is no single definition of govern-
ance, I am not suggesting that the speakers and participants at the sym-
posium failed in their joint task. Instead, any lexical imprecision is due,
I think, to' the fact that this term is being used increasingly in discus-
sions of foreign language education. It is also due to the fact that many
different issues come into play in governance. One such issue is meta-
disciplinary: what constitutes the "field" of foreign languages? Which
disciplines inform the research? Which disciplines inform the teaching?
Metadisciplinary questions have immediate import in the university setting.
In which departments does the responsibility for the various aspects of
research and teaching lie? Who has responsibility for research and
teaching? How do decisions about research and teaching affect admin-
istrative and financial decisions?,, One can easily envision the long list
of pertinent questions: question's` about faculty development, the training
of graduate assistants, the place of the teaching and training in the
graduate program. In brief, governance can be conceived of as the or-
ganization and mP.nagement of academic programs, in other words, the
way in which programs are put together and in which they work in the
context of some educational mission. We can proceed to posit governance
as a system or a process, as a method or a structure. The different
analogies have their advantages and disadvantages. To examine gover-
nance is to ask: how are we set up to do our business? How can we
organize ourselves in order to do a better job?

This symposium has its origins in the early period of the formation of the
Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning. Over a period of three
years, the eleven universities of the Consortium conducted discussions
about the possible agenda for this organization. Many issues of common
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interest emerged: for example, the need for increased attention to teach-
er training, the need for the study and adoption of technology, and the
need for curricular materials at the advanced levels in many languages.
There was a consensus that something needed' to be done to enhance the
teaching of foreign languages and that the enterprise 'required a kind of
sustained and cooperative effort that it had ,,liever before received. James
Noblitt of Cornell University pt posed to the pioneers of, the Consortium
that they investigate something that he then called "goirernance." HeIntroduced the, unusual term ex nartibus infidelium, from the foreign land
of administration and educational philosophy, not to bring the weight of
Jargon to our effort, but rather to highlight a problem that was in searchof a i:ame. Howard Lamar, then Dean of Yale College and one of the
founding fathers of the Consortium, provided the funds to permit Noblitt
to undertake a study of goVernance of foreign language programs. The
issue simmered, sometimes arousing puzzlement, sometimes provoking thefear that a revolution was afoot, and sometimes eliciting nods of recogni-
tion that Noblitt might be on to something.

In October of 1986, Cornell University hosted a planning meeting for the
symposium on governance with fun, :a generously provided by the then
Dean of Arts and Sciences Alain Setnec. The planning proved useful in
defining issues and problems. The differenceii among the universities
sometimes made it difficult to ccntrast and compare the models of gov-
ernance. That very difficulty affirmed the need to rise above the partic-ulars of any given kcal situation to geneiic statements of common prob-lems.

That planning mee'zing was also the oceasion to review the preliminary
results of an infarmal survey of language courses in Chinese, French,
German, and Rusaian that the Consortium conducted in its eleven member
universities. That survey solicited numbers: the number of teaching
assistants, the number of nonresearch positions, the number of junior and
senior faculty teaching language courses at the elementary, intermediate,
and advanced levels. Like most surveys, thissurvey produced a mixture
of truths and half-truths. It confirmed several presuppositions and taughtus many things. We discovered that we shared no common definition ofwhat constituted "a language course," courses in the language, courses
about the language, courses about literature or culture taught in thelanguage or in English.

The survey taught us that no one had examined the question of personnelin quite this way; indeed, the information was not readily available from
all departments or deans' offices. It taught us that we had a lexicalproblem: the very definition of terms had yet to be achieved -- teaching
assistants, teaching fellows, instructors, lectors, lecturers, senior lec-
turers, were but a sampling of the titles given to foreign language faculty
who were not part of the formal tenure -track system in private research
universities. The taxonomy of positions was all the more complicated by
the fact that some of these positions outside the normal ranks of tenured
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or tenurable positions enjoyed de facto, if not de lure, tenure, often
called-:an appointment without term. The variety of titles underscores the
lack of consensus about the credentials of foreign language teachers.
The survey taught us that these terms hail different meanings not only in
our different institutions but even among different departments in our
institutions. While standardization need not be a worthwhile goal, equity
remains so. We learned, and were surprised at the extent of the finding,
that graduate assistants and nonresearch faculty are responsible for
teaching a signifiCant majority of language courses, a curious example of
political chiasmus, where those who teach the largest numbers of studInts
in a department have little or no authority and those who have the light-
est teaching loads and the smallest numbers of students have the most
authority. The lexical inventiveness evident in the different titles con-
firMs the central problem of governance: a two-tiered system of teach-
ers. These are delicate and demanding issues, and no one at the planning
mee- ing hesitated to recognize their complexity and the intensity of feel-
ings that they provoke. But I should state that our concern was not the
redr4-iising of political power, but the empowerment of teachers to main-
tain the continuity and rigor of language programs. The unanimous con-
cern was the quality of language teaching,,end learning.

The enrollments In language courses, be they a measure of a foreign lan-
guage requirement or of the popularity of certain languages, and the need
for small classes create another problem of governance. Foreign language
courses are taught by teachers of all levels of experience and inexperi-
ence: graduate assistants, who are usually doctoral candidates in literary
studies; native speakers, who may or may not have training in pedagogy;
adjunct faculty, who are often untenured; and only occasionally by ten-
ured senior faculty. In foreign language courses, the combination of the
quantity of teaching and the necessarily small size of classes has crested
the demand for an unusually large corps of teachers. The profession has
accommodated itself to this fact without sufficient attention to costs,
training, continuity, and morale.

It is incontrovertible-fact that graduate students perform a substantial
part of the foreign language teaching, in many research universities.
Indeed, it is commonly assumed in many departments that the positions of
graduate teaching assistants exist as an entitlement, a Subvention for
graduate research. Graduate students are socialized early on to acknowl-
edge the value of research -and to rank teaching low in the fmchn n ad
Parnassum. There are unfortunately, all -too few programs where the
teaching and training of graduate students are conceived of as an integral
part of the doctoral program. Unfortunately, this omission is not even
enlightened self-interest. We a;.,e after all, preparing future teachers,
and we are preparing future administrators who will make decisions about
foreign language programs. Moreover, the majority of graduate students
will not end up in major research universities; they will be hired by
colleges, where they will have the joint responsibility to teach and to



pursue research, where they will not have graduate students to assume
their teaching responsibilities.

Foreign language programs in research universities are also dependent on
large numbers of part-time laborers, whose status in departments is nebu-
lous, whose contribution is undervalued, and whose professional develop-
ment, -kiaphazard or left to individual, initiative. is widely recognized
that native speakers provide unusual services in foreign language pro-
grams. Without prdfessional training and development, however, the ef-
fectiveness of this large- corps of teachers is limited.

Despite the size of language programs and the extent of the resources
that they require, it comes as a major discovery and surprise that there
is 'no such thing as the field of "foreign languages," no field like other
academic fields where training, teaching, research, publication, and admin-
istration are readily. and clearly identifiable and related. There is no
intellectually coherent field of HP:I:igil languages": linguistics, psychol-
ogy, sociology, anthropology, and literature, as well as:their pure and
applied subfields, all' contribute in very different ways to the teaching
and learning of foreign languages. Consequently, there is no single pro-
fessional association that represents the foreign language profession.
Increasingly, new fields like cognitive studies and computer science are
contributing to -- and complicating -- the uneasy alliance. The hybrid,
interdisciplinary nature of a putative field of foreign languages is the
intellectual origin of the problems of governance. That is, the adminis,
trative structures that have evolved in research universities to support
faculty activities no longer provide for the aspirations in research and
teaching in foreign languages.

There is thus an administrative cause of the problems of governance of
foreign language programs. Foreign language instruction is dispersed in
variety of departments: departments of cognate languages-and-literatures,
where literary. scholarship prevails (e.g. , Romance Languages-and Litera-tures); departments Of-lingUistiCs, where often exotic languages are
taught,, because these languages present features of interest to linguists
bp.tare unavailable elsewhere in the university; programs in area studies,
-which maintain languages for use in research and teaching in different
fields; and occasionally departments of anthropology, where students are
_prepared for field research or for the study of sociolinguistida. Publica-
tion in the field of foreign languages -- be it the results of applied
research, textbooks, or other curricular materials -- is variously recog-
nized; indeed,,lhe assessment of curricular materials and the value that
a department places on them are all the more uncertain, because, unlike
the study of a major poet or the production of a generative ,grammar of
a language, curricular materials are by nature ephemera that require
regular updating and renewal. Because the field itself does not have an
adMinistrative existence, these contributions to the field meet with less
easy acceptance in promotion and tenure decisions. Finally, it is rare
that-any university centralizes the development, oversight, and evaluation
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of foreign language education, despite the size and cost of the extensive
effort. Departments are their own guardians and wards. No one appears
to be responsible for foreign languages as a whole.

Indeed, the teaching and learning of foreign languages is not perceived asa unified effort. That the teaching of foreign languages is not unified in
one massive, powerful department, however, is not the issue; the study
of governance is not an oblique affort to redraw the sectors of power in
our universities. The solution to the problems of goYernance is not nec-
essarily the creation of new hybrid administrative structures. The history
of programs interdisciplinary studies offers a useful:cnalogy: unstable
line items or :low budgets, insufficient support from existing departments,
uncertain research agenda, and an existence subject to changes in fashion
and ideology led to the termination of many interdisciplinary programs.
The creation' of new departments may not necessarily be the solution.

There is widespread agreement about these facts, but little agreement in
the interpretation of the facts, except that urgent action is necessary. It
has been listimated that in the next ten years there will be an almost
50% turnover of faculty. The problem is particularly acute in foreign
languages, 'where the generation of teachers and scholars trained during
and immediately after the Second World War will retire from the pro-
grams in the uncommonly taught languages, programs that this generation
often established. Who will replace these teachers? What kind of teach-
ers will replace them? The opportunity and the necessity for foreign
language programs to participate in institutional long-term planning ishere now. To examine the models of governance of foreign language
programs in a university is to confront a demographic issue that will have
a decisive influence on the future of teaching and learning.

Today there is much talk about the system of foreign language education
in this country, but we must recognize the great conceptual and practical
problems that ensue from this kind of abstraction. The notion of a sys-
tem might be useful in allowing an overview of practices and policies, but
that term posits a false unity on the varied enterprise in the more than
three thousand institutions of higher education in the United States. It
blurs the essential differencesbetween undergraduateand graduate educa-
tion, by failing to distinguish between language learning as an integral
aspect of undergraduate liberal arts education and language learning as a
form of professional development of graduate students. If there is a
system of foreign language education in this country, it is a complex- -
some might say chaotic -- amalgam drawn together by the notion of
foreign language, a notion that is at the same time precise and vague.

Furthermore, to speak of a system of foreign language education denies
the structural reality of foreign language programs. There is no system,
apart from the individuals who make up the whole. Departments are not
machines; they are rather fragile organisms dependent upoh- expertise,
experience, goodwill, and cooperation. Foreign language programs are not
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mere assemblages of equipment, textbooks, curricula, and schedules. They
are the collaborative effort of individuals and are wholly dependent for
their quality and continuity on individuals. This observation is not a plea
for the human over the abstract; it simply recognizes that programs rise
and fall with the individuals who constitute them. The metaphor of the
system implies that external solutions will remedy internal problems. A
long-term solution .must be internal, and it must be adapted to a giiren
set of local circumstances: the configuration of individuals, resources,
student needs, facilities. It does little to tinker with curriculum, to
import methodologies, to introduce new methods of testing and placement
without realizing the development of teachers at all levels in those chan-
ges. In colleges and universities where we see strong foreign language
programs, we see strong and talented individuals. Foreign language pro-
grams do not exist apart from the faculty and administrators who make
them work.

In the course of the sympokium on governance, the participants returned
again and again to what came to be called "the telling questions." These
questions are readily grasped by all who teach and administer. The ques-
tions, which seek to determine the nature of the status quo of 'language
programs in our universities, require a joint response from faculty and
administration alike. A sound model of governance calls for adMinistra-
tion and faculty working together to accomplish their educational goals,
and it can never pit the two groups as competing factions. If a descrip-
tion of the status quo appears to be an indictment of institutional
practices and policies, then that reaction suggests that the/model of
governance is no longer a covenant that is recognized and mutually ac-
cepted by faculty members and administrators alike. I include a list of
those questions here. The list is provisional, because it is susceptible to
amplification and refinement.

What is the teaching load for each faculty rank?

What is the correlation of teaching load by rank to the number
of students?

What percentage of students is taught by faculty at the dif-
ferent ranks?

What is the class size by level of instruction?

Who coordinates the language courses?

What percentage of the coordinators teach the course(s) they
direct?

What is the nature of the training that course coordinators have
received?
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Who is responsible for training language teachers?

Is training required?

In what does training consist? (pre-service? in-service?)

Who is responsible for the evaluation of language teachers?

Are the criteria standard or ad hoc?

Who developed the criteria of evaluation?

Are analogous criteria used in different departments? for dif-
ferent languages within the same department?

How are language teachers evaluated?

What are the results of evaluation?

Is teaching a required part of the graduate program?

What are the terms of a teaching assistant's contract?

Is teaching viewed only as a means of financial support?

Who is responsible for the hiring of nonresearch (i.e., adjunct;
nontenure-track) faculty?

What are the' terms of the contracts of nonresearch faculty?

What is the status of language faculty in the language depart-
ment?

What training do they receive?

Is there a program of professional development available?

What formal departmental resources (clerical support, travel
funds, acquisition of materials, etc.) are available to language
faculty?

Are there discretionary departmental resources available? On
what basis?

How are college or university resources available to language
faculty?

Are different resources available for training, teaching, and
research?



This list can be useful, because it clearly lays out concerns that often gounrecognized and unaddressed. The list also establisaes a context for thepapers presented at the symposium.

The essays in this volume present -a range of commentary on- differentissues of governzaice-. They were not solicited to give specific solutionsto problems, but rather to explore the range of issues in the context ofdifferent research universities. Some of the papers are descrirtive; ,byproviding details about a single institution, they succeeded in generating
a considerable exchange of information about practices and policies in thedifferent institutions represented at the symposium. Other papers pointto alternative models of governance.

The first group of ,essays were intended-to-provide introductions to var-ious problems of govemance. In broadly addressing governance issues inhigher education, James Noblitt's paper extends the discussion of gover-nance, which he initiated, so that the process of governance can be seenin terms of the strategic planning and broader mission of a university.In his keynote address, Wilfred Lehmann reminds us that the current
models of governance, Which sometimes appear to be cut in triple brass,are historical accidents quite different from the modals reigning two orthree decades ago( His historical reminder makes clear that change isboth possible and desirable. James Redfield's essay, which was not deliv-ered at the symposium but was circulated to tae participants, deals with
the institutionalization of problems of governance as a direct result ofthe foreign language requirement.

The second group of papers offered case studies of individual situationsin order to generate the discussion of common issues. James Wrenn'sdescription of the model of governance at Brown University presents ,aparticular case, many features of which are generalizable: the smalluniversity offers many of the advantages associated with a four-yearliberal arts college along with the breadth of a graduate institution.Moreover, it can exercise a degree of flexibility in its p sliciec -and prac-tices that many larger institutions might envy. Wrenn'. paper also raisesthe issue of a foreign language center, a phenomenon that we are seeingmore and more on campuses as an attempt to consolidate activities in
foreign language teaching :and research and to forge a new sense of com-munity among foreign language faculty across different languages. While
describing one particular model of governance in a single department at
Yale University, Nicolas Shumway confronts the perennial problem of thedivorce- of literary study from language teaching and proposes the basisfor a new alliance that has the advantage of corresponding to the struc-tural reality of '(iepartments of language and literature. Barbara Free ipresents a cm" study of an administrative position at the University ofPennsylvania and 'suggests how such a position seeks to remedy the prob-

o0ange and coznplex language programs by providing a central locus',le discussion and examination of issues across languages and &apart-
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ments. Gerard Ervin's detailed description of the model of governance at
a large public research institution like the Ohio State University high-
lights the significant differences in practices, policies, and problems en-
countered in public and private research universities. Albert Valdman's
and Cathy Pons's paper moves from a restatement of problems that are by
now well recognized to a solution to those problems in the form of post-
graduate training of foreign language teachers.

The final group of presentations looked to alternatives to the existing
models of governance it research universities. Ward Dennis's paper
reminds us that not all institutions of higher education have problems of
governance and that responsibility for solutions lies directly in the hands
of those who lead departments: the senior faculty. Perhaps we hear in
this suggestion a distant echo of the Chicago sage who many years ago
observed that only senior faculty ha& the experience and skills to teach
elementary courses. James Marchand's essay reminds us that develop-
ments in technology will pose new demands for teacher training and for
ever closer collaboration among teachers. In presenting an account of
developments in Germany, Claire Kramsch offers a vision of where foreign
language teaching and research must move if they are to capture intel-
lectual validity and vitality in our research universities.

The urgency for the examination of the problems of governance of
foreign language programs in research universities is not to be underes-
timated. We are facing new challenges and new demands on our resour-
ces. Developments in a field like foreign language acquisition research
will make new claims and demands for what can be achieved -- and what
cannot be achieved in the university classroom. Technology will be the
boon or bane of language teachers, either granting them greater flexibil-
ity and creativity or burdening them with new responsibilities for which
they will receive little or no support and few or no rewards. Demands
for accountability in the foreign language profession have reawakened
concerns about student achievement and are linked to demands for pro-
fessional competency in the use of foreign languages. But we should not
forget that calls for renewal come with a price, and someone will have to
reckon with costs.

Many programs -- research in science and medicine -- live hungrily off
federal and foundation funds. But the fields of. the humanities, apart
from sabbaticals and fellowships for research, have not tended to require
external support for curricular maintenance and innovation. Perhaps this
situation must change. What will be the impulse for change and improve-
ment in foreign language instruction? Will it come from deans, from
departments, from language coordinators, or from ildividuals? Whatever
the source, the change will require close consideration of financial im-
plications. Additional funding -- or, more likely, the redistribution of
existing resources -- will require understanding and close cooperation
between faculty and administration. The need for internal education- -
for administrators to educate faculty and for faculty to educate admin-
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istrators is acute. One present and future issue of governance will be
the manner in which an institution responds to initiative and to change.
It remains to be seen whether that response best remains internal to the
institution or whether the solution should be external, that is, in thehands of the government or private foundations.

Historically the role of foundations and public agencies in foreign lan-
guage education has been considerable; indeed, I would suggest that not
only in recent years but for at least thirty years, government agencies
and philanthropic foundations have played a major role in the develop-
ment of foreign language programs. Their role in the so-called commonly
taught languages has been relatively small, because the needs of French,
German, Italian, and Spanish have been met, more or less, by the com-mercial market. The uncommonly taught languages, however, present an
entirely different picture, where the needs of the government have forged
a marriage of convenience.

The marriage of convenience between the uncommonly taught languages
and various funding sources like the federal government and private foun-dations has in all probability meant the survival of instruction of lan-
guages like Tagalog and Urdu and has been vital in the maintenance ofArabic, Chinese, and Russian. That marriage has also had the curious
effect of establishing two cultures in foreign language education: one
dependent on external funding and allied largely to the needs of the
social sciences, one dependent on internal support and allied largely to
the teaching of the humanities. This split, which I wish neither to exag-gerate nor to minimize, remains with us and lies at the heart of much
confusion and debate in foreign language developments today. Some havewanted to see the split as a difference between easy, cognate, Western
languages and difficult, exotic, non - Western languages, but I doubt that
such a simplistic dualism is felicitous. We have de facto two systems of
governance of foreign language programs with many consequences: those
consequences vary from the lack of adequate authentic materials at ad-vanced levels in exotic languages to different uses of native speakers,
from vastly different expectations in what can be accomplished in a one-
year college course to significantly different structures of graduate pro-grams in the different languages.

The disciplinary alliances that I have mentioned, common languages withthe humanities and uncommon languages with the social sciences, are byno means absolute. The federal agencies, however, have largely con-structed their programs along disciplinary lines of teaching or research.
For example, the National Science Foundation has provided generoussupport for many projects in neuroscience and cognitive psychology asthey relate to language acquisition or perception, in various computer
applications to linguistics, and in other "scientific" areas of languageanalysis. The National Endowment for the Humanities has, in the area ofresearch, been the primary source of funds for most of this country's
distinguished lexicographical projects; in the area of teaching, the En-
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dowment supported the creation of individualized language instruction
materials in several languages, computer-assisted instruction, and numer-
ous summer institutes for high school and college teachers. The case of
the Department of Education has been cons!derably more complicated.
That agency has, for several administrations, labored under the disadvan-
tage of budgetary uncertainty. In its administration of Title VI funds,
the Department of Education has often demonstrated a partiality for the
social sciences, for the primary disciplines that constitute language and
area centers, and for what is generally called international studies. For
the graduate fellowships in several language areas, there have been incen-
tives for linking the-study of a critical language with professional studies
like business, law, or journalism, and disincentives for the study of his-
tory and literature.

Two developments, one long-term and one more recent, merit brief men-
tion in examining how external support affects governance within the
university. First, because there is federal support for research and
teaching in something called "area studies," area studies is a consecrated
field. Yet like the field of foreign languages, area studies is not a dis-
cipline; indeed, it is not even a coherent mixture of disciplines. It is an
ad hoc convenience that groups scholars around a geographical area
because of the availability of federal funds. Were there no federal sup-
port for area centers, one might well inquire what form they would take.
One might even ask if certain languages with small enrollments would ap-
pear in the curriculum.

The second development is proficiency-based testing. This is not the
occasion to go into the pro's and con's of the so-called proficiency
movement. It is clear that the ILR/ETS/ACTFL guidelines are wielding
an enormous influence on the field. Although the guidelines are still
very much a matter of debate, they have already received a kind of fed-
eral imprimatur. The latest formulation of the priorities of Title VI
funding encourages -- or does it require? -- proficiency testing in line
with the ACTFL guidelines. In other words, there is a de facto external
determination of how foreign language programs will be run. Who will
pay for the corps of testers and trainers, certification and recertifica-
tion? The- provisions for proficiency testing, or for that matter of any
other new external development, cost money that is not part of routine
departmental or program budgets. Moreover, the travel and professional
expenses that are entailed in training testers and trainers will, in many
cases, have to be earmarked for the same nonresearch foreign language
faculty who in general do not have access to travel funds. Proficiency
testing places on departments economic demands that must be acknow-
ledged and weighed.

The private foundations have had, perhaps, a slightly different role in
their influence on the governance of foreign languages. In the past two
years, we have seen at least two major initiatives supported exclusively
by private foundations: the National Foreign Language Center in Wash-
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ington, D.C., and the Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning.
These two organizations came into being, I believe, not simply because
foreign languages are fashionable once again, but 'because the private
foundations saw both organizations, in their different ways, as presenting
new alternatives to the way in which work in foreign language education
has proceeded. Both the NFLC and the Consortium are, effectively, newexperimental models of governance. The important feature is that the
foundations have perceived that the business of foreign languages can orshould be conducted differently.

The symposium on the governance of foreign language programs was in-tended to be a guide for the perplexed and the concerned, and this col-
lection of essays is offered in the hope that it will provide ,a basis and
focus for additional discussion and planning. In the end, once all the
possibilities have been identified, clarified, and evaluated, the central
issue is responsibility. Who will accept the responsibility for maintaining
quality? Who will exercise leadership?

If we do not address these issues now, then we will have relinquished the
decision to others.
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THE GOVERNANCE OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING AND LEARNING

.Tames S. Nob litt
Cornell University

I. Governance Issues in Higher Education

We faculty are accustomed to analyzing educational issues in terms of
learning theory, teaching methodology, or curriculum design. We are rare-
ly analytic, in my experience at least, about how institutional governance
influences the quality of an educational enterprise. This is puzzling,
since the covenants- or social contracts which determine what is valued
and what is not exert as much influence on the character of an educa-
tional institution as its administrative organization. In theory, at least,
administration supplies the means while governance supplies the vision to
guide the activities of an educational institution. Both faculty and ad-
ministration share interest in the guidance provided by the governance
process. Benezet offers a useful distinction in his definition:

[W]e will refer to administration as the total structure
and set of operations by which the organization is led
and to governance as the decision-making apparatus in
which various members and constituencies participate
with administrators to guide the organization along its
way, especially at key junctures for policy.1

Educational philosophers view governance (along with teaching, learning,
and curriculum) as a commonplace for analyzing how principles and prac-
tices are related in a given discipline. An understanding of governance is
the key to the "hidden epistemology" of an institution's activities, since
one cannot make sense of education without an understanding of the
presuppositions that determine policy-making. As Bob Gowip puts it,
"Governance controls the meaning which controls the effort." He- goes
on to say (p. 59) that "Controlling the meaning of what is valid informa-
tion is a powerful control over others." He arrives at the following
definition (p. 153): "Governance is power in a social setting which is
required to bring together teaching, curriculum, and learning." This
power sets the context for what research and teaching are considered
meaningful in, an academic career. It has enormous influence in shaping
individual productivity.

An institution's administration is, for the most part, open to public in-
spection. It is difficult to analyze educationally, however, as organiza-
tional structures usually reveal very little about what makes the academic
side of an institution work. Cohen and March express the problem in the
most quotable fashion:
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The American college or university is a prototypic or-
ganized anarchy. It does not know what it is doing. Its
goals are either vague or in dispute. Its technology is
familiar but not understood. Its major participants wan-
der in and out of the organization. These factors do not
make a university a bad organization or a disorganized
one; but they do make it a problem to describe, under-
stand, and lead.3

The role of the faculty in governance has been traditionally minimal; asis well known, administrative posts are to be accepted grudgingly and
only for a limited time. We faculty have been socialized to believe that
expertise in management is either irrelevant or subversive in a scholar's
career. Henry Rosovsky reflects on his career as Dean at Harvard in the
following manner:

Another aspect of our special culture is the expectation
of reticence. ...With us it is the rule. It is bad form for
a professor to admit the desire for administrative office.
One of our clichés says: anyone who really wants these
posts should be disqualified. Governance is a form of
class treason, a leap from "we" to "they" and a betrayal
of our primary mission -- teaching and research. It is
crucial, once a decanal or similar post is attained, to
give evidence of continual suffering.4

In less competitive times, perhaps the affectation of managerial innocence
could be indulged without serious consequences for the institution. There
now appear to be some important shifts in. management style for higher
education which should give pause to anyone concerned about how limited
resources will be allocated. Keller believes that campus administrative
governance is taking new forms as institutional leaders are attempting to
integrate finances and academic's to find solutions for the business of
education. In his view, faculty senates are collapsing and no longer
represent a determining force in decision-making; a kind of "cabinet
government" has appeared, chaired by the chief academic officer and
receiving input from trusted senior faculty and other representatives.
Keller calls this new structure "the Joint Big Decisions Committee." IfKeller's view is correct, and I believe it is, it helps explain why the
processes of governance have become hard to understand. In his words:

The committee's work and membership are well known,
but its deliberations are Jcept secret. It advises the
president on what to do.°

The shift in administrative style described by Keller appears to have left
many faculty members in genuine distress about their responsibilities for
participation in academic governance. The issue is recognized as impor-
tant, but the time and effort demanded for meaningful participation is
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simply not rewarded, especially in research-oriented institutions.6 This
may be taken to mean that the average faculty member has little sense of
the educational priorities of an institution outside of what is discussed in
a particular academic department. It is here we must turn our attention,
if we are to understand the value system which determines the shape of
the curriculum.

Members of the faculty in a given department are governed by two major
forces: the external demands of the particular discipline to produce rec-
ognized scholarship, and the internal demands of the institution to serve
the educational needs of the students. Since tenure has come to be
granted primarily on the basis of external evaluation (i.e., publications
and research grants), internal evaluation based on teaching and service
has been sharply reduced in importance. A striking quote is provided by
William Vandament, provost and vice-chancellor for academic affairs for
the California State University system:

We all know that our faculty don't really work for us.
They really work for the lords of discipline in a shadow
government that is all- controlling.1

Many faculty members are convinced that their careers depend solely on
success as defined by the research interests currently in vogue within a
given discipline. This is taken to mean that time devoted to governance
issues is simply not rewarding, particularly in the early stages of an
academic career. The same concern effectively prevents the untenured
from attempting interdisciplinary research, since such activity cannot be
rewarded under existing academic structures and traditions. E. A. Fried-
man, a professor of management at Stevens Institute of Technology, is
quoted as follows:

Higher education is organized like bands of feudal lords.
Any interdisciplinary study in higher educatioR is ver-
boten because it crosses departmental bounds .°

A discipline-based reward system heavily favors research, where standards
of excellence are set at the national or even international level. As a
result, as many have observed, obtaining credentials for an academic
career has become an extremely competitive process. Academic competi-
tion, if not balanced by other forces, tends to direct the energies of
emerging professionals away from the local institution. President Bok of
Harvard writes as follows:

Competition simply does not generate powerful incentives
that force universities to work systematically at such
tasks as searching for more effective methods of instruc-
tion, improving the- quality of feedback to students, giv-
ing adequate help to those who experience special prob-
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lems in their academic work, or evaluating the success of
new programs.... [C]ompetition does not merely fail to
stimulate serious efforts to improve the effectiveness of
educational programs; it may actually divert effort away
from teaching toward research, since it is only natural to
work hardest §t activities that are most widely judged
and rewarded.

One result of the above is that faculty and administration have difficulty
in communicating effectively, even about shared concerns. The institu-
tion's apparent service functions, such as teaching, advising, and the like,
are not being addressed jointly by faculty and administration. The course
catalogue, for example, represents very well what is considered important
knowledge by individual scholars. It is difficult, however, to find a
coherent statement representing collective wisdom' about what is valued in
an educated person, as expressed by President Bok:

One can examine the catalogues and brochures of many
institutions and never find a detailed explanation of the
common goals that the faculty wishes its students to
achieve (loc.cit.).

By the mid-eighties the professoriate is being described in the press as
"anxious" and "deeply troubled." President Rhodes of Cornell is quoted as.
follows:

We're in a period of great fea Tmentation. There is al-
most no commitment among fabulty members, except to
their academic discipline, and there is no agreement as
to how we should shape the curriculum or explore the
map of. Inman experience. There is a great churning
going on .10

Attempts to remedy the situation have focused primarily on the college
curriculum, characterized as in "disarray" by the Association of American
Colleges .11 Secretary of Education William Bennett has led a "back-to-
basics" mov9ment for general education which is focused primarily on the
curriculum. '2 Proponents of the curricular reform approach hope to find
remedies for the educational shortcomings of today's college graduates.
E.D. Hirsch and Allan Bloom, by attacking "cultural illiteracy"16 and "rel-
ativism,"14 have placed the debate before the general public and stirred
controversy within the profession. At the same time there has been
growing interest in developing programs of study which integrate the
knowledge in a particular field within a larger frame of reference. Such
a study is seen as vital (in, a curriculum which is oriented toward training
for critical thinking) and is figuring prominently in current proposals for
the reform of general education at the college level.
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Relatively little has been said, however, about the changes in governance
which must be accomplished in order to accommodate curricular change.
Note that the teaching and learning events envisioned under the new
curriculum will require a concerted effort by faculty members outside of
the traditional disciplines. But interdisciplinary academic units do not
ordinarily have control over the granting of tenure. As a result, many
believe that only the tenured may venture into such activities without
risk. But even the tenured seem reluctant to participate in activities
outside of their own discipline. It must be remembered that scholars gain
their credentials for an academic career in research-oriented departments,
and there is very good evidence that attitudes toward teaching and ser-
vice are shaped by the socialization process undergone during graduate
study, as Katz and Hartnett have observed.

The decisive point is that the graduate school in its
current form is no place for training teachers. This is
so because of the compellingness of the research ideal.
Students are socialized to think and feel that the only
life worth living is that of research. All other activities
are at- most second best, if not evidence of failure. But
future teachers can only be trained in an environment in
which the ideal of teaching is central and in which stu-
dents can through being teachers derive self-satisfaction
and the esteem of others .6

Our graduate students are not just exposed to formal expositions of the
theory and content of their subject matter; they also experience the
attitudes, beliefs, and value judgments of their mentors. Taken collec-
tively, these attitudes amount to a kind of covenant which governs how
scholarship and teaching are to be done. There is nothing wrong with
this, of course, as long as the outcomes of the socialization process are
consonant with the goals of higher education. But when there is little
sense of consensus about what the collective goals should be, it becomes
difficult to pro-Vide a forum in which the faculty and administration can
enter into rational debate over such matters. As a result, fewer faculty
members are inclined, much less prepared, to address governance issues.
New faculty, in particular, are left to their own devices to understand
their institutional role.

If the external forces which encourage competition in research are not
balanced by internal forces which encourage a cooperative approach to
teaching and learning, it is likely that academic departments will gradual-
ly come to resemble research institutes. One may simply pursue expertise
in One's domain of interest and never have the sense of having to say
more than one knows. It has the feel of authenticity and can be defend-
ed as a kind of honesty which makes no pretensions to knowing what is
good for others. The outcome of this line of reasoning is that research
quickly loses its connection with general education, since the relation
between research and undergraduate education is not being rationalized by
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the members e the educational establishment. This shift in function of
the scholar-teacher los already invited increased public scrutiny of the
university's mission.1.1

A debate on curriculum van...h does not incorporate considerations of
governance risks provoking a sense of futility or cynicism on the part of
individual faculty members. After all, no one is opposed to excellence in
undergraduate teaching and learning. Faculty memberq are generally
eager to see believable provisions made for a rewardliig career as a
scholar-teacher. There is enormous goodwill and dedication to the ideals
of the profession, but many find it difficult to live up to their own ambi-
tions, as reported by Ernest Boyer of the Carnegie Foundation:

Professors are expected to function as scholars, conduct
research, and communicate the results to colleagues.
Promotions and tenure hang on research and publication.
But undergraduate education also calls for a commitment
to students and effective teaching. Faculty members are
torn between these competing obligations.18

Increased competition for limited resources has encouraged individuals to
become more "entrepreneurial" in seeking funds for tlair research, often
with overt encouragement from the home institution." A system which
relies heavily on individual initiative is inherently highly competitive,
however. Certain kinds of educational events are well provided for;
others are not. As President Bok points out, "competition works to re-
duce the amount of deliberate effort that a research-oriented faculty
devotes to improving the process of learning" (loc. cit. ). I would add that
a sense of collegiality based on common purpose appears to have been a
victim of competition for limited' resources. Even worse, office hours
shrink as scholars feel they must spend less time with their students in
order to tend to their scholarly credentials. The business of education
often has the feel of 'Laing an isolating enterprise for its professionals.

The complex vision of educational aspirations' embodied in a curriculum
must be supported by an adequate system of support and reward. It is in
this respect that considerations of governance become extremely impor-
tant. The "what" of the curriculum must be matched by the "how" of
governance. In the past, a relatively simple social contract provided both
a hierarchical organization for the institution and academic freedom for
the individual professor. Leadership for the institution could be drawn
from the ranks of the faculty as need arose. The modern research uni-
versity has seen rapid changes in this model of governance. Both faculty
and administration have become increasingly specialized in function, and
it is more difficult to maintain structures which support social solidarity.

Educational administrators rely heavily cn hieraxchical forms of organiza-
tion, which are efficient for transmitting decisions throughout the system
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and for coordinating the activities of its members. Hierarchies are ex-
pensive to administer, however, and are very sensitive to bad leadership.
They do not function well in generating fresh approaches to new prob-
lems but tend to maintain the status quo.

Faculty members rely heavily on loosely coupled forms of organization,
which are efficient for creating divergent approaches and maximizing
individual autonomy. Loosely coupled systems are difficult to coordinate,
however, and are not effective in the absence of a cooperative agree-
ment. zu

Each system has distinct advantages and makes a unique contribution to
the educational enterprise. When the governance process is functioning
well, presumably, the two systems of organization are well-understood by
both constituencies. That is, the faculty understands the functions per-
formed under hierarchical organization by the administration, and the
administration understands the functions performed under loosely coupled
organization by the faculty. The relationship between the two systems is
not necessarily adversary, but provision must be made for conflict resolu-
tion when resources are scarce. One of the chief functions of participa-
tion in the governance. process is to insure mutual understanding and
respect among the members of the academic community.

The dual system arose to maximize the autonomy of the teacher in the
classroom on the one hand and to guarantee institutional stability on the
other: This complex system of organization, when functioning properly,
provides support for a broad range of educational initiatives by individ-
uals in the academic community. It provides system rewards for research,
teaching, and the service functions necessary for student well-being-and
professional satisfaction. Phis curious combination of competition and
cooperation is kept in balance, in part, by the governance process.
Responsible decision-making depends on information that flows up, down,
and sideways. In the end, good governance is simply a problem of under-
standing how people work together to accomplish common goals.

II. Issues in Foreign Language Governance

One of the small consolations one may take in reading the literature on
the state of higher education in this country is that what appears to be a
private misery is actually a much larger issue. That is, one may view
one's problems as individual, or localized in one's department, or limited
to one's particular university, or a feature of one's discipline, and so on
up the scale. I have come to learn that certain issues apply across dis-
ciplines, whereas other issues apply chiefly to the area of foreign lan-
guages. My colleagues in both faculty and administration report varying
degrees of frustration in providing quality undergraduate education; most
express some degree of surprise at the fact that others have experienced
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the same problems. They face issues which are not so much hidden as
impossible to address effectively within existing administrative structures.

Before addressing these issues, it is perhaps wise to remind ourselves that
the goals we have envisioned enjoy widespread approval both within theprofession and in the larger educational establishment. Students andfaculty want to see the attainment of authentic language skills which areempowering in a wide variety of contexts: academic, business, and gov-
ernment. Educated persons, it is widely agreed, must transcend a narrowand ethnocentric world view, and foreign language study, especially
abroad, facilitates this process. The ability to appreciate the literature
of other cultures in the original language remains a mark of distinctionof the educated person. This country 'is in the act of reexamining itscommitment to providing language training for both general and profes-
sional education.

There is also good evidence of concern for governance issues. The ADFL
Bulletin, with support from the Modern Language Association, hasror
years addressed problems facing departmental chairs. Two recent studies
provide summaries of approaches to policy-making in foreign language
training. Claire Gaudiani presents a collection of articles which con-
centrate on developipg professionalism in existing foreign language andliterature programs. The discussion centers around commonly taught
languages. Richard Lambert focuses on 'the uncommonly taught languages
and provides a valuable discussion of the "two systems of instruction" inthis country, one university-based and the other in use in language pro-grams run by the Department of Defense. 2 Lambert also has been active
in seeking support for a National Foreign Language Center.

A number of other publications and professional organizations with aninterest in governance issues could be cited here, but I will be content tomention only the Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning. Itrepresents an important effort on the part of its member institutions to
bring administration and faculty together to discuss the means of provid-
ing direct and effective action for the problems facing programs in for-eign language study. The statement of the issues listed below owes agreat deal to the wisdom and srpport of my colleagues in the Consortium.

What follows is an attempt to make a case for special consideration for
foreign languages. It is true that some of the problems in this field are
symptoms of what is transpiring generally in higher education. But the
issues listed below are intended to demonstrate that the governance offoreign languages requires an understanding of difficulties which may beabsent or relatively minor in other disciplines.

1. Foreign language study is inherently more interdisciplinary than otherfields of inquiry. That is, diverse disciplines and programs such as lit-
erature, linguistics, psychology, education, area studies, study abroad,
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and the like all have legitimate contributions to make to a healthy
foreign language program. This makes foreign languages an excellent point
of departure for general education, but which of the research disciplines
will take responsibility for quality language instruction? As was pointed
out above, competition for research support can easily absorb resources of
time and money. General education enterprises must be supported by a
cooperative agreement that makes it possible and attractive for the var-
ious research scholars to participate in teaching. How shall this be ad-
ministered?

2. Ths problem of applied versus theoretical studies is particularly acute
in foreign languages. Language teaching and learning stresses -the trans-
mission of knowledge, whereas the research component for scholars in the
field requires an emphasis on the creation of knowledge. As a result,.
teaching duties at the undergraduate bvel are frequently perceived as
conflicting with professional development. Obvious needs, such as the
development of materials or the application of new :technology to teach-
ing, are not universally viewed.ss_ professional activity." What discipline
sets standards of excellence. for applications in foreign languages? How
can research institutions cooperate with the private sector in meeting the
educational needs of our Students?

3. Credentials for expertise in foreign language teaching and learning are
not well defined. Since a number of fields have legitimate interest in
foreign language instruction, it is not surprising that the specialist should
be expected to have training in linguistics, psycholinguistics, and basic
language as well as the literature, history, and sociology of the target
cature. But such is rarely the case, even for thoie coordinators who are
callea w=on to askume responsibility for designing the curriculum and
training the staff." Job descriptions for these positions have taken on a
mythic quality. Graduate programs stressing discipline-oriented research
are unable or unwilling to provide comprehensive training for future pro-
fessionals. What provisions are there for creating leadership for this
field?

4. Foreign language teaching relies heavily on nonresearch staff for
undergraduate instruction. Teaching assistants are at varying stages of
expertise in both language skill and research credentials. They require
both training and .supervision in order to fulfill their function in a pro-
fessional manner.2° Adjunct personnel play an important-role in the pro-
fession, chiefly because they bring native or near-native language skills
to the classroom. Opportunities for training and continuing egivcation are
often quite limited, however, and morale is accordingly low:" Who as-
sumes responsibility for the professional development of nonresearch
personnel in a reseazch institution?

In addition to being special problems for the field of foreign language
teaching and learning, the issues identified above also represent concerns
for the conditions of excellence in the classroom. The Study Group on
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the Conditions of Excellence in American Higher Education (1984) ad-dressed the issue of quality control in college teaching and found effec-tiveness to be "directly related to that policy or practice to increasestudent involvement in learning." They address our concern:

What are the different effects of various patterns of
governance, leadership, and organizational structures on
faculty commitment to teaching, Innce (ultimately) on
student learning and development?L'

They view the implementation of their agenda as "... a great challenge tothe creative talents of the Nation's research community and to the will-ingness of funding agencies, foun4tions, and associations to assist $nproducing this critical knowledge."16

I am confident that there is abundant individual take A in our professionto produce the "critical knowledge" referred to above in the area offoreign language governance. I am less confident that there are systemrewards for their labor, however. Some means must be found for Poen-itating exchange of information and encouraging critical thinking aboutthe fundamental issues of organization for foreign language teaching andlearning. I would like to express personal gratitude to my colleagues in
the Consortium for their willingness to work on governance problems. Iam particularly grateful for the foundation support for this enterprise.We simply would not have gotten to the point of creating a nationalforum for the expression of concerns without it.

Finally, 1 am heartened to think that collective wisdom on governingforeign language programs will provide an enriched knowledge base foradministrators and faculty members alike. A certain measure of successwill consist in documenting, even partially, the way we are organiz xl todo business. Our intent is not to prescribe a "best" raodel, but to dis-
cover the principles of governance which produce a healthy program in agiven context. We hope to transcend local vested interests and to pro-mote free exchange of information among professionals who are trying todo their job well. Since resources are limited, we are likely to have tospend more time reexamining our premises than creating new programs.It is encouraging to think that this effort may make a difference.
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ACADEMIC ALIGNMENTS IN LANGUAGE TEACHING

Winfred P. Lehmann
University of Texas at Austin

I am pleased at your invitation to participate in this symposium, which
has further inforined me of your excellent plans. Over the past years
there have been important efforts to improve foreign language competence
in this country, among them the MLA Commission on Foreign Languages,
Literatures, and Linguistics followed by its current Foreign Language
Advisory Committee, the National Foreign Language Center at Johns Hop-
kins University, and your Consortium. Your aims under your able execu-
tive director are impressive, and I give you my best wishes on carrying
them out.

In inviting me here your director suggested that I devote my time rather
to asking questions than suggesting solutions. After-numerous decades of
teaching that is what one may do best. In his generosity he, and you,
must also have been aware of the dangers of extending an invitation to a
retired professor. Besides questions, one also may have adopted from
Socrates and other teachers of the past a proclivity tows-Nis anecdotes.
And like the sly old boy, some questions may be indirect. When our
current situation is discussed, we may be given the impression that it has
a long background in a stable university structure supplemented by
powerful professional organizations. English departments are often the
largest in a university; French and Spanish may be in the next echelon.
The MLA is more than a hundred years old; AAT's of various languages
are flourishing. Our state legislatures and even the Congress are sup-
porting language study, egged on by gloom-and-doom reports on failings
in language and culture among our youth, our diplomats, and our
businessmen.

It might be well to recall the situation a half-century or so ago to shar-
pen our perspective on our roles today. When I entered the graduate
program of the German Department at the University of Wisconsin fifty
years ago, the central course for graduate students was a. survey of Ger-
man literature taught by Alexander Rudolph Hohlfeld, chairman of the
department. Conducted in German, the large class attracted students
from various segments of the university and townspeople. The course
could probably have been offered at any university in Germany. Certainly
Hohifeld's Faust course might have been, as well as most of the depart-
ment's seminars. An advanced graduate student remarked that a seminar
paper would require 300 hours of research. Most of the courses were
literary, preparing -majors for their prime roles in the future: college
and university teaching. The department's program included elementary
courses, possibly half taught by TA's. The text was the coordinator. A
semester course on pedagogy, given by the author of the beginning text,
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was recommended, buttressed by a mild requirement that TA's visit clas-
ses. By a more serious mandate, female TA's lived at the German House,
where only German was spoken; males took lunch and dinner there. The
strongest effort at coordination came in common finals, which we correc-
ted on an assemblyTline basis. As a last sidelight on departmental ar-
rangements of the time, there was one secretary for probably the largest
German department of the country, in contrast with the battery of ad-
ministrative auxiliaries established in academic units today.

It would be fair to say that the chief goals of the large departments
centered on literary scholarship at an advanced level. Even the small
Scandinavian department that had been set up, as well as the eminent
scholars in Polish and Irish who had been appointed, thanks to legislative
provision which included substantial funding, primarily offered graduate-
level courses. When some of us wanted Russian, a professor in the Ger-
man Department arranged a graduate course; it attracted five studentsand an auditor. Linguistics as we know it did not exist, let alone con-tribute to training for the teaching of language; when several students
pushed for a course, an obliging professor introduced one on the history
of concern with language, beginning with Plato's Cratylus.

World War II brought large changes. USAFI (The United States Armed
Forces Institute) placed many GI's at Wisconsin, especially in German.
These had practical requirements; GI's needed to learn how to communi-
cate in the colloquial. The old introductory text no longer seemed ap-
propriate with its initial sentences: "Das ist der Tisch." "Dies ist der
Stuhl." *Strong influence on foreign language teaching now was exerted
from Washington, where the LSA under auspices of the ACLS
masterminded a crash program of producing a variety of texts, first-level,
second-level, dictionaries, and planned higher levels, and of providing
teachers for languages that had been available, if at all, in a small num-ber of universities to classes choked with one to three students. Many
of you may know how linguists were plucked from their previous ac-
tivities, and assigned to handle one of the critical languages, such as the
Potawatomi specialist, Charles Hockett, who was fingered for Chinese,
given a few weeks lead time to get a smattering of it, and then put on a
ship with military passengers bound for Burma, to teach his charges
Chinese before they set out on the Burma road to Chungking. He wasalso to stay adequately ahead of his students to produce a text that was
eventually published, first by USAFI and then by Holt and Company.

The organization coordinating production of the texts carried out research
on language acquisition. They conducted tests on GI's to determine the
optimum number of vocabulary items for a unit, to look into problems of
transliteration, and so on. A general pattern for the texts was also
developed. It included five units of five sets, each followed by a reviewunit. Units centered on cultural topics; unit one, called "Getting
Around," included greetings, requests concerning directions and, common
needs, including one that now might be excluded: "I want a cigarette?
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Give me a match?" Topics of other units dealt with the family, people's
names, the country, etc. Vocabularies were carefully chosen, limited to
30-40 words per unit. The essential grammar was covered. Some of the
texts were superb. Einar Haugen's Spoken Norwegian equipped students
with basic control of the language and of the everyday culture. In addi-
tion to such an evaluation based on my own use of it I may recall the
astonishment of a dignitary I met in Bergen who told me with continued
wonder of a high school student in Minneapolis; meeting him on his visit
to her school, she asked about the principal department store in Bergen,
which she knew only from the handbook.

Unfortunately the courses and the texts were not continued after we re-
entered civilian life. Foreign language departments in universities
remained under the control of scholars who for the most part had filled
out their schedules during the war in related departments rather than in
the programs designed to teach oral proficiency and general culture. The
army handbooks may have seemed perverse to academics. They did not
prepare students for reading FL texts, certainly not literary texts. And
the massive increases in enrollment after the war hardly fostered training
of language teachers. When upon my re-entry to academic life in
February 1946 I met my expected class scheduled in a room for twenty
students, I found the hall choked with close to a hundred. The chairman
hurriedly assembled instructors, some of them clergymen, to handle the
traditionally small classes. One who had taught throughout the war, as
younger instructors were involved elsewhere, had developed strong views
on language teaching methodology. After a day or so getting acquainted
with his students, he announced to them that the only real difficulty with
German lay in the subjunctive. The rest of the semester he lee"ired to
them on the beauty, importance, and meaning of the subjunctive. All of
us shuddered when any of his students transferred to our second semes-
ter class.

A few of the excellencies of the USAFI program began to affect academic
instruction. Among these were recordings, available on records that
allowed proper time for repetition of response to patterns. And as tape
machines gradually replaced the infuriating wire recorders, the cumber-
some records gave way to language tapes. The boom in use of these as
key elements in language laboratories after Sputnik is well-known and is
of direct interest here largely in that it gave some promise of coordina-
tion in language teaching programs throughout universities rather than by
departments. Reference to the bust on both counts may mercifully be
passed over.

The emergence of linguistics as a distinct discipline gave further hope of
realignment of language teaching. Since World War II linguists had main-
tained strong interest in non-Western languages, some even teaching
them. The powerful background of some in anthropology, and the ex-
amples of respected linguists like Edward Sapir and Leonard Bloomfield,
led many linguists to insist on study, even field study, of such languages
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when separate departments were established in the sixties. But other
patterns prevailed. To paraphrase the often cited sage from back-country
Kentucky, in their concentration on what is referred to as theory many
linguists held: "if English is good enough for Noam Chomsky, it's good
enough for me." The non-Western languages had to go elsewhere. In
some universities separate departments were established; ours at the
University of Texas is known by the straightforward title: "The Depart-
ment of Oriental and African Languages and Literatures." Quechua,
when offered, is given in the Anthropology :Department.

The "populist" views of linguists led to other developments. What were
universities to do with the large numbers of foreign students who needed
attention to their English? And how were programs in research on
teaching of languages to be stowed? Here the answers are less glorious.
Many of the graduate students with non-native English, were simply al-
lowed to go on teaching mathematics, physics, chemistry, and other areas
in which they were conducting their research. At the same-time, English
Departments were prevailed on to give courses for them, possibly with
credit comparable to that for the standard freshman English. Instructors
assigned to these often had limited results; often poorly grounded in
phonetics and typically focused On teaching students to shake their
clichés and develop individual styles, these instructors were not optimally
equipped for instruction of students with individual styles verging on the
eccentric if not the unintelligible, who might actually profit most by
mastering at least the clichés charticteristic of American culture, as ex-
posed by Hirsch, Kett, and Trefil. As an alternate, semi-official cour-
ses were made available for foreign students under instructors who pre-
ceded the underpaid academic ,proletariat exploited subsequently by
universities wishing to keep their number of tenured positions low.

Devices for training teachers of languages may have met a variety of
solutions. At the University of Texas at Austin a Foreign Language
Education Center was set up in the Education College. Fortunate in
having an excellent director, it succeeded in fending off the educators
with a capital E and in attracting to its graduate committee representa-
tives from the several language departments. But it never overcame the
stigma of second-rate status, especially among students in linguistics, who
even in poverty gloried in their pursuit of the latest theory.

Probably the strongest force in maintaining the traditional structure of
departments came from the failure of comparative literature specialists to
establish themselves much as did the linguists. At least in some univer-
sities Comp. Lit. programs and committees were established at the same
time as were those in linguistics. And they flourished. When the Com-
mittee on the Assessment of Quality-Related Characteristics of
Research-Doctorate Programs in the United States (its results referred to
under the simpler title: Jones-Lindzey Report) met to determine the "dis-
ciplines included in the assessment," there was a good bit of discussion
on the language and literature departments .2 By ETS figures, more



doctorates had been awarded in comparative literature during the
academic years 1976-78 than in French, in Spanish, or in German. And
even in the figures from the National Research Council, which defined
fields differently, there were more degrees in comparative literature' than
in German. Nevertheless, German was included rather than comparative
literature for reasons of tradition and of comparability with the previous
Carter and Roose-Andersen reports. Yet specialists in comparative
literature have maintained their traditional homes, even though the per-
tinent divisions in the MLA are larger than are those representing
departmental alignments. Without trespassing even in thought on their
hallowed domains I might suggest that the maintenance of language and
literature departments by their principal' languages, like English, French,
German, Spanish, may be the dominant reason for preservation of
elementary lariguage courses in the established departments, under con-
trol of scholars who accept an elementary teaching assignment only with
the greatest reluctance and generally with a similar degree of disaster.
Administrators, who cheerfully support graduate students with funds
generated by class loads at the elementary level, have not dashed in to
establish a different arrangement. In the absence of administrative units
focusing on foreign language teaching, including English, witlrall respect
to organizations like ACTFL, TESOL, the AAT's', and others, there is no
center to examine principles, aims, and innovations with the purpose of
making them available for language teachers.

Proponents of newly labeled methods continue to appear, and may achieve
acclafin. One wonders at the extent to which they have examined the
procedures of their predeoessors, Sweet in EnglandJespersen in Den-
mark, Vietor in Germany, and Tesniere in France among others. It may
be a sign of mental weariness to remember methodologists of one's past.
Or of skepticism. It may also be a strong mark of self-preservation to
mention only incidents regarding methods far away and long ago. When
we set about teaching English in Ankara, Turkey in 1955, we heard ofstrict proponents of the direct method among our few predecessors.
Tales included one on the procedure of teaching the use of words like
"love" without sullying the process by citing. the Turkish counterpart.
The effort required twenty minutes of class time. The colorful British
linguist, J. R. Firth, Yorkshireman first and paradigm of common sense
throughout, told marvelous stories reflecting his sane views on language.
One concerned the preparation of language teaching records for the BBC.
After carefully reading the well-planned texts in the morning session, he
and his colleagues took off for lunch. Involved on their return to the
recording studio in a warm discussion, they quieted down after a while
and indicated their readiness to continue their production of the records.
At which the laboratory assistant said: "Ladies and gentle:nen, you have
been recording language conversations this morning. Let me illustrate to
you what conversation is really like." And then he played their previous
discussion for them.
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We investigate the principles for our procedures under fancy names, such
as psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics. Psycho linguistic and comparable
study presumably includes in its domain ways in which we learn lan-
guages.

We may ask whether there is any standard way. Schliemann made a for-
tune, and founded an academic discipline using languages he learned by
reading and memorizing Bible texts. In Greece, of course, he supple-
mented this practice with the help of a handsome native speaker who lent
splendor to the gold Mycenaean jewelry he uncovered. One of the most
successful teachers during ,my time as chairman of Germanic Languages
frayed my pedagogical tolerance by sitting stoliOy tehind her desk, non-
etheless turning out excellent students. Another at the time with similar
success was almost frenetically active. Each of us and each of our stu-
dents may vibrate to a different wavelength. The computer has given
language teachers a device to approximate such different attitudes andaptitudes. In the meantime I await with barely disguised skepticismdiscovery of an all-embracing methodology for teaching FL's, and I ap-plaud your cautious statements on such possibilities.

Among the most important contributions of methodologists, after instruc-tion in fundamentals, may be procedures to increase sensitivity of
teachers and also their enthusiasm. It is fairly certain that children
learn foreign languages readily and with enjoyment. Psycholinguists.may,
support efforts to- begin foreign language teaching for children in theearly. grades. When freshmen enter universities speaking one or more
foreign languages; we won't need to be concerned about the role of such
languages and their instructors in higher education. Their position will
then parallel that in psychology, chemistry, economics, and other depart-
ments.

Sociolinguistic concerns raise many problems. We have been teaching
largely the foreign languages used in societies similar to ours. Flying toEurope or to South America, we find few differences in social arrange-ments unless we seek out picturesque conservative communities. Even the
Soviet Union, especially the centers in which most foreigners find them-
selves -- Moscow, Leningrad, Tashkent -- shares our pattern of activities.
At least for the time being Japan does not, nor do other language-speak-
ing areas in which a complex system of anaphoric elements takes theplace of our straightforward set of pronouns, at the same time reflecting
an intricate social system based on alignments often different from ours.
A reading of Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado isn't adequate for supplement-
ing the cultural notes of an average handbook. China,. Southeast andSouth Asia, and Africa require sociolinguistic attention. Any plan to
shortchange students by teaching them a stripped-down, so-called prac-
tical- command of language will turn out a generation of Calibans for our
diplomatic corps, our businessmen, and others now recognizing their im-
potence as representativeg of the English-only movement. And even the
major western languages provide increasing complexities, with their
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pluricentric standards .3 We hear of speakers of English failing to under-
stand one another, such as Nigerians who in some areas have speakers of
Indian English as teachers, in others teachers who consider Britain or the
USA centers for their standards. Pluricentric languages besides English
are Arabic, Chinese, Dutch, French, German, Portuguese, and Spanish. A
generation ago Spanish instructors may have insisted on Castilian pronun-
ciation. With increasing literary,, cultural, and political prestige of coun-
tries in Latin America, other varieties of Spanish may now be taught.
Yet Border Spanish is still considered substandard, with consequent ef-
fects on its native speakers. We know of the. recent and tenuous position
of the Received Standard for Britain, of the Biihnen-aussprache for Ger-
man, and of the battles by the French Academy. Yet the use of other
standards, such as Austrian German,, may elicit comment. In our remark-
able sensitivity to speech we react differently to rebellious teenagers
attempting to demonstrate their sophistication in becoming lordly
sophomores, to immigrants who mastered their new language with the help
of GI's, to President Kennedy's facile use of a similar lexicon, and to
laborers in tough jobs like those in steel mills. How far should we yield
to our pluralistic tolerance?

Attention to social and cultural complexities is not likely to lower the
costs of FL- teaching, already among the most costly subjects in higher
institutions. There was hope that language laboratories would
reduce costs while increashat, 'competence, but our students weren't as
well-behaved as Pavlov's dogs. TV in the classroom also was disappoint-
ing, for other reasons; even talented producers turned out programs that
looked clumsy to students accustomed to commercial TV with its unlimited
budgets. Will computers do better? If they are to, we can't stint our
imaginations or the costs.

You have notable projects under way, and accordingly I can be brief.
We need cooperating centers, such as the Consortium, the center at Johns
Hopkins, and those to be established under the Education for a Competi-
tive America Act. We need them to produce materials in accordance with
pedagogical effectiveness and not with outmoded views on what will
bring profits to the conglomerates that have swallowed up publishers,
trickling royalties to textbook authors who pathetically subsidize the
corporations. With funds that now seem assured in congressional bills
we can support research on materials that will be effective and possibly
more useful than yet another edition of Hemingway or Romantic verse.
Besides centers we need networks throughout the country to provide such
materials for language courses at all levels. Students who squander their
allowance on computerized games in student unions, airports, and
shopping malls aren't going to take kindly to stodgy programs. And they,
like teachers, want choices. The French center assembling information
on software (Centre d'Etudes des Systemes et des Technologies Avancees)
has found that teachers choose differing programs, regardless of forecasts
by experts on acceptability and quality. Deken in his lively book on
robotics suggests that robots like those used by airlines to train and
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upgrade their pilots could be used to simulate tours in lieu of travel toforeign countries.4 Adapting his suggestion I have proposed that similarprograms could be devised to teach foreign languages as used in theircultures :5 Descriptors like "interactive," though self-evident, areprobably less pertinent than adjectives like "costly."

Costs must not be our main concern. It will be some time before wecatchup with the rest of the university. Accep'....ag with realism and dis-may coaching staffs with at least one coach for every position on a foot-ball team., and admitting offices of presidents with their coteries ofofficials rivalling the courts of Chinese emperors and Louis the Four-teenth, we cannot even aspire to the technical support at the decanallevel. When computers were introduced a decade and more ago, we wereassured that they would reduce administrative positions -- everyfull-blooded instructor would have direct access to the pertinent databases of the Main Building of the University. In the latest reorganiza-tion of our deanery of Liberal Arts, besides the numerous auxiliary poststhere is,a slot for a programmer; at hardly the lowest figure in our listof salaries for "classified" personnel, the appointee is to modify programsfor the special needs of Liberal Arts. With our colleagues in thehumanities we are as accustomed to meager support as to independence.And our reluctance to apply political pressure is matched only by ournalvet4. As a result, NEH receives less funding per year than is ex-pended on one magnificent aircraft of dubious capability. Our Secretaryof Education proclaims that the 308 billion spent on education nationallyalmost equals funding for the Department of Defence. A few more of ourcitizens are involved in learning than in military affairs. Some of ushold, to better benefit. Not the least of our questions concerns our willand ability to obtain the means necessary to put into effect the plans weknow will improve competence in languages.
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THE POLITICS OF' LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION

James Redfield
The University of Chicago

This paper attempts to translate some intractable curricular issues into
some intractable issues of governance, with the hope that both sets of
issues will become at least more comprehensible when the connection
between them is revealed. The making of this connection will turn out
to require a shift to a level of diffused' cultural values, values within the
academy not less powerful for being seldom verbalized. I may add that
the impetus for this inquiry was not merely speculative but arose from
certain practical frustrations. This is a local report and can perhaps best
be introduced autobiographically.

In 1982 I was appointed Master of the Collegiate Division of the
Humanities (a post which at Chicago carries the concomitant titles of
Associate Dean of the College and Associate Dean of the Humanities) with
a somewhat generally expressed mandate from the Dean of the College to
(among other things) "do something about language instruction." As a
step toward finding a more definite intention in this charge I created a
"seminar," a weekly meeting to which I 'invited, for discussion of mutual
interests, all those known to be deeply involved in teaching language at
Chicago. They talked to each other and I listened; there turned out tobe a lot to talk about. These language teed.. ors had been scattered
through a score of departments, committees, and fields; now that theymet each other many cases for the first time), they turned out to
have cominon intellectual interests, having to do with methods of instruc-
tion, and common material interests, having to do with facilities. Out of
this group came the committee that asked for and got from the Dean of
the Humanities our Center for Language Instruction with its computer and
its audiovisual equipment, and this is the group which will succeed, if
anyone will, in upgrading our Language Laboratory. Something, in other
words, was accomplished: I had invented a-pressure group. On the other
hand, as I sat and listened I was recurrently impressed by her.v little was
happening; the intellectual range of the conversation seemed to me nar-
row and the practical ambition confined. These are not vices, I may say,
one associates with the University of Chicago, where committee delibera-tion tends toward wild, not to say perverse, speculation and utopian
grandiosity. There was something here to consider.

Much of the conversation when it was not about methods and facilities
was about the language requirement, about placing students into it or
excusing them from it. This conversation, it seemed to me, remained
superficial because it took for granted most of the problem: there was
discontent with the one-year requirement to which most students were
held but no willingness to talk about the content of that requirement or
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its place in a wider curriculum. Everyone there (except me, it seemed)
assumed that to teach a modern language meant the teaching of
broad-gauge, quasi-native-speaker capacities, and everyone assumed that
the value of such instruction is self-evident and generally understood.

The seminar, as such groups do, started with a relatively le2ge and shift-
ing attendance and then settled down to a smaller group of regulars.
The teachers of dead languages disappeared; Modern Chinese continued
to be represented, but Classical Chinese was not. Those-who teach lan-
guages as an aspect-of linguistics also dropped out: this meant that we
lost Modern Greek, which at Chicago is taught primarily for its ethnolin-
guistic interest, and Georgian, in which we offer a three-year coordinated
program -- Introductory, Intermediate, and Advanced. These were of
course the very people who might have been expected to widen the intel-
lectual preconceptions of the group; instead they decided that the con-
versation was not for them and went away.

We were left with teachers of major modern languages. Looking at them
as an Associate Dean, I could not fail to be struck by the diversity of
their appointments. There were tenured faculty, including a Full Prores-
sor or two, Assistant Professors (all, I happened to know, with poor
prospects of promotion), Senior Lecturers (predominantly women), and
graduate student Lecturers (usually on two-year appointments but oc-
casionally extended indefinitely). At Chicago, which hai always
proclaimed that its "real" faculty do its teaching, this quasi-faculty
demanded explanation; no ,other aspect of humanistic teaching was or-
ganized this way. As I got to thinking about this point my attention
shifted from substance to procedure and to problems of governance.

Academic governance may be divided into two branches: curriculum and
personnel, or (more informally) What shall we do? and Who is going to do
it? (Curriculum really should be curriculum-and-research, but in the hu-
manities -- with rare exceptions, such as the Assyrian Dictionary --
research is left for individual faculty to fit into their unadminiztered time
and becomes an administrative problem only in terms of the granting of
leaves.) Obviously the first conditions the second: we, have Jobs-because
there are things for us to do. Yet it is striking that most faculty want
to be included in personnel discussions, even those remote from their own
areas, while we get into curricular discussions mostly out of a sense of
duty; many do not even think of the curriculum as an aspect of gover-
nance. Perhaps this is because we do not really view the academy as a
purposeful agency but as a self-justified society; the'right people (people
like ourselv.es) should be admitted and then left to do what they want.
or, it ;day be,because, while personnel discussions are conducted in a tone
of tough realism ("I like so-and-so as a person" is a sure sign of a nega-
tive vote coming up), curricular discussions tend to idealism in the bad
sense. There is a recurrent gap between high sentence and low motives;
a roomful of professors talk of The Knowledge Most Worth Having and
What Every Educated Person Should Know, while all of them know that
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each of them is evaluating every suggestion in terms of its impact onteaching loads and the labor of the class preparations, on recruitment, onthe fortunes of their own proteges and the prestige of their own fields.

No doubt this is all as it should be. Academics are paid to talk, and wehad better find something more interesting to say than: "I want thisbecause I want it, and I'm going to get it because I've found some otherpowerful people who want it too." We are professionally committed todefending our interests in terms of higher cultural values -- and in this
respect academic politics, for all its wordy inconsequence, perhaps sets amodel for all politics (if we mean by politics something other than thetest of force). Nor should we be dismayed that curricula are politicaldocuments; if the process of reasoning, even if it is little more than
rationalization, requires us to state the meaning of our work, so also the
process of negotiation, even if it is little more than logrolling, requires
us to respect our colleagues as persons with whom we share a commoninstitutional loyalty and fate. The two processes, taken together, keepthe college in touch with the realities of power and current culture, bothwithin the college and outside it.

The academy is self-perpetuating, self-evaluating, and self-accrediting. Itdefines its relations with the wider society -- which to a large extent isready to be told what it should value. We, in turn, know that these
things (whatever they are) are valuable because we and others like usvalue them. Certainly these things change over time, but it is somethingof a mystery why, for instance, Latin declines and Calculus advances.
Always a curriculum is an attempt to make concrete our current values.
Certainly the shape of the faculty changes in response to curricular
changes, but the reverse is also true; it is unclear whether there are
now fewer Latin teachers because Latin is less taught, or vice versa. Ifwe hire enough computer people, Computer Science will become an in-tegral part of the core curriculum. Always the curriculum is an attemptat self-definition by those at that time established in academic power.

It faows that curricular discussions can never be fully "rational" -- interms of student demand, faculty interest, and available funding; dithose things are subject to change, and can be changed by the ways wetalk about them. Nor is the "useful" nor the "needed" a sufficientcriterion of what is proper to higher education. On the other hand, the
discussion does not helpfully proceed on an "ideal" plane either; we must
be respectful of the conditions in which we find ourselves, and we mustrecognize that the statement of an ideal Li never disinterested, and often
intends the seduction of the innocent.

All this is prologue to a discussion of the language requirement, which Iintend to discuss in terms of the sociology of the academy and to use asa case study for inquiry into the way academic values are negotiated and
legitimated. Let me begin by noting that from the ideal point of viewlanguages are strangely unproblematic. Everyone seems to agree that it
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is good to learn them. One might say the same of mathematics, but in
this case I would go further: everyone actually desires to know more
languages -- if it could be done without effort we would like to know
them all. That "row that downed every hod on Babel" is one of the
emblems of our Fall, and by partially repairing it we come one small step
back toward some primal unity. So languages should not be a curricular
problem.

Nevertheless language is a problem -- because, while we seem to know
what we want, we seem completely unprepared to insist on it. It is
generally agreed that second-language acquisition should come early, yet
foreign language' is no longer required for college admission; the con-
troversy now turns on the college language requirement. It is generally
agreed that languages are retained.only by those who bring them to some
usable level, either for conversation or reading, also that for most Amer-
ican students this level can be reached only in two years, and also only
in a few languages (Romance and to some extent Germanic) -- yet the
general liberal arts requirement is not uncommonly set at one year of any
available language. It is generally agreed that language learning requires
commitment and a certain level of intensity; yet we permit students to
meet the requirements with C's and D's. It is generally agreed that lan-
guages are learned by those who have a use for them; the language re-
iluirement does hot, however, require students to use the language or
even to learn it, but merely to study it. I have heard the language re-
quirepent debated many times, but I have never heard a faculty debate a
real language requirement. Such a requirement would insist on two years'
college work (or equivalent) at an A or B level in a language in which
such work can reasonably be expected to bring the student to a reason-
able proficiency; it would be enforced by a tough proficiency exam at
the end -- no proficiency, no diploma. 'Such-a requirement would demand
the kind of commitment demanded by pre-med chemistry; no one seems
to think it reasonable to ask this of students in general. Instead, the
debate is conducted between those who think that in the absence of a
real requirement it is better to have no requirement at all and those who
think something better than nothing. The debate seems to be a leading
indicator of faculty attitudes toward requirements in general; when re-
quirements are out, the language requirement is eliminated; when, as at
the present time, requirements are again in fashion, the language require-
ment, in that tepid form which satisfies its proponents, is reintroduced.
Of course if we gave languages, in the schoo:s and on the SAT's, the
kind of weight we give mathematics, every American would arrive in col-
lege with some smattering of a foreign tongue, and the colleges would
have a real requirement.

Americans as a nation are not much good at foreign languages. This is
one of the places where we become aware that our pedagogy is embedded
in the wider culture. The Dutch and the Danes learn foreign languages;
the French, who are phonologically isolated, learn to read but not to
speak or understand them -- except for those few who learn many,
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having observed that while an accent in French is vulgar, a French ac-cent is charming. Americans are more like the Italians; it is not unusualto meet in Italy young people who have had six or seven years of Englishin school and cannot form a sentence in it. Perhaps the similarity isaccounted for by the fact that both nations are in their different wayslinguistic melting pots; Italian is after all a second language for mostItalians, a foreign language learned at school (and from television) tosupplement the Piemontese or Calabrian they speak at home. By the timethey arrive at formal foreign language instruction they have already suf-fered years of language anxiety. Similarly Americans often seem blockedoff from language acquisition by their ethnic contact with languages otherthan English; many a college language teacher complains of the obstacleof church-basement Modern Greek or barrio Spanish. The student'sprevious efforts to communicate are thus academically categorized as adisadvantage; it is better to know nothing than to know something"incorrect," However, the French Canadians of New England do seemwell placed to learn French. It is a puzzle.
In any event it is clear that foreign languages are one of the placeswhere the nation's reach exceeds its grasp; they are a Good Thing,, but41.;:-cit Too Hard. We are not willing to put into them the necessary levelof resources in the schools, in the colleges, or at any level. (I wellremember the graduate.student who said: "Oh, I took the German readingexam two years ago, I couldn't possibly read it now.") In this contradic-tory condition the language requirement is our compromise; it does notinsist that students learn a language, but it does transmit to them themessage that we very much wish that they would. Perhaps this messageis important enough to be worth a yearlong college course -- even thoughit does mean that our teachers have to teach two kinds of students:those who are learning the language, and those who are meeting therequirement.

Language teaching has been adapted to our ideology of "exposure" (as inthe expression "exposure to-the Humanities"). For most modern Europeanlanguages we now have beautifully crafted teaching programs, comprisingtextbooks, workbooks, tapes, and even interactive video tapes; we exposethe students to the program, and in some cases it is effective, in somecases not. No doubt this is generally the case with exposure; it is onlythat in this case the exposed- student is likely in another sense later tobe exposed. The inability to see the point of a poem is a failing which.1.1 ordinary life can usually be concealed, but an inability to speak orread French becomes at certain moments painfully obvious -- and is notmade less painful by the mumbled admission: "I had some French incollege." Given the requirement, we then proceed to rationalize it. Muchof the well-rehearsed debate about the requirement consists of the redis-covery of these rationalizations. It is said that foreign language study atany level improves the understanding of language in 'general -- that, forinstance, most Americans learn English graminar for the first time in thecourse of studying some other language. It is said that even a very
3E
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modest command of a foreign language is some use -- one can learn
enough to "get around," or to pick through technical articles in a specific
field, getting the good of their formulae or footnotes. It is said that an
introduction to the language is really an introduction to the -cultUre. It
is said that language study encourages good study habits, trains the mem-
ory, and 'eileouragcs the habit of precision.

I call these rationalizations not because they are untrue, but because we
do not take them seriously enough to shape our instruction in accordance
with 'them. The last rationalization applies to a great variety of intellec-
tual fields -- for instance, the mastery of baseball statistics. It does not
justify language per, se. Tie other three would imply forms of instruction
very different from those now in use. A focus on language (rather than
a. language) would stress those aspects, structural and semantic, which
most differ from English; that is the way the linguists teach, for in-
stance, Georgian and Greenland Eskimo -- not for any prospective use,
but as objects of study with an intrinsic intellectual interest. A focus on
culture would stress thOse aspects -of the language most culturally specific
-- euphemisms and obscenities, exclamations and gestures, proverbs and
low idioms, the language spoken to children, such formal subrhetorics as
police reports, prayer, and patriotic speeches. A focus on particular. lases
would adapt itself to those uses, would teach,, for instance, Broken Span-
ish for Travellers, with the kind of simplified structure and large
vocabulary which -would enable one to function effectively as a comic
foreigner; to shop, deal with the civil service, and read the weather
reports. German for Chemists does exist, and my colleague James
McCawley has designed a course in how to read the wall signs in Chinese
restaurants, but those models have not been generalized.

It would seem that if we are going to haire a large number of students
who will be taking one year of a language in college, and no more, we
would be designing courses for those students. There exist, for instance,
reduced languages which, because they are no one's mother tongue, can
be mastered quite quickly. Pidgin (also known as Neo-Melanesian) is one
such; Esperanto is another. A different sort of example is Homeric
Greek, to which one might add Old Norse. It is possible, as I know from
experience, to teach students to read Homer accurately and sensitively in
a year of ordinary course work -- indeed by the end of this time a good
graduate student is ready to write publishable articles on the Homeric
language, proof against the most exacting professional criticism. Alterna-
tively one could teach Reading Scholarly French -- although as French
rhetoric becomes more baroque this reaches a narrower range of scholar-
ship than it used to. Or we could teach not language but the history of
language; we could teach Latin and its Derivatives (including Sardinian
and Rumanian) with attention to underlying structures and patterns of
historical transformation. There is an indefinite number of opportunities
in this and other directions. None of them are being pursued. We 'con-
tinue to offer virtually all our students broad courses intended to begin
to establish the full range of native-speaker competences: phonetics,
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phonemics, morphology, syntax, vocabulary, idiom, and stylistics. And wethen observe that it is not possible to do much in a year.
The students who really want to learn a modern language generally trav-el. (This poses a special problem for Russian, since few find it easy tospend much time in the Soviet Union.) Total immersion, as we know, isthe sone proven effective pedagogy, since it punishes refusal to functionIn the ,language by embarrassment, loneliness, and even actual hunger.We could provide artificial conditions of total immersion on our owncampuses, but it is understood that the expense is too great. -- not onlythe material expense, but the expense in moral wear and tear. It isunderstood that precisely because these sanctions are real they are not tobe imposed on those who do not Specially choose them.

Conversely the language requireinent, because it is for everyone, functions
without real-sanctions. My objection to the requirement (and I do gener-ally object to it) is to the fact that it makes obvious to the world -- andeven worse, to ourselves -- our failure of nerve. It is a curricular ex-pression, not Or determination, but of our hopes and wishes. It is myimpreSsion, further., that while most requirements are defended by thosewho teach them -- the physicists insist on physics, the EngliSh teacherson English -- the language requirement is generally'unpopular With thosewho teach languages: It is, rather, insisted upon by those who hope thatsomeone else will teach their students what, in many cases, they wishthey had learned themselves-.

I may add that the physicists, having insisted on a physics requirement,do set themselves (however ineptly) to the creation of courses tailored tothe requirement; these are the well- known courses in Science for Non-scientists. We do not, however, have (as I have said) Language-Courses
for Those Who Will Not Learn Languages. Our language teachers godoggedly on dragging all through a curriculum intended only for some.

All this suggests that the place of language teaching in the curriculummerits further investigation. This is an area which absorbs_ a large chunkof our resources and has benefited very little from our creativity. Lan-guage instruction is a poor relation; we all know we have to find ithouseroom and feed it, but we seldom ask if it :Is happy.

All this has to do, I think, with a confusing fact about natural language:it is a symbolic capacity v-"hich is acquired, in most cases', without study.Every natural language is someone's mother tongue, and the intellectualefforts we exert on mother's knee, while undoubtedly intense, are not ofthe sort we undertake in college. To put this another way: modernlanguages (I shall come to dead languages later) are an odd element ofhigher education- because they are known to be known by clany who arehardly educated at all. In France even the little children speak French- - -in certain districts, with a remarkably good accent. In language studywe repair a partiality in our upbringing -7 that we were brought up in
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one language community rather than another. In this sense all modern
language study is remedial. The process of learning the language,

puts us back into a kind of childlike state: we don't know the
simplest ihings, like the words for bread and water. Languages, further,
cannot be learned by intellectual effort; the process requires drill and
other forms of repetitive practice. The necessary redundancy of the
process is frustrating; languages come slowly, and we have always the
feeling that we should already know these things; they are so simple,
and yet so frustratingly difficult. To know many languages is, of course,
an extraordinary thing, but each modern language is in itself ordinary,
and on its own home ground taken for granted.

It follows that language instruction is, within the academy, a relatively
low-status operation. Good language teachers are hard to find, and we
might expect them. to be valued. -- but it is a fundamental sociological
rule of the academy that prestige attaches, not to the ability to teach,
but to the thing -taught. All remedial instruction is low-status. Modern
language teaching lacks that initiatory quality, that sense of being ad-
Mitted to a circle of the instructed elect, which confers on the teacher a
magic aura. We are grateful to good language teachers, as we are grate-
ful to those who cook our meals and cut our hair, but we do not, except
in a few cases of rare virtuosity, find them impressive. Language teach-
ing is a service. occupation within the academy.

This diagnosis is confirmed by the fact that the situation is completely
different with the dead languages. In Greek and Latin, not to speak of
Hittite and Akkadian,, the tenured faculty routinely teach at the
elementary level; indeed there is a not unfounded belief that few assis-
tant profesors know these languages well enough to teach them. These
languages can be acquired only by study, and are thus= quite differently
evaluated in relation to college work; the mass of unsystematic detail
which must be mastered is not seen as a banality, as in a modern lan-
guage, but admired es a philology, a secret code known only to the few.
In the dead languages the language is the field, and prestige attaches
primarily to philological competence itself, rather than to any use to
which it is put.

A somewhat paradoxical corollary of this situation is that in the dead
languages there is very little language teaching as such. At Chicago we
teach Greek grammar for three or four months -- a quick trot through
some standard textbook -- and then settle down with the students to
sentence-by-sentence review of texts. For most of them, this is all the
language teaching they will ever get, even if they go on to the PhD. In
the review-of-text format, the student works out a translation of the
assigned passage, looking up words in the dictionary and puzzling out
their construction; he then presents this in class for correction. There
is little or no attention to the language as a system, except as some par-
ticular example may lead the teacher to remind the student of a general
rule or to impart some bit of syntactic lore. Students we commentaries,
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but these seldom distinguish between unique uses of words -- in freshlycoined- metaphors, for example -- and specialized but generally usedmeanings; neither do they distinguish between interpretations of par-ticular phrases and the identification of idioms, or between the inter-pretation of a Particular construction and the discernment of a syntacticpattern. Students thus do not study the Greek language; if they areclever they pick it up while studying texts -- which they in turn, go onto- teach in the same unsystematic fashion. Few, of course, reach thislevel. They do, however, have the satisfaction, if they major in Classics,of having read in the original some ancient works. They are unlikely,
unless they enter the profession, to retain much knowledge of the lan-guage in later life -- except that, for reasons stated earlier, they mayretain the ability to read Homer.

The elassicial languages are not conceived of as productive usable systems,but as a body of texts available for study.. Classical philology is thedetailed knowledge of these texts, and the philologist is admired not somuch, for the- ability to state a rule as- to cite a parallel. For the samereason that the beautifully designed teaching programs of the modernlanguages have had so little influence on the teaching of Classics, the
teaching of classical language doek not provide a useful intellectual Model
for the teaching of modern languages. Neither does Classics provide auseful sociological model. The ancient texts have themselves a high_pres-tige, and study of them confers prestige on the scholar. The language ofRacine and Goethe cannot confer thb same prestige, since it is basicallythe same as the language of Le Faro and Der Stern.
The relatively low status of modern- language teaching is structural, andwe are stuck with it. No use saying it is difficult important work; so isnursing, so is high school teaching, but this does not make nurses theequals 'of doctors, or high school teachers the equals of college teachers.No doubt things should be otherwise, but they're not going, to be. In allthese cases there is a correlation between prestige azu length of train-ing -- although it is hard to be sure that the difference in training is, acause of the difference in status, rather than its consequence. The pri-mary qualification for modern language teaching is knowledge of thelanguage, and the preferred teachers are native speakers -- who of courseget no credit for knowing their own language. There is something tolearn about how to teach a language, but evidently not much; two years'supervised practice is more than most receive. Otherwise language teach-ing is assumed to be a gift -- which we are delighted to come upon, butunwilling to reward. The administration of modern language teachingwithin the university thus poses problems of equity, problems which arelikely to be insoluble, in the sense- that each solution will generatespecific dissatisfactions.

One solution is to have a separate language-teaching staff. This solutionwas in effect tried at Chicago during the period of the independent Col-lege; the College French and Russian staffs taught language, while the
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graduate departments taught literature. The relationship (often one of
hostility) between the two was then entangled in the generally difficult
relations between College and Divisions -- which to some extent brought
into the University the tensions, centering on prestige differential, which
exist nationally between the high schools and the colleges. (Indeed the
College of, that period, which admitted students at 16 or even 15, was
partly a high school, and recruited some of its faculty, including some of
its most gifted language teachers, directly from, the Laboratory School.)
The faculty in modern language areas at Chicago who remember that time
generally refer to it as the Bad Old Days, and ,look on it as an achieve-
ment that the College staffs were brought into the Departments. Yet the
University continues to be under pressure to hire specialized language
teachers -- mostly, now, in the form of Senior Lecturers. Senior Lec-
turer, significantly enough, is not a faculty position (does not bring with
it voting powers in the Senate) although Senior Lecturers have de facto
tenure. ,(Two years' notice is required to terminate a Senior Lecturer,
and ,since the post was invented there has not been one termination, at
least not in the Humanities.) Senior Lecturers enjoy full faculty benefits,
but there is an informal salary cap on the position, equivalent to a good
Assistant Professorial salary. Senior Lecturers currently teach or have
recently taught French, German, Swedish, Russian, and Japanese at Chi-
cago.

Senior Lecturers are explicitly, i.e., by statute, second-class citizens.
Their relations with departments are unclear; generally they are invited
to meetings, but expected to stay out of questions of policy and
recruitment except in relation to their own language area. Nor are they
the least advantaged language teachers. One of our professional schools
had for many years on its staff as a Lecturer a man, by all reports a
gifted language teacher, who was ABD and made no progress toward a
degree, and whose work was unrecognized by the relevant department;
he eventually died at his post, virtually unnoticed except by his students.
Elsewhere we find a teacher of an oriental language: his teaching load is
50% higher than that of the faculty, his salary is low -- and is funded on
soft money, so that his year-by-year renewal is uncertain. He stays in
this job because his only realistic alternative is to go back to- Cairo. He
is, in fact, a kind of "guest worker."

As language teaching is relatively low-status, language teachers tend to
become an underclass. It is not clear why we find this troubling. We
easily tolerate such status differentials in other areas, for instance Physi-
cal Education. (The staff at Chicago hold faculty titles and are members
of the College faculty, but are supervised not by the Dean of the College
but by the Dean of Students of the University.) Perhaps it is because
language teachers, for all their marginal status, are centrally involved in
the academic program of the Humanities; the courses that they teach,
further become part of the major concentration of students who become
majors in the language area -- and good language teaching is the primary
recruiter to the major, which is to say, the work of the department. All
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this suggests that they would somehow be full members of the faculty,and of the department. Certainly the issues here, constitutional andsociological, deserve further exploration. But for my present purposes itis enough to observe that most faculty consider the second-class status oflanguage teachers as generally unsatisfactory. 'Each such appointment is
somewhat apologetically proposed as an ad hoc solution to a special ease.
Yet as there am many special cases these appointments, even when resis-
ted its a matter of policy, tend to accumulate.

The alternative is a language staff which is an integral part of the facul-ty. One subsolution here is to make of language teaching an intellectual
career in its own right; 4t is after all a research area, there are profes-
sional organizations, journals, meetings, and so on, and one can acquire a
solid professional reputation in the field. (Such a reputation outside the
University is the only reliable foundation for full academic citizenship, atleast at a university like ours.) For some individuals this has been aneffective solution. If it is not generally effective it is only partly be-cause the intellectual field' is relatively low-status, like the activity itstudies; language instruction is a problem in applied linguistics, and suf-
fers all the disabilities of the "applied" as against the "pure," as well asthe special; disabilities proper to all those applications known as Educa-tion. More important: most of those qualified to teach languages do notwant to make a career of language teaching and its theory; they areliterary and historical scholars, and want to develop their careers in that
direction. The utopian -solution proposes that all qualified persons take'
their turn at language teaching as a contribution to the community. This
would ,apread the work around, so that it would not be a major distrac-
tiontion to anyone. call this solution "utopian" because it involves the un-
reasonable expectation that the more powerful will cooperate on equalterms with the less powerful. We had for ten years a Dean of the
Humanities at Chicago who believed, in this solution; he is a master ofthe art of exhortation, but ten years of exhortation had in this sphere
only Marginal effect upon faculty behavior. And in any case there does
seem to be something irrational about taking Professors earning over fifty
thousand a year away from work, only they can do, and assigning them
tasks which could be equally competently performed by adjunct personnel
making less than twenly.

The egalitarian solution to !ow-status- activities is to assign them to anage-grade -- as the Morthons assigned stoop -work to their children. Thus
the work gets done, but its status does not characterize anybody; it issomething everybody survives. This has been the most popular solutionfor language teaching; it has been done by the young. Actually this is
two different solutions, since it involves two different gronps of youngpeople: assistant professors and graduate students.

Assistant professors are of course far more administrable than tenuredfaculty; they can be assigned languar teaching. They are unlikely,
however, to receive much credit for it at tenure review time -- if only
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because it will be assumed that they will not do much of it after getting
tenure. So the usual tension between teaching and research is exacer-
bated in the case of the language staff; their teaching is not even much
connected with the research areas in which they will be reviewed. At
institutions which cio not normally promote their assistant professors this
may seem less of a problem -- the problem is felt by the individual can-
didate, who must find time while language-teaching to produce the kind
of publications which will impress the next employer, but the professors
may- feel quite comfortable hiring young people, getting six years or so ,of
language teaching out of them, and then replacing them with a new
crop. At.the University of Chicago, which as a matter of policy prefers
to promote its assistant professors, there has been constant tension on
this issue between the Deans, who feel a responsibility for the career
development of the young faculty, and the professors, whose power is
obviously increased by a policy of hiring new young people rather than
promoting. those we now have.

:Graduate students, especially ABD's, may seem to be the ideal language
instructors, and in fact Chicago now relies on them heavily in Romance,
and t', some extent also .in German and.Russian. They are after all being
trainect- as teachers as well as beingaupported.in their studies, and they
can be paid the low rate typical of apprentices. And if they are properly
selected and supervised, the quality of instruction can be good. On the
other hand, there are tensions: it is .not the best situation for students
to be the employees of their teachers, and faculty, pleased to have found
a low-priced, deferential, subordinate, may be tempted to stretch out the
years of service well beyond anything justifiable as an apprenticeship.
Furthermore. if they are to be trained as teachers, they will have to be
supervised, which means finding a supervisor; this person will usually be
either a Senior Lecturer or an Assistant Professor who will then find no
time for research.

In any case graduate students have the same problem as assistant profes-
sors; they are sent a double message by the senior faculty. They are
assigned to teach languages, and at thr. same time warned not to let this
work distract them froth the one thing that is of any importance: their
research. Probably graduate students can tolerate this somewhat better
than assistant professors, since they are not under the same up-or-out
time constraints, and their expectations of happiness are in any case
relatively low. Probably the best solution is to have a staff of ABD's
supervised by a tenured member of the faculty -- either one of those
rare professors with a professional interest in language teaching, or else
through some kind of rotation among competent members of the depart-
ment. But such a solution can only be kept going- by Deans who are
exceptionally tough in confronting requests and demands that the burden
of language teaching be taken. ° away from the senior faculty -- and at the
same time the Deans will have the next-to-impossible task of seeing to it
that appointments to the language staffs are made on merit, and not as a
matter of patronage. The senior faculty's policy on language teaching



will, most of the time, reduce to a quite understandable quest for power
without responsibility -- "the privilege of the harlot throughout the ages,"
as Stanley Baldwin once said.

All this is quite familiar. My only original proposition in this paper -- at
least I think it is original -- is this: our curricular problem with modern
languages has a political source, namely, that these languages are taught
by the powerless. In the academy power follows prestige (rather than
the other way around, as elsewhere) and where prestige is denied,
thought is inhibited. To consign an academic task to the powerless is to
ensure that its practitioners will be as intellectually limited as practically
unambitious.

If I were a. cultural dictator I would get the universities out of the lan-
guage-teaching business. I would like a tough proficiency requirement as
a condition of entrance and a tougher one as a condition of graduation,
and I would leave it to the students. to figure out how to meet it. The
result, I predict, would be a rapid expansion of the existing prhate-sec-
tor language-teaching business to meet the need, and its transformation
in the direction of university requirements. Our graduate students could
work for them instead of us, and our students could prepare for our
exams withciut course credit. Instructor and students alike could be
focused on linguistic competence and nothing else. This solution at the
very least would solve some or the problems of Associate Deans -- and
the problems, of Associate Deans, after all, are, one way or another, the
problems Of us all.
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PERCEPTIONS OF GOVERNANCE IN A SMALLER UNIVERSITY

James J. Wrenn
Brown University

In this presentation I will take Brown as a representative of what the
small university can do and will explore the freedom enjoyed and the
limitations imposed.

Brown has most of the familiar ranks, and a few that may not be so
familiar: Professors of the Full, Associate, and Assistant varieties, In-
structors, Lecturers (most of which may be qualified as "Visiting" or
"Adjunct"), and Senior Lecturers and Preceptors, two new ranks instituted
in September of 1986 (of which more later), as well as Teaching As-
sociates and a number of carefully differentiated graduate student ap-
pointments, which include Teaching Fellow, Senior Teaching Assistant,
Teaching Assistaht, Assistant, and Research Assistant.

With suitable negotiation between faculty and chairmen, it is relatively
easy to develop and maintain interdisciplinary courses. Loosely coupled
systems have their advantages. The disadvantage is that the various
teaching-responsibilities are not specifically defined, since these features
of the "contract" are based on an oral agreement and may assume ex-
pectations of teaching loads and other duties that are never made specif-
ic, and are sometimes even matters of polite expectation. To the extent
that f goodwill is a commodity in the academy, these issues are related to
governance. They have a strong influence on the morale of all teachers,
but especially on language teachers, who believe that they are generally
undervalued as teachers and humanists.

Roles in department, center, or program are all different at Brown, and
all have precise definitions. For example, the Faculty Rules define a
center as "an academic unit designed to conduct a major scholarly inter-
disciplinary effort which includes educational and research components."
A center has a formal administrative structure within the university and
may include several programs.

As i- most similar institutions, some appointments are tenurable --
Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant Professor, and Instructor- -
while all others are specifically not tenurable. Titles for this second
group include a wide range: Lecturer, Teaching Associate, and various
titles which include the terms Visiting, Adjunct, Research, Clinical,
Investigator.

Tenured members of the faculty are by definition voting members of the
and Lecturers with longer-term appointments are often recom-

mended by their departments to become voting members. No such recom-
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mendation has, in my memory, been rejected. Emeriti, and visiting and
adjunct faculty may not vote. Named chairs art available, but usually not
to those who perceive themselves as language teachers.

Extra pay for extra jobs is sometimes available, but it is limited and
except for the small stipends at the disposal of departmental chairmen,
obtainable only through negotiation. Summer salary is limited to two
tenths of annual salary. Through speCial negotiations summer research
stipends are possible, but are paid monthly so that most of the stipend is
withheld and becomes available only after 15 April of the next year.
Sabbatic leaves with pay, as a matter of university regulation, are not
extended to those without tenure, but in. practice departmental chairmen
may recommend such leaves, and ihey are often granted. (More evidence
of a loosely coupled system?)

Course loads are usually unspecified but are often heavier in terms of
contact hours for language teachers than for others at similar ranks inthe university. I am prepared to accept that an hour of language in-
struction may take less preparation than an hour of lecture, but would
note that language instruction is likely to be more energy consuming, and
note that the difference in the nature of weparations may reflect a lower
expectation for intellectual activity for kinguage teachers.

The reputation of individual language teachers develop; from The Critical
an informal student pubRcation, and from various review systems

which are designed by the departments but which require approval of the
Provost before adoption.

As to publication, there is the expectation that language teachers will
continue to provide evidence of professionalism in their work, and
publication is one of the ways in which this is 'done. Some departments
still require conventional scholarship from language teachers and give
them professional rank, but this is by no means uniform for all languages
at Brown. For some departments, publication is of a kind that is not
usually comparable with the production of other colleagues, since it is'
likely to take the form of text materials, audio tapes, and the adaptation
of 'videotapes and videodiscs. These kinds of credentials when presented
as evidence for scholarly production must be judged differently from
those presented by others. Here we as language teachers invite and even
insist on a double, or at least a different, standard. Accepting the tran-
sition between theory and practice is important for judging our product,
which is rarely scholarly in the traditional sense, but is nearly always an
application of scholarship, and is always ephemeral. We pose problems of
comparability that are disquieting for some; we seldom -assert eternal
truths, but are in pursuit of the ,most effective presentatio; ,f 'the lan-
guage of a changing culture. We welcome the assumption t, cur best
efforts will be out of ctate in a few months or -years. This notion
affects our choice of pretgentation so that many of our best .a may
not make print except as ephemeral xerox-copied handouts for st.: Adents or
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assemblages of descriptive notes on the vocabulary of current events,
nothing that is likely to warrant more formal publication. For some
departments, tapes and discs do not constitute suitable evidence of
academic credentials.

We suffer because of the expectation that the PhD degree will hnve been
completed. While many language teachers do not have the terminal
degree in their special field of competence, many have a higher level of
language competence and more immediate familiarity with the culture of
the country than their senior colleagues. The gradual shift toward em-
phasis on spoken language competence for our students is likely to in-
crease the emphasis on the level of language competence expected from
us as itinguage teachers, and will have an influence on how we define
credentials for language teachers.

For Brown there are internal tensions and departmental differences, and
not many of us who see ourselves primarily as language teachers are
tenured, although some have contracts with terms of three years or more.

During the 1950's there existed a Division of Modern Languages, admini-
stratively similar to the Division of Engineering, with a chair of the
division; but with the growth of the university in the late WO's, and
the development of new and expanded programs, it became more con-
venient to administer the various languages as independent departments, a
Department of French, of Hispanic Languages, Linguistics, German, and
Slavic. The wisdom of this choice became apparent when from core mem-
bers of the faculty in these departmenti, there developed Departments of
Comparative Literature and of Portuguese and Brazilian Studies; when
departments changed their designations to Department of French Studies,
Department of Hispanic Studies, and later Department of Hispanic and
Italian Studies; and when the Department of Linguistics began to incor-
porate teachers of Chinese, Arabic (later dropped, of which more later),
and Japanese.

During the year 1980, an Interdepartmental Committee on Language was
established by the Modern Language Board to examine language instruc-
tion at Brown, with representatives from French, German, Hispanic and
Italian, Portuguese and Brazilian Studies, the Language Laboratory, Com-
parative Literature, and Linguistics. The report of this Committee
recommended the creation of a Center for Fonign Language Studies "to
encourage the study of languages at all levels, languages used both for
communication and for the transmission of cultural values through spoken
and written texts." The recommended Center was to "create a context in
which collaboration and exchange among language instructors can be
encouraged, ... provide an administrative structure to focus on the impor-
tance of language studies within the University, and...serve as a channel
for relations with groups outside the University." The report was sub-
mitted to the Provost on 4 June 1980 and was acknowledged, but no other
action was taken at the time.
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In the mid-1980's the Provost established several committees to do a"Realignment Study"; one, chaired by Prof. Sheila Blumstein, examined theroles and responsibilities of academic departments in the Humanities. Onerecommendation of this study was for the establishment of a Center forLanguages. This period of self-examination bad stimulated a sense ofcommon interest, and by 1985 the sense small group of language teachersof various ranks, including the Director of the Lar-ruage Laboratory, whois also an active teacher of ESL, had begun to c informally to discusstheir shared needs and goals.

During this period, the Dean of the College, Harriet Sheridan, was activein developing and shaping the Consortium for Language Teaching andLearning, which had been formed but had not yet appointed en ExecutiveDirector. Part of this development was the establishment of ConsortiumCommittees on each campus. Therefore, in late 1985 the nucleus oflanguage teachers was co-opted as the Consortium Committee, to reportto the Dean. At about this time the University was planning for a newCenter for Information Technology (CIT), which would include a LanguageLaborativy, to be housed in a new building adjacent to that'which housesmost, of the modern language faculty. The governing body for modernlanguages, composed of he chairs of the modern language departments,established a Language Laboratory Committee, but with almost completeoverlap in membership with the existing Consortium Committee. For awhile the two met separately, but the issues _dealt with were so inex-tricably mixed that we began to meet conjointly, simply by including anadditional person at each meeting. We finally clarified this by informingthe administrators concerned that we had conflated the committees.Duriiig this period when we were meeting together as a small group oflanguage teachers with common interests, we also considered the pos-sibility that we should formulize the relationship we had begun to developas an administrative entity, and at about the same time we sounded outthe Provost to determine whether this would be a we:come activity. Withthe characteristic Patience of Brown administrators, he suggested wepresent a plan. Our initial plan for a Center for Language Studies wentthrough many hours of discussion and many drafts over a period of morethan a year, and was finally` brought to the Academic Council, only to beinitially refused, and then after more adjustment of the plan, was finallyaccepted to begin in March of 1987.

TEXT OF THE CHARGE OF THE CENTER FOR LANGUAGE STUDIES

A Center for the Study of Languages shall be established at BrownUniversity, the purpose and goals as described, following: 1. To serve asthe intellectual center for language-related research and knowledge byproviding an academic "home" for those faculty with scholarly intereststhe teaching of language qua language and in interdisciplinr7 researc athat is pertinent to language studies. 2. To give the teaching of language
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security and stability. 3. To provide an academic base for the teaching
of languages which are primarily (but not exclusively) modern and
which are not tied to departments of language/literature and/or area
studies, and provide training in pedagogical methods.

The administrative responsibilities of the Center will be to: 1. Develop
courses in-such areas as lanipage pedagogy, philology, linguistics (applied,
socio-, and anthropological), and dialectology, for specific languages. 2.
Sponsor research in language teaching and learning. 3. Have administra-
tive responsibility for the Language Laboratory, and develop materials for
the Language Laboratory. 4. Facilitate outreach and develop relationships
with other language teaching and learnik7 resources at Brown such as
Bilingual Education, English as a Second Language, and service courses
for physicians and other personnel.

Although primary responsibility for the teaching of their languages resides
within the already established- departments/centers, faculty in the tradi-
tional departments/centers whose responsibilities are in various areas of
language studies may, with departnrntal approval, choose to have joint
appointments with the Center for the Study of Languages. This would
serve to forinalize and acknowledge a Tole these faculty already fulfill,
rather than to change the degree of their obligation or commitment to
their home department(s). Affiliated faculty would have responsibility
for ensuring that: 1. Graduate teaching assistants and fellows are
trained to teach language effectively. 2. Faculty appointed for the
specific purpose of teaching a language which is offered only occasional-
ly or irregularly are ,competent in the teaching of that language. 3.
Resources for regular faculty who might wish to update or enhance their
language teaching methods would be available. Responsibility for graduate
student teaching assistants and fellows will continue to reside in the
already,, established departments and centers, and funding for graduate
assistants and fellows will no be diverted from departments/centers in
order to support faculty positions in the Center. The membership of the
Center shall be affiliated faculty and staff. A Director, appointed by the
Provost on the recommendation of the Dean of the Faculty, shall be
responsible for adininistration of the Center. The administrative structure
of the Center shall be developed by the Director in conjunction with the
affiliated faculty. The Center shall be established effective 1 March 1987
through 30 June 1992.

Note that the charge states that "responsibility for graduate student
teaching assistants and fellows will continue to reside in the already es-
tablished departments and centers" and that "funding for graduate assis-
tants and fellows will not be dives ed from existing departments and
centers in order to support faculty positions in the Center." The Center
for Language Studies has plenty of resi,onsibility, but, the control, as well
as the reward, elements in the governance link are weak. Further, facul-
ty members affiliate themselves to the Center voluntarily and as a mat-
ter of intellectual, professional, and personal interest; it is a system
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heavily depe..dent on the goodwill and the spirit of cooperation betweencolleagues with common interests. There are few carrots and no sticks.A loosely couplecL,Pyatem indeed!

The creation of the Center for Language Studies takes place at a timewhen there are other, related changes going on in the University. Thelinguists in the Department of Linguistics, with which all of us in Chinese'and Japanese had been affiliated, have been increasingly working on prob-lems common to those of our colleagues in Psychology-who have interestsin cognition, and have swung toward each other to recouple as a Depart-ment of Cognitive and Linguistic Science(s). We in East Asian Languages(along with a teacher of Hindi-Urdu) now constitute the core faculty ina new Department of East Asian Studies (1987) with a similar loose cou-pling in its affiliations. Although Tse-clo have two or three appointmentswhich are shared with other departments, they are temporary, and fadultymembers in other departments with interests in East Asia may join us ifthey choose. We offer a concentration involving a number ofdepartments, with an- executive committee composed of two languageleachers, both tenured; two .comparatists, both untenured; two his-torians and one political scientist, all tenured. But association is volun-tary and there.are many indiviihial options 'for collaboration. It is inter-esting to note that we have choien to include on the departmental execu-tive committee four faculty members whose salary lines are from thebudgets of other departments. Another example of a loosely coupledsystem!

The adoption and later abandonment of Arabic in the early 1960's and thecontrasting successful introduction of Chinese taught us some le3sons.We had introduced Arabic in a department that was sympathetic, but in auniversity in which there were no other commitments to the Middle East,to the *slim world, or to Islamic culture, literature, and art. The lan-guage program was ciperatiag in a cultural vacuum. Chinese, however,was introduced at a time when there was already-a popular course taughtby' a tenured professor in Political Science, the nucleus- of a ChineseCollection In the library, and when the university administration hadalready committed itself to other appointments, all possibly tenurable, inthe History and Political Science areas. A key difference in the structurewas that for Chinese there were other, related courses, which providedthe "critical mass" necessary for success. Another, perhaps morecharacteristic of the times, was the fact that these positions were openedwith the possibility of permanence and of professorial status.

Institutionally, certainly in a small university, and perhaps in larger in-stitutions as well, there is a need to go beyond a sympathetic and sup-portive department for success of a language program. This lesson, oncelearned, has made it possible for Brown to develop a successful programin Japanese language, for which support in other departments is growing,and the beginnings of ones in Korean and in Hindi-Urdu, for which sup-port in other programs is lower.
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We have had some success in shaping the programs so that they are
more permanent, too. The Chinese program, 7:aow incorporated into a
Department of East Asian Studies, has two tenured members, and one who
we expect will 'hold the longer-term position of Senior Lecturer;
Japanese has one tenured member and one who will soon be eligible for e
Senior Lectureship, but tenurable positions are coming harder now, and so
is tenure in them. Many of our other positions in these languages were
opened only after hard argument and with firm-evidence of increasing and
stable enrollments; and we now have two pOsitions that are filled by
graduate teaching assistants -- one in Chinese,, and one in Japanese --
and two at the Teaching Associate level :n Japanese, both, untenurable,
short-term positions with limited possibility for advancement. We believe
that the model we:lave been developing both in the Center for Language
Studies and in, East Asian Studies is one that is .appropriate for our col-
leagues in South Asian Studies, who are beginning to recouple -- but still
loosely, and again across departmental lines -- into what may develop
into a Department or Center for South Asian Studies.

More generally, most of us are comfortable with the level of openness in
the system that Brown provides, bid it does require a tolerance for the
ambiguity that seems to characterize loosely coupled systems. As the
charge for the new Center for Lanbnage Studies should indicate, the
opportunities for impact on the curriculum and for helping our colleagues
and our students to new ways of becoming more effective language
teachers are many.

Not only is the spirit of our language teaching faculty strong, but now,
with the Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning, we also have
the tangible support of our colleagues throughout the country.
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LANGUAGE TEACHING IN LITERATURE DEPARTMENTS:
NATURAL PARTNERSHIP OR SHOTGUN MARRIAGE?

Nicolas Shumway
Yale University

In the Department of Spanish and Portuguese at Yale, we currently have
enrollments approaching 700 students. Of these, some 125 are enrolled inliterature and.civilization courses. The rest -- nearly 600 students -7', arestudying Spanish language. Since language instruction is the department's
greatest pedagogical responsibility, it would seem logical that appoint-
ments would be made accordingly. Such, however, is not the case. In agiven year, eight out of some forty language sections would be taught byassistant professors; this year, however, because of three sabbaticalleaves, only two language sections will be taught by a tenure-track facul-ty member. All other language sections are- staffed. and directed byeither lecturers ,on short -term- appointments or ,graduate students.
Moreover, with- the exception of my- appointment, which is half in litera-ture and half in language teaching, all tenured and tenure-track appoint-ments in the department are defined according 4,N literature specialization.

Now lest anyone think I am going to amuse you with twenty minutes of
Yale-bashing, let me quickly add that this situation differs little fromthat of most major departments teaching "commonly taught" modern lan-guages;,both-at Yale and -eise'whare:-4-Moreover, in many ways the Yale
Spanish betiartment is in better shape than most. For example, it is theonly large language department at Yale with a tenured faculty member incharge of the iangilage program. Further, our graduate students are theonly graduate students in any Yale literature program to receive creditfor taking a reqlired course in foreign language teaching, and in recentyears the senior faculty has shown strong support for the language pro-gram. Also, in this age of fashionable discontent, I happen to have the
effrontery to enjoy my job and like my institution.

And yet... the evidence cleariy shows that language teaching does notreceive the same benefits nor offer the same rewards as literature. Whyis this so? Why.is language teaching not placed on an equal basis withother disciplines on campus and given adequate tenured or tenurablepositions to cover the courses? Why does the university confer such anobviously large responsibility on migrants and part-timers? It seemsobvious that we cannot demand academic rigor or continuity in programswith constantly shifting personnel. And rigor and continuity are the firstvictims of a governance structure that does not give language teachers amore secure place in the academy.

There a?e several answers to these questions, none completely satisfying
and some just plain wrongheaded. For the most part, the wrongheaded
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ones constitute a branch of demonology which pits the powerless but
righteous language pedagogue against an iniquitous army of ign6..ant ad-
ministrators, stingy provosts, and arrogant literary scholars who gather in
spacious rooms to scoff at our poor pedagogical virtues. Promoters of
such devil- theories live in perpetual high dudgeon, always railing at the
establishment but never managing to change things.

Now I certainly don't want to suggest that the reverse is true, that in
fact all administrators are enlightened, that all provosts are openhanded,
and that 'literary scholars are free of arrogance. But I do want to ex-
plore briefly a concern that, in my view, explains best our second-class
status in academe, namely the notion that language teaching really is not
a discipline like philosophy, biology, Or physics. Of course we have all
the apparatup of a dipcipline: 'we hold conferences, write books, publish-
journals, and hold academic appointments Of some sort or ot,.er, even if
they aren't the most prestigioud. Yet despite such activity, the suspicion
lingers that our work is not really- a discipline, that lanontge teaching
does not deserve much intellectual reSpec:t: Today, for a few moments, I
am going to risk frienddh.tps by suggeSting reasons that we in fact are
not a discipline like any other. But,,then, in hopes Of regaining those
lost friendships, I Will argue that-the study of literature is also on ten-
uous theoretical ground and may therefore be our most natural ally. And
finally, I will outline some ideas on how greater awareness of this un-
spoken but natural alliance night improve the governance of foreign
languaged.

The most immediate evidence against our status as a discipline Is the
embarrassing fact that we don't really have a naive. The term language
teaching methodologist is much too cumbersome and vague- to stand beside
terms like microbiologist, philosopher, or economist. But more important,
rather than resolving the conceptual problem that undermines our
academic status, it draws attention to it. Calling ourselves methodolo-
gists merely restates the case of our accusers who hold that we teach a
skill and are not really concerned with intellectual substance. Philosophy,
literature, chemistry, mathematics, or any one of the traditional dis-
ciplines can point to a corpus of texts or a specific type of natural
phenomena which are their object of study.

What, in contrast, do we as language teaching methodologists study? If
we say we study language, then we are linguists. If we say we study the
nature of human discourse and persuasion, then we are rhetoricians. If
we say we study communication through symbols within a specific cultural
context, then we are anthropologists. If we say we study the mental
processes by which language is acquired and used as a vehicle of thought,
then we are psychologists. If we say we are all of the above, then- we
are half-educated generalists who cover so much ground that we cover
none of it well. In view of this problem, there has 'been no lack of
attempts to give us a new name. Some have suggested applied linguist,
but that begs the question of "applied to what?" Linguistics' could in
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principle be applied to anything involving language. Moreover, the termapplied undermines any discipline; the opposite of applied is' ipire, andwho wants to be associated with something impure? Others have sug-gested even less fortunate terms, the most evocative being,pedalinguist--which in its way is no more suggestive than natural approach or totaltplygsalspolIsere , but I stray from my topic.

AlthoUgh nomenclature isn't everything, the difficulty in finding an ade-quate name for ourselves brings us to the crucial issue concerning ourwork: we do not really have a field that can easily be dallied as oursand no one else's. But at the same time We cannot perform well aslanguage teachers without a broad knowledge of several fields. How, for
example, can we claim expertise in language teaching and- learning without
some underttanding of linguistics, discourse analysis, cultural contexts of
communication, and learning psychology? In some sense, we suffer adilemma common to all fields oriented towards performance, whether theybe music, theater, 'Writing; or, for that matter, surgery. As language
teachers, we must 'be able to perform a skill illuminated by light 'frommany disciplines. At the same time, just as understanding and knowing
has never produced a good pianist or a good surgeon, our field is repletewith linguists, psychologista, and literature. experts who cannot teachlanguage. In _short, talent and performance aptitudes are essential giftsin a good language teacher, and, like all gifts, these-can be enhanced butnot really taught. We are therefore caught in a triple bind. First,. weare justly accused of borrowing from too many fields to claim any one asexclusively ours. Second, we cannot do our job well without -being bor-rowers and usurpers. And finally, the best language teachers- are per-formers who in some sense are born and not made; of course their per-formance can be improved through study and practice, but ultimately thebest teachers must have the talent for it -- just like musicians andneurosurgeons.

This being our predicament, we have several alternatives. The one mosttaken: -- and in my view the one least- promising -- is to continue insist-
ing that ours is a discipline like any other. This is not a good alterna-tive because, no matter how shrilly proclaimed, it has not gained us amore secure place in the academy; we are still for the most part thepoor relation of literature departments, welcome at the back door and
necessary in the kitchen, but never' allowed in the fro it rooms where thechildren of privilege receive party favors like tenure, sabbatical leaves,and voting rights. Another alternative has been to marry language teach-ing to other' departments, linguistics and education being the most fre-quent new partners. But these arrangements have not, as far as I cantell, resolved the problems mentioned earlier; rather, they have merely
rearranged the configuration of subordination and suspicion. Moreover,even if education and linguistics departments accept the additional
responsibility of language teaching, they still rely on graduate students,
mostly in literature, -for teachers, just as literature departments still needlanguage teaching to support their graduate students, Furthermore, from.
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a financial point of view, moving foreign language teaching from one
department to another does not make it cheaper; -as a result, in order to
keep costs down, most of the actual teaching of language remains in the
hands, of lectors, preceptors, teaching assistants, and the like -- regard-
less of who is in charge. And finally, removing language teaching from
literature departments is an option available in few universities; at Yale,
and at most similar institutions, there is simply no better place for lan-
guage instruction. Whether by shotgun wedding or not, the union of
foreign literature study and language teaching is a structural fact that is
not likely to-change. I would thek:efore suggest that rather than exorcis-
ing uncertain demons, we should try to enhance a de facto relationship
that is not going to vanish. Towards- accomplishing these ends, I will
outline two propositions, one conceptual and one practical.

First the conceptual argument. As I stated earlier, we are justly accused
of borrowing from other fields to such a degree that we cannot really
claim any field as our own. But the more interesting question is not
whether we borrow, -but whether our borrowing is legitimate. If for
example it can be demonstrated that our borrowings from linguistics,
psychology, literature, anthropology,, or whatever, are legitimate branches
of those fields, then it follows that those fields are not complete unless
they take into account language teaching and learning. It also follows
that any one of these fields could serve as areas- of primary specialization
for language teachers, although in practice language teachers will in all
likelihood continue to come primarily from graduate programs in literature
or linguistics.

Curiously enough, the study of literature is conceptually in much the
same condition as language pedagogy -- but for quite different reasons.
Whereas language teaching is accused of being heavy on methods while
having no real object of study,. the study of literature is accused of hav-
ing an authentic corpus but no real methods for studying and defining it.
Indeed, literary critics borrow from other disciplines just as shamelessly
as lanruage teachers; history, philosophy, psychology, discourse analysis,
linguittics, anthropology, and the like play such a dominant role in liter-
ary analysis that students of literature are just as obsessed as any lan-
guage pedagogue with the search for a discipline that in some sense is
exclusively literary. To date, that search has yielded much dense prose
and many tenured appointments, but it has not resolved the debate on
what literary studies are all about. If you don't believe me, ask the most
distinguished literary 'antic you know for a usable definition of literature
and literary criticism. The most common response is tautological: liter-
ary criticism is what literary critics do; in short, literary criticism is
ultimately defined as performance rather than substance -- just like lan-
guage teaching. Moreover, when we realize' that the study of literature
borrows from most of the same disciplines as we do, it becomei clear
that ours is not conceptually such a different enterprise. Whether it be
psychology, language, cultural inquiry, semiotics, or discourse analysis- -
we share a common list of creditors. It is also true that literature
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scholars have no good term for themselves; just as methodologist 'calls
attention to our conceptual vulnerability, the term critic evokes theirs,
namely that they are parasites on literary creatiVity, and"therefore essen-
tial to, no one but themselves. Similarly, the search for an alternate to
critic has produced many uneasy.eXpressions -- literary theorist, literary
historian, semiotician, and,even that monstrum Yalense, deconstructionist.
-In view of our common dependency and insecurity, it is, perhaps, entirely
fitting, poetically just if you will, that literature and language teaching
are almost always housed in the same departments: We deserve each
other. We need each other: And on parting we both might die.

And this brings me to the practical distension of governance within exist-
ing structures which I promised you earlier. The practical question, in
my view, is not how to make language teaching independent of literature
departments, but how to produce literature PhD's who are also competent
in language teaching. And to make my point; I return to where I start-
ed, to the Spanish Department at Yale.

When I arrived at Yale ten years ago, training for graduate student
teachers in the Spanish Department was all but nonexistent. The persen
I replaced, a man of .much goodwill bUt little. training In language teach-
ing, had begun- a training course of sorts. But nothing, was being done
systematically; for the most part, untrained TA's were- teaching, less
trained TA's what neither knew. With the considerable 'support of' the
Senior faculty at that time, I was able to create a course for training
graduate student teachers;, thiS course is required for the' PhD in
Hispanic literature and car .es gladuate credit. The course inclUdes
theoretical information-cn comparative methods, phonetics, and advanced
grammar; but it is primarily conceived as a practicum, whiCh includes
practice teaching, and an extensive apprenticeship program. It is, in
short, a course in bothheory and performance. For the practice teach-
ing, I have received a budget to pay Yale students enrolled in beginning
Spanish also to be students in a laboratory classroom where they are
taught by trainees under my direction; at. the same time, each trainee is
apprenticed to an experienced teacher in a regular- beginning Spanish
section. Trainees teach with and occasionally for their trainer teacher
throughout the semester, and at least once under my obtervation. As a
result of this program, all Yale PhD's in Hispanic literature are conver-
sant with language teaching methods and usually have three to font years
of teaching experience before they go on the job market. With few
exceptions, they are also sympathetic to the demands of a language
program and in my view will- be much more informed adminlstrators and
colleagues than the generation they 'replace. In short, we feel that no
PhD should leaVe our department without.a firm grounding in both litera-
ture and language teaching. Since our rc:spoi,mibilities include both, we
do both.

But how about the other half of the problem? A training program will
certainly give rigor to language instruction, but such rigor can vanish
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overnight if there is not some continuity in the supervision of the lan-
guage program. To provide such continuity, last year the university
approved a new 'kind of tenured position for someone with acceptable
credentials in both literature and language. The argument was quite
simply-that a department that does both slit:mid have at least one tenured
faculty member doing both. Once the case was made for a dual position
of this. nature, and an acceptable person was found, the appointment was
approved with virtually no opposition. A similarly mixed position in lit-
erature and writing has now been created and filled in the English
DePartMent, and I predict that in a few years, all large modern language
departments at Yale will be directed by similar people.

The Yale model is most Significant when compared with the type of posi-
tion that it explicitly rejects, to wit, a position that offers permanent
employment. but confines That appointment exclusively to language teach-
ing and language course supervision; such positions are common in our
profession, often under the rubric of senier 'lecturer or senior preceptor.
The Yale model is different, and in my view superior, in four specific
ways. First, a dual position recognizes that language teaching is not in
itself a field of intellectual specialization suffidient to merit tenure at a
research university. Rather, it expectS ,someone in such a position to
have a primary specialization with publications and ongoing research
interests in a traditional discipline. In the case of the Spanish Depart-
ment at Yale, the field of prhnary specialization- was literature; it could
just as:dasEy have been linguistics, psychology, or any other area related
to language teaching. Second, by allowing regular sabbatical leaves and
other research opportunities attendant to a tenured position, the Yale
Appointment encourages the appointee to continue her or his professional
development and militates against the "second-class citizen" status that
attends titles of lecturer or senior lecturer. Moreover, such research
expectations and opportunities guard against burnout, a phenomenon much
too familiar among college lecturers and secondary teachers who are
provided little incentive for change and development. Third, since the
position in question is a tenured appointment, the appointee has full
Voting rights and discussion privileges in the department; in contrast,
senior lecturers kie often dependent on tenured faculty, who may or may
not be sympathetid rind informed, to make decisions affecting the lan-
guage program. And fourth_ , while the Yale model is specifically not just
a teaching, appointment, it does allow for an orderly review during the
promotion process of materials prepared far language teaching, such as
textbooks, videodiscs, and the like. One of the oddities of our profession
is that a textbook in Spanish or French receives little intellectual respect
whereas a similar textbook in an "exotic" language, say Arabic or
Chinese, is often viewed as grounds for tenure. This disparity might be
defended by the relative difficulty or unfamiliarity of the languages in
questen; the Yale model avoids the question simply by saying that
teaching materials in commonly taught languages can be considered
towards tenure -- but only in .addition to publications in a traditional
discipline. By recognizing langtage teaching materials as important, albeit
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not sufficient, for promotion, the Yale model provides a mechanism by
which such materials can be evaluated.

Now obviously Nirvana has not been achieved on the banks of the LongIsland Sound. We all know there remains much to be done. But I thinkit fair to say that the governance of some language instruction at Yale ison much 'sounder footing now thanrbefore. This is so because, rather
than being dissolved, the marriage of language teaching and, literature,
whether natural or shotgun, was "accepted as a fact of the profession; in
short, whatever governance progress has been made at Yale resulted-from
asking for the possible rather than the ideal. Ours is obviously not theonly solution for a difficult problem; moreover, it is clearly not a solu-tion for language Programs teaching less commonly taught languages
where governance structures are entirely afferent. It is, however, amodel that I recommend for your consideration in large language depart-
ments at research universities facing problems similar to ours.
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CASE STUDY: A DEAN FOR LANGUAGE INSTRUCTION?

Barbara F. Freed
University of Pennsylvania

When Peter first asked me if I would be willing to speak today about my
position as Vice Dean- for Language Instruction at Penn, I politely, or at
least I hope it was politely, declined. As I explained to Peter, I have an
abiding distaste for autobiographical presentations. I certainly did not
want to be guilty of what I have so often craicized.

Fortunately, or unfortunately, depending on one's point of view, Peter
somehow persuaded me to try to separate myself from my position. He
suggested that I describe how, when, and why this unique position was
created, what the job description was,, what the position allows and disal-
lows, and perhaps some of my own thoughts about it.

With your indulgence, I will trace the history of this position over the
last eight years, three deans, and two acting deans, in the hope that it
will prove useful and instructive, from the point of view of the govern-
ance of foreign language programs. As you will soon see, it is not quite
possible to disassociate myself from the position, and for that I apologize.

For Several years in the middle and late seventies I coordinated a
training program for teaching assistants in all of Penn's foreign language
departments. This involved organizing and conducting a. pre-senieste
orientation program, providing a series of workshops and seminars on
various aspects of foreign language teaching, and observing andisritique-
ing the classes of some 30 TA's in six different language departments.
While I was at that time a Lecturer in Romance Languages, I was still
very much an outsider to the basic operating structure of all language
department9. My work was highly praised by.' TA's and faculty alike: by
TA's, I suspect, because I was providing training that met their needs and
by faculty because I was doing something they preferred not to do.
There remained, however, a dichotomous situation. I trained foreign
language TA's in the most current theory and approaches in second lan-
guage teaching. Then they returned to their departments to use fre-
quently out-of-date textbooks, to be supervised loosely by specialists in
literary criticism, who had at best, and I emphasize, at best, a sincere
interest in language teaching. At first the mere innovation of providing
serious training for our TA's compensated for the fact that some language
supervisors and I had quite different views regarding the goals, structure,
and organization of a foreign language class. As time went on, however,
I, became increasingly frustrated by my work. I. felt that the impact I
was making was inconsistent with the energy and time expended. To this
point the saga resembles that of many language coordinators in the
country, but here the story changes.
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In late 1979, Bob Dyson, then Dean of the School of Arts and Sciences(SAS), called me to discuss the renewal of my appointment. In almost asmany words I said "thanks but no thanks." While I had no particulardesire to talk myself out of a job, I had just completed my PhD, had
numerous other opportunities, and I devoutly felt that he was wasting hismoney and my time.

There ensued quite a long discussion which in retrospect was really about
the governance of foreign language progranis. In response to this discus-
sion, Bob Dyson created the first position of Assistant Dean for LanguageInstruction. The position was created with hii belief, and I quote, -"that
by having someone specifically responsible for developing new ideas in thearea of language study and more particularly to-develop implementationstrategies for such ideas, we may move forward more quickly to higherlevel of achievement in this general area." The duties associated withthis new position included:

1. Continuing to provide an orientation program at the beginning of the
term for new TA's in the language departments.

2. Working with the Associate Deans to develop experimental and im-proved language courses, and/or to generate development proposals tohelp underwrite such an effort.

3. Acting as Dean's liaison with the Offick. of International Programs, the
School of Education, the English Program for Foreign Students, and the
Audio-Visual Center.

4. Serving on the SAS Advisory Committee on Language Instruction.

5. Continuing to teach one course in French.

6. Continuing an association with the Language Attrition Program.

Initially, I was to report formally to the Associate Dean for SpecialProjects and to remain in close contact with the Associate Dean of theCollege and the Dean.cf SAS. This description was general enough topermit great latitude and room for expansion. The major items that itprovided were an implicit recognition of the need to strengthen andexpand foreign language instruction and explicit and, I might add,enthusiastic support- for all such projects. Note, however, that thedescription said nothing about budgetary control or responsibility,
departmental management, hiring, or tenure decisions. Department chairs
were to continue to report to the Dean. What in fact did happen,
though, surpassed my own and perhaps even Bob Dyson's expectations.

The first years were a period of self-examination. Major programmaticreview and research into foreign language achievement at the language
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requirement level were undertaken ut.ler the auspices of this office. This
was perhaps the first time in or history that the basic language learning
situation had been Closely examined. The history of Penn's language
requirement was traced back to its origins in the late 19th century. (We
found that it had really changed very little.) We looked at the relation-
ship between the undergraduate catalogue description of the language
requirement (it said students should "attain a certain competence in a
foreign language") and what that really meant: sit in your seats long
enough to get a passing-grade in courses measured by traditional tests of
grammar and/or,reading. We also looked at the relationship. between our
criteria for exemption from the language requirement and what the stu-
dents who were actually completing our courses were achieving. Again
there was little relationship. This intonation has been reported in detail
elsewhere, and I won't pursue it here.1

The most important fact is that as a..2esult of widescale testing of stu-
dent achievement. and analyses of students' and instructors' attitudes
toward the language requirement important changes were made. TheA
long-standing credit requirement (which, as Richard Brod once wrote,
measured learning much as we measure and define sentences in criminal
justice, in units of time: years, semester hours, quarters) was redefined
into a proficiency requirement. The details of this- requirement have also
been discussed at length, and I will not go into them here.4

As the 'nature of the reqtiirement changed, curricular changes were made
in several languages Newer language texts were adopted, sometimes
whole methods were. replaced. The articulation, between courses was
clarified and improved. During these years the training of teaching
assistants was intensified and required credit courses on the teaching- of
foreign 'languages at the university level were instituted in several
departments. More consistent methods of 'student placement were devised
and several new courses were introduced (Business French, Spanish, C'd
German, Advanced Modern French,- Spanish', etc.). Numerous other
projects were considered, some successfully implemented, some dropped,
and others are still under consideration.

As these changes took place, the responsibility for observing and critiqu-
eing TA classes fell more and more to individual departments, where they
appropriately belonged. In some instances, newer faculty appointments
included these with some interest and/or experience in language teaching,
even if they had not had, as Wilga Rivers stated, "proper training."
Much of this happened by virtue of a close an' cooperative working
relationship between the Assistant Dean of Language Instruction and the
Advisory Committee for Language Instruction.

In the intervening years the responsibilities of the Assistant Dean for
Language Instruction were expanded to include directing a Regional Cen-
ter for Language Proficiency created by a grant from FIPSE to ACTFL
and chairing the first Language Committee for the newly created SAS-
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Wharton School Lauder Institute for International Studies, as well asrepresenting SAS on numerous campus committees and task forces directly
or indirectly related to language study (study abroad, the ar lio-visual_
committee, the Satellite Task Force, the English Program for Foreign
Students, and the Committee on Undergraduate Academic Standing).
Within this period contacts also were established with regional secondary
schoolk, and a major conference on foreign language program articulatan
between secondary schools and colleges was held. Training and ideas for
course developinent remained an inherent Part of the job. During this
time the position was upgraded from Assistant Dean to Vice ,Dean for
Language Instruction. The position of Associate Dean for Special Proj-
ects had been abolished, and this position now 'reported to the Associate
Dean of the College and informal,y to the Dean of SAS.

With the passage of time the responsibilities associated with this position
have become more clearly defined, and iti some respects more purely. a&
ministrative. These responsibilities now include defining criteria, for
exemptions from the language requirement for bilingual and learong
abled students, selecting alternative courses of study for learning aitaled
students, working with :the Office of Admissions Ind ,occasionally the
.DeVelopmerit Office, claiifying published statements retarding' the lan-
guage proficiency- requirement, etc.

Given this set of ever-expanding responsibilities and opportunities for-
innovation, there is little that this position disallows. There are clear
definitions as to the responsibilities of Department Chairs and langua
coordinators, all of which are quitelanguage-specific. /le duties of the:
Vice Dean for Language Instruction cut across all del .. 'tments _and lan-
guages and overlap in no way with the obligations and :..esPonsibilities of
Departmental Chairs. However, despite the centrality of the position,
there is no responsibility for languages as a whole. As mentioned, earlier,
the position does not control budgets, faculty lines, or tenure. By con-
trast, I am asked to write letters in support of tenure. In a continuing
spirit of cooperation there has never been conflict as- to domain cf
responsibility. It is intereeting-to note that there seem to be, however,
varyink perceptions as to the power or "clout" of the Vice Dean for
Language Instruction. Some view her as part of the Central..Administra-
tion. Others associate her with the Department of Romance Languages.There is, of course, no answer as to power or authority. This, too,
reflects the attitudes of the current Dean, his (or her) commitment to
language instruction and support for a unique position that a soon-to-be
named fourth dean will inherit.

From a personal point of view it seems clear to me that many of the
innovations made at Penn within the recent past can be traced to the
daring administrative "experiment" of 1979 in creating a position of Vice
Dean for Language Instruction. While many of the administrative duties
associated with this position are handled on other campuses by a variety
of individuals -- either faculty or administration -- the more creatite
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acts which may ultimately improve languagr, instruction are sometimes left
undone. It is unrealistic to k...cpect a language faculty member to assume
the burden of focusing campus-wide energy and, resources into strength-
ening' and expanding they role of second language learning on a campus.
The mere fact of having one central person whose resionsibility it is to
seek constantly to improve foreign language instruction more or less
guarantees that this will be done and that language teaching and learning
will maintain a high profile and considerable visibility.

NOTES

1 Barbara Freed, "Establishing Proficiency-Based Language Require-
ments," ADFL Bulletin (1981), 6-12.

2 Ibid. ; Barbera Freed, "Preliminary Impressions of the 'Effects of a
Proficiency-Based Language Requirement " Ford LanguagejaagA Annals (1987) ,
139-46; Barbara Freed, "Issues in Establishing and Maintaining a Language
Proficiency Requirement," in Pvoceedings of the Indiana University
Symposium on= the Evaluation of Proficiency Testing, Albert Valdman, ed. ,
(Bloomington: Indiana University, n.d'. [1988] ) , 263-73.
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LANGUAGE PROGRAM GOVERNANCE AT THE LARGE PUBLIC UNIVERSITY:
WHEN IS BIGGER BETTER?

Gerard L. Ervin
The Ohio State University

INTRODUCTION

To begin with, allow me to set out a clear bias I share with several of
my colleagues: What makes or breaks a langdage (or any other) program
is not the size of the institution, nor whether it is public or private, but
rather, the value structure of that institution and of the people who
comprise its faculty and administration. It is from this value system that
virtually all decisions -- including those of governance -- take. shape.
Thus, while -consideration of the impact of ,size on governance, and ofgovernance, in turn, on foreign language programs, may be helpful, more
importarit are the values, traditions, feelings, perceptions, and individualsthat make up the institution. This value system is almost certainly notshared by everyone at a given institution, and may not even be clearly
acknowledged by the institution itself. One chairperson has described
moving from an established Big Ten institution to a much younger, grow-ing institution in. the Sun Belt: -in both cases he questions the value ofan orientation for chairs prepared by an institution unsure of its owndirection and mission. The Big Ten institution vtias trying to ensure itdid not lose sight of its baste language teaching function, while the
young institution, having been founded and developed as a strong teaching
school, was now emphasizing a research orientation.' Issues and patterns
of governance vary widely among large public research institutions; and
within such institutions, among their departments. Indeed, the whole
concept of "governance" is drficult to define; to many faculty, it is
synonymous with "administration." I shall, therefore, briefly describe myown institution to establish a frame of reference, and will then suggest
some of the implications of governance that I see in our being a large,public, research institution.

ORGANIZATION OF THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY

Ohio State University is comprised of eighteen academic colleges (Arts,
Engineering, Education, Medicine, etc.) of which five are subdivisions of a"confederation" called "Arts & Sciences." Arts and Sciences, once amega-college within the University, was split many years ago to Make it
more manageable. It remains, from the students' point of view, theircollege: it is their enrollment unit, and they view it as the counterpart
of Engineering, Business, etc. From the faculty point of view, however,the counterpart of Engineering, Business, etc. is the one of the five
colleges (Humanities, Math and Physical Sciences, Social Ind Behavioral
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Sciences, Arts, and Biological Sciences) in which faculty teach, where
their Dean resides; for them, Arts & Sciences is a nebulous entity that
handles student affairs. For both faculty and students, the perception is
fairly close to reality.

Three of the Arts & Sciences colleges -- Humanities, Math & Physical
Sciences, and Social & Behavioral Sciences -- are in terms of student
credit hours generated' the largest in the University. The largest college,
Humanities, is composed of fourteen units, three of which are larger --
again in terms of student credit hours generated -- than half of the
eighteen colleges. Each unit has a chair (in the case of departments,
which offer instruction and can grant tenure) or a director (in the case
of centers, some of which offer courses but none of which have tenure
lines). Table 1 gives some idea of the size of the instructional mission
of OSU and its collegesl, and of the departments within the College of
Humanities. Some highlights (see Table 1):

- -OSU generated 2.32 million quarter credit hours in
1986/87, which, at 15 quarter credit hours per student
FTE, translates into 49,603 students. University-wide,
78% of the instruction was at the undergraduate level,
while 22% was at the graduate 'level.

- -More than half of the total credit hours (55%) were
generated in Arts & Sciences, which, however, has less
than half the factilty. In Arts & Sciences, 89% of the
instruction is undergraduate, 11% graduate.

--Humanities is the largest single college in terms of
credit hours generated (17.2%); of these credit hours,
919., were undergraduate, 9% were graduate.

- -English, History, and Romance Languages and Litera-
tureS each generate more credit hours than any of the
following colleges: Agriculture, Dentistry, Veterinary
Medicine, Home Economics, Nursing, Social Work, Law,
Pharmacy, or Optometry.

As at many institutions, there seems to be no single principle guiding the
division of language teaching into departments at Ohio State: in some
cases, the cohesion is linguistic (Germanic, Romance); in others, it is
geographical (Slavic and East European, Judaic and Near Eastern, East
Asian), ethnic (Swahili is in Black Studies), traditional-historical (Latin
and Ancient Greek in Classics), or it may simply reflect the interest of
the unit and the lack of a good rationale for any other choice (Sanskrit,
the only Indian or South Asian language taught, is in Linguistics).
English as a Second Language is outside the College of Humanities al-
together, coming under the Vice Provost for International Affairs. Thus,
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Table 1: Descriptive Numbers/Organization, Ohio State Un;ersity, 1986-87

FACULTY Full -Time Positions AvgSal (Source: ACADEME, Mar-Apr 1987) (Columbus campus only)

Professor 729 $54,000
Associate Prof 587 $39,600
Assistant Prof 496 $33,100
Instructor 91 $23,700

TOTAL 1,903

72

Ohio State University

Engineering
Business
Education
Medicine
Agriculture
Dentistry
Veterinary Medicine
Home Economics
Nursing
Social Work
Law
Pharmacy
Optometry
Other

Total
Quarter
Cr Hrs

2,232,117

220,423
181,784
148,984
118,183
52,059
33,314
32,318
28,236
19,052
17,740
17,388
16,653
11,683
9,303

Stu FTE @
45 Cr 'ars

per stu/yr

49,603

4,898
4,040
3,311

2,626
1,157

740
718
627
423

394

386
370
260
207

% UNIV

100.0%

9.9%
8.1%
6.7%

5.3%
2.3%
1.5%
1.4%
1.3%
.9%

.8%

.8%

.7%

.5%

.4%

BA/BS

78%

MA/PhD

22%



ARTS & SCIENCES 850 % ASC 89% 11%

Humanities 266 383,629 8,525 17.2% 29.1%
Mathematical & Physical Sciences 372,636 8,281 16.7% 28.3%
Social & Behavorial Sciences 365,409 8,120 16.4% 27.8%
Arts 115,613 2,569 5.2% 8.8%
Biological Sciences 79,369 1,764 3.6% 6.0%

TOTLL, Arts & Sciences 1,237,287 27,495 55.4% 100.0%

HUMANITIES DEPARTMENTS % HUMS 91% 9%

English 102,697 2,282 4.6% 8.3% 26.8%
History 65,760 1,461 2.9% '5.3% 17.1%
Romance 62,391 1,386 2.8% 5.0% 16.3%
Philosophy 41,958 932 1.9% 3.4% 10.9%
Classics 19,338 430 .9% 1.6% 5.0%
Black Studies 14,979 333- .7% 1.2% 3.9%
Linguistics 13,975 311 .6% 1.1% 3.6%
German 13,075 291 .6% 1.1% 3.4%
Slavic 12,756 283 .5% 1.0% 3.3%
East Asian 11,788 262 .5% 1.0% 3.1%
Women's Studies 8,582 191 .4% .7% 2.2%
Comparative Studies 8,534 190 .4%. .7% 2.2%
JaNELL 7,206 160 .3% .6% 1.9%
Other 590 13 .2%

TOTAL, HUMANITIES 383,629 8,525 17.2% 31.0% 10C.0%
OSU ASC HUMS



this issue of kaleidoscopic orCanizational patterns may be one that should
be discussed and evaluated: Is there an ideal pattern?

IMPLICATIONS OF BEING A LARGE, PUBLIC, RESEARCH INSTITUTION

Some implications of being large: Comparatively speaking, language
teaching is only a small, and an overwhelmingly undergraduate, service
activi at an institution like Ohio State. The 21,000+ students annually
passing through our language departments represent_ 5% of the
instruction OSU delivers (see Table 2), This is also reflected in our out-
put of degrees: over the last three years we have averaged 55 BA ma-
jors, 45 Mks, and 6 PhD's per year in all languages combined.

Nevertheless, we teach some 900 language sections per year. Staffing
these sections presents -- especially for Romance Languages, which ac-
counts for over 500 of them - -- a tremendous challenge.. Obvior -fly our
graduate students provide much of the instructional person-power, but
they are not enough. We also hire many lecturers and 1,2,structors, &ten
ABD's and recent PhD's, 'into 3-year term, nontenure-track positions;
these individuals teach nine sections per year. Recently we've also been
hiring secondary school language teachers to teach our evening sections.

With so many students to serve, so many sections to teach, and so many'
people doing the teaching, one can usually find a way to experiment (try
out a new method, new materials, or whatever) with one or two sections;
but it is extremely difficult to implement any major changes. To enlarge
on a metaphor suggested by one of my colleagues, it's easy to rearrange
the deck ch94rs on an ocean liner, but hard to turn the thing\around.

The administrative burdens of handling such a vast program can result in
isolation of the administrators. Thus, at the top levels, people may be-
come "professional administrators" who have not taught a class in years.
Farther down the ladder, teaching coordinators may spend so much time
handling and keeping up with routine paperwork that even though they
are usually given a reduced teaching load, they find it extremely difficult
to exercise creative leadership, much less carry on an active research
program.

Finally, at a large institution it can be hard to .communicate across
departmental lines: a promising initiative in one department may or may
not be noticed and built upon by another. Even more difficult to ensure
is good communication across collegiate lines: the natural alliances that
could &lid should form among the foreign language departments, foreign
language education, international studies, international agriculture. and
international business programs, for example, are very hard to establish
and maintain.

Some implications of being public: To begin with, fund4ng from one bien-
nium to the next is indefinite: whether a "marginal" program is sustained
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or a new program is funded is always subject to legislative action, and
legislators vary in the extent to which they deem a given program impor-
tant. There is considerable emphasis on funding "public service" programs
that are perceived to serve clearly and immediately the interests of the
people of the state, such as agriculture, education, medicine, and. the like.

As a corollary, there is es much concern about imparting practical, basic
skills as there is about producing truly "educated" individuals; this "prac-
tical" orientation can jeopardize the more esoteric fields that often
characterize, in the public perception, the humanities (among other areas).

There is also an "equal access" ethic that until recently kept Ohio State
from being selective about entrance: each fall we had to accept the first
6,500 Ohio high school graduates who applied for admission, regardless of
their grades and SAT scores. (On the plus side of that ledger -- in my
view are the costly recent initiatives OSU has taken to increase
dramatically our recruitment and retention of minority faculty and stu-
dents. A private institution might not find it as necessary to respond
positively and forcefully to these kinds of public rvasures.)

Some implications of being a research institution: There is a constant
tug-of-war between the funding needs of undergraduate and "service"
teaching vs. support for the more expensive and research-oriented grad-
uate programs. Outreach programs to area high schools can suffer for
the same reasons. Faculty are under tremendous pressure tc publish and
secure grants, for these are hallmarks of any major research institution.
Thus, the maintenance of a renaissance, global, well- rounded, perspective
on undergraduate and graduate education (vs. the tendency to specialize,
even at the undergraduate level) is difficult. On the other hand, the
presence of good research facilities and support systems (e.g. , labs,
libraries, and leaveS) and our ability to attract high-quality graduate
students facilitates recruitment or top-level faculty with particular cre-
dentials and specializations of interest to us.

TRAINING, HIRING, AND PROMOTION OF TEACHERS

In this context, "teachers" is too broad a term to be meaningful. Grad-
uate teaching associates (TA's) , lecturers and instructors, and tenured or
tenure-track faculty differ markedly in their responsibilities, contracts,
expectations (and our expectations of them) , salaries, and longevity within
the academy. Let ine therefore suggest four categories of personnel in
this regard: 1) preprofessionals, meaning essentially TA's; 2) term pro-
fessionals, meaning nontenure-track personnel holding the terminal degree,
such as iecturers and instructors; 3) tenure-track professionals, meaning
for the most part beginning assistant professors; and 4) tenured profes-
sionals, i.e., the associate and full professors.
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TABLE 2: Language Depart- ,nt Facts and Figures from The Ohio State University

Faculty

86/87

Instr

86/87

Lect/
GTA

86/87

Tot qtr
Cr Hrs
86/87

Enrollment
Estimate
(QCrHrs/5)

Enrlmt/yr
101 ONLY
3yrAvg

BA(Maj)
per yr
3yrAvg

MA
per. yr

3yrAvg

Ph.D.
per yr
3yrAvg

ROMANCE LANGUAGES 14 55
15.6 2.0Spanish(1) 13 33,133 30.8% Spanish 6,627 1,697 13.6French(1) 14 24,611 22.9% French 4,922 1,219 11.6Italian 3 4,374 4.1% Italian 875 218 1.6Portuguese 1 245 .2% Portuguese 49 18SUBTOTAL 31 14 55 62,363 58.0% SUBT 12,473 3,152 26.8 15.6 2.0

GERMAN 1 13
9.3 5.3 2.3German (1) 18 12,708 11.8% German 2,542 551Swedish 1 304 .3% Swedish 61 27Dutch

DutchSUBTOTAL 19 1 13 13,012 12.1% SUET 2,602 578 9.3 5.3 2.3

SLAVIC & E.EUROPEAN 1 10
4.3 6.0 .3Russian(4) 8 10,377 9.6% Russian 2,075 269Romanian 1 1,285 1.2% Romanian 257 81Polish 1 307 .3% Polish 61 27Serbo-Croatian 2 188 .2% Serbo-Cro. 38 12Bulgarian

35 Bulgarian 7 2Czech
22 Czech 4 4SUBTOTAL 12 1 10 12,214 11.4% SUET 2,443 395 4.3 6.0 .3



EAST ASIAN 3 17
11.0 .3

Chinese 7 3,374 3.1% Chinese 675 316 2.3
Japanese 7 3,206 3.0% Japanese 641 165 5.3
Korean 240 .2% Korean 48 14
SUBTOTAL 14 3 17 6,820 6.3% SUBT 1,364 295 7.6 11.0 .3

JUDAIC & NEAR EASTERN 2 10
Hebrew 4 2,739 2.5% Hebrew 548 70 1.0
Arabic 3 2,132 2.0% Arabic 426 76 .6
Yiddish 1,386 1.3% Yiddish 277 40
Mnd. Greek 1 564 .5% Mod. Gr. 113 29
Persian 217 .2% Persian 43 12
Turkish 115 .1% Turkish 23 9
SUBTOTAL 8 2 10 7,153 6.6% SUBT 1,431 236 1.6 .0 .0

CLASSICS(2) 12 1 11 5.6 7.0 1.3
Latin(1) 2,804 2.6% Latin 561 233
Greek 884 .8% Greek 177 39
SUBTOTAL 12 1 11 3,688 3.4% SUBT 738 272 5.6 7.0 1.3

BLACK STUDIES(2)
Swahili(3) 4 2,330 2.2% Swah 466 177
SUBTOTAL 4 2,330 2.2% SUBT 466 177 .0 .0 .0

LANGUAGES TOTALS 96 22 120 107,580 100.0% 21,516 5,105 55.2 44.9 6.2
LANGUAGE CREDIT HOURS AS A % OF HUMANITIES 28.0%
LANGUAGE CREDIT HOURS AS A % OF ARTS & SCIENCES 8.2%
LANGUAGE CREDIT HOURS AS A % OF UNIVERSITY 4.8%
NOTES:

(1) Substantial numbers of students in these languages skip 101.
(2) Much of the enrollment in this department is not in language studies.
(3) At present no faculty teach Swahili; no language major/minor is offered.
(4) A popular "Russian Culture" course in English accounts for ca. 3,000 of total credit hours (Col. H).
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Within this schema, I suggest the" category of "training" at present
applies mostly to the! preprofe In thia_ocinnection, a large in-
stitution has a tremendous, 43,, qty (as well as an obligation and
necessity) to train futire-tea*erat ince we are forced to employ large
numbers of beginning-level teaahei*. lin- the forth of graduate students),
training is of great importance: to us. At OSU our large numbers mean
we must formally structure the) trainVg, which in fact at Ohio State (and
many other schools) has been done,"

For example, at OSU we train 80-106 new graduate teaching associateseach fall. The TA trainer must haVe the support structure reeded to
provide the training, and must also have encouragement to be innovative,
lest structure become a straightjacket: the impulse. to "stick with a
program that works" when the program is large and complex can be-verygreat.

I would be remiss if I left the topirt of training without making mention
of one more serious governance implication. We neither train our chairsto chair, nor do we train our deans to dean. One language profes-
sor-turned-dean has put it this way:

The academic world may be unique in its mania for
taking people, who are good at one sort of activity --
namely, teaching and scholars..ip -- and appqinting them
to something quite different -- management.

Thus, while we should perhaps remain mindful of the Platonic admonition
that those who desire power should not be trusted with it, we should fin.'
ways to facilitate the transition from professor to chair or dean for those_
whom we thrust into those roles.

"Hiring" presents a different set of challenges. It may be the single most
important function any unit in the university performs. A large institu-
tion has the flexibility to hire specialists for research and graduate
teaching who may not, however, be well-suited to the. broader demands of
undergraduate advising and instruction. Thus, at a large graduate institu-
tion we may seem to recruit and hire on a double standard: we look for
good teachers to fill the (often) undergraduate-contact nontenure-track
jobs, and we hire scholars for the (usually) graduate-contact tenure-truckpositions.

A decade ago,4 I doubted we would ever see precisely what is now hap-pening in the job market: top professional language pedagogs with
specific preparation and experience in language program development,
supervision, testing, and materials selection and dev .:lopment, have in the
past decade have become sought-after. They have been getting tenure,
and more recently, promotion to full rank in some of the most staid and
traditional of our humanities-based language departments. In fact, finding
"qualified" language coordinators is now the hardest recruitment job some
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department chairs face. It's a seller's market, with the unfortunate
result that too Often we must hire younger people with traditional litera-
ture training whom we put into a no-win situation: we give them jobs
that are top-heavy with labor-intensive supendsory-administrative duties,
and yet .we still expect them to publish (preferably in some traditional
field). It is worth noting that the MLA Commission on Fozeign Lan-
guages, Literatures, and Linguistics lisas recently taken note of this prob-
lem.°

When we turn to promotion, we again encounter clear and wrenching
cases of the traditional value system victimizing our youngest colleagues:
we promote those who succeed within that value system (research and
publication), while expecting day-to-day performance of an entirely dif-
ferent nature (good teaching and program super' vision -arid management).
There are two possible resolutions to,lhis difficuY-ii.: one would be to
change the value system so that our language pea: dogs can, in fact, be
recognized for research they do in 'language pedagogy. They should-.have
the opportunity to achieve frill rank within the modified Value-system.
The other possibility is to .adjrist our demands and expectations (rather
than the value system) so that these younger scholars can progress along
the traditional paths of'Scholarship in the humanities while doing'the jobs
we so badly need them: Id do. Drastically reduced teaching loads for
thete people would be ()Tie way to recognize our duality of Ipurpose in
hiring them. (A third possibility would be to create an entirely separate
route for advancement for these people, a subject I shall leave for' dis-
cussion by those from institutions where this has been tried. My prin-
ciial concern about such adjustments is the danger of creating
"second-class citizens" within the academy.)

In any case, we must recognize and reward the people who build 'arid run
our beginning and intermediate language programs, for without them at
the base of our pyramid, the enterprise is on a shaky foundation. At
OSU we have addressed this issue by including in- the College promotion
and tenure guidelines language that pbrmite tli'e language pedagogue who
carries out original research in the area of language pedagogy to rise-to
the rank of full profeasor while plying his or her trade. I am-pleased to
note here that of the fifteen peopy in our language departments prin-
cipally engaged in language pro ran supervision, fourteen.are tenured or
in tenure-track positions, and the fifteenth is likely to be converted
Soon. Moreovbr, of those fifteen people:

-- three are full professors with tenure;
-- five' are associate professors with tenure;
-- six, including one at full rank and several at the as-
sociate rank, hold the PhD in foreign language education
rather than in language and literature.
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ALLOCATION OF PERSONNEL, RESOURCES, AND MONEY

We in foreign language should not be hesitant to ask the central adminis-
tration for money. Humanities fields have traditionally been cheap to
teach, in terms of cost per student FTE: we have been a low-tech field
of books and blackboards, and our use of graduate students- and term
professionals to do much of our teaching has given us manageable person-
nel costs.

That, of course, is changing. With the advent of technology,- language
training is becoming costly Iserhaps the first time in history that
humanities has- become expensive instruction. k large department has an
advantage here: it calls attention to this- change- and makes the ad-
ministration raspond, perhaps by finding funding under the rubric ofresearch.

The growing need' for equipment and materials development funds in lan-
guage instruction is but one of the financial issues of governance w_ e.-arenow facing. There are others, such as the following:

1. The chair wields little direct financial leVerage, but
t''Jre are subtle things s/he canprovide: ,supplementary
research quarters, travel, operating expenses or materials
(e.g. , new tapes for alanguage program), student assis-
tants, clerical help.

2. Ther9, is a perennial problem of allocating resources
so that both the graduate and undergraduate programs
stay afloat. (A large budget gives one flexibility, but
balanOng the needs of the-lindergraduate vs. graduate
prograM is a constant problem. Wheh money is tight, do
you cut seminars or increase the size of sections of
101?)

3. Support (travel funds, graduate research associates,
secretarial help) may be- given to senior people out of
respect or tradition. These may not be people who are
required to be part of lower level instruction or who
need the research support most.

4. Because large institutions can afford to hire special-
ists, we risk not hiring the well-rounded teacher-scholars
who might be, in reality, what our programs actually
need.

5. Consortial arrangements may not work too well
among large departments and institutions (due to institu-
tional prifle?); many of us think they work better at
smaller in....ituticns (out of necessity?)
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It is a- truism that the jazzy job gets the juice, and French 101, standard
classrooms, and offices aren't, for the most part, jazzy. Thus, when
scarce funds; are allocated, the needs of language- programs may suffer.
Maybe that's our own fault: to .many administrative observers we are
still using classrooms and offices as we did in the fifties. Most foreign
language teachers want more of what they have now, i.e.,, class,room
space, maps, films, blackboards, office space, and overhead projecitOrs.
Perhaps instead we should be developing teaching methods and materials,
and asking for facilities, that will carry us into the 21st _century: fiber
optics; ,cabling for linked computhr labs, live satellite video feeds, and so
on.

There is a subtle danger in asking for Lese kinds of things, however:
we. have to enter such a developmental-experimental phase. in an objective
frame of mind. To be. "accountable" does -not .mean _being "successful"
with each new project: `Thus,, we do get new funds to try out a new
method, we -must be prepared to call a failure failure. To - suggest, a
parallel,, -new vaccine doe3 not work or a new bridge design turns
out to be unsafe, no one considers the money spent establishing those
:facts to -have been waFted. But when a language,teaching experiment is
-propos-d- and funded, there seems -to be. a reluctance to analyze, its
results dispassionately: Yet we must not allow advocacy to replace objec-
tivity for fear that if we could not make the new-method ,succeed, the
funding agency -- whether internal or external. will not provide any
more funds for experimentation with other ideas.

DEVELOPMENT OF PROGRAMS AND MATERIALS

One strength the large institution is its flexibility to assign someone
to a special c 'Telopinent ,project. In- pp :1olud, we must protect that
person's protodon and tenure prospect pethaps getting signed agree-
ments from the. senior faculty in the -dePartnient that they will consider
the project -work the equivalent of original articles (again, the value
system). And even when we launch such development projects, we may
encounter problems of the following kinds:

1. We may find it difficult to cooperate across depart-
tents as well as we should, perhaps due to pride and the
tradition of "we are a strong department."

2. Language teachers often seem reluctant to use others'
materials. We seem to feel -- more so than historians,
for example -- that we have to create or adapt a text to
our own style.

3. Most of us are not really trained to teach language
or develop materials, though we all like to think we can
do it superbly.
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4. Often we look at only the surface of our programsand materials, rather than at their fundamentals. Forexample, at OSU we have a 1- hour /day, 5-day/week
forthat for foreign language instruction. Is that formatoptimal, or just traditional? Why don't we try some boldinnovations, s'- h as concentrating the instruction in onehalf of the quarter; or requiring:Overseas study for ourmajors; or lengthening the calendar time of the se-
quence (while holding the_in-class hours the same); orinsisting on performance/proficiency tests Of our grad-uating students?, Perhaps at a small institution thesekinds of patterns are easier_ to experiment with than at alarge institution.

On the positive side, at a large institution we can take advantage of`having a College of ECAucation nearby, because both we and they look atlanguage and literature from partrially-shared goals: we praiiide them alaboratory, while they provide us with a reminder of the'.importance of"how to dc& it" com!erns.

EVALUATION OF FACULTY, COURSES, AND PROGRAMS

Prestithably we 'evaluate in Order to ',lake decisions. If this iz so, how dowe krow when to make the positive vs. the negative decision? Accordingto McGlone, McClendon, and Olson, "Decision making at American institu-tions of higher learning is increasingly characterized by dependence Onstandardized procedures rather than on :individual judgments. "s ,Gitlitz-suggests that "The most coition miesk, departments: fall into is todefine their:success exclusively iii terms of resources: addi+ional faculty,more TAs, an increased travel budget, a new set of widgets."7 This out-
look, -however, places the chair in the Position of perennial mendicantbefore the dean, and hinges department morale on something totallybeyond its power to control. Instead, recommends Gitlitz, we shoulddefine success programmatically:

[S]uccess is refining and coordinating the first-year
language sequence so that students r.,,prform better in the
second-year...adjusting your adVising procedures so thatyou have a better carryover rate between the third andfourth semesters...getting three People trained in oralproficiency testing...helping...Mary White return topublishing.8

Personally, I can never think of evaluation without thinking of the con-venient bifurcation of evaluation into the two principal purposes: FOR-MATIVE and SUMMATIVE. Fonnative evaluation .is characterized byfeedback to the institution, program, or individual ' at helps :nake chan-
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ges in its development, while summative evaluation is essentially a "report
card" of how well :certain goals have been achieVed.

If we apply that bifurcation to the preient issues, we get six distinct
types of -evaluation': formative or Sum? Live -evaluations of courses, of
programs,; and of faculty. I Shall not be s.,O bold as to suggest how much
iof each type -of evaluation we do- -- or shoUld do -- for each area,, but
rather will simply. note that we should seriously consider where the em-
phasis should be on formative evaluation, and where it should be on sum-
:mative evaluation.

In- discussion with my OSU colleagues, I find much support for the .pod-
'lion that in only one of the three areas (facUlty/persornel) :is evaluation
of either sort- regUlarly forced on us with any frequency. Thus it is not
surprising that this is the evaluative; area in which we've become most
efficient: we are reasonably coMpetent withoUf knowing very -welftow or
why. That is, the teachers we. say are tops, generally speaking are. And
those we :Say are weak, usually are. -But in between -the two extremes,
our evaluative instruments, are dull. Specifically,, here':are some problems
a large institution 'faces in eValuation:

1. There, is a tendency to let people whose profession is
supposed to be evaluation/adthinistration, do the evalua-
-tion, rather than have faculty take, an active part.

. Deans: and chairs may tend to be or become- administra-
torE.; rather than- rotating out of and back into the
faculty ranks.

2. Our senior administrators are so busy bein7-corporate
officers,, making the enterprise run, that they may tend
-to become divbrced from its- substance.

3. Most departments know astoundingly little about what
other departments do, so 'cross-college course/program
evaluation cl-'es not take place.

How can we improve on our evaluation? Student evaluations are impor-
tant, but they need supplementation to be really effective suggestions
might include study of syllabi, exams, and grading processes. I agree
with .those who suggest we- may place far too much emphasis on publicee,
tion: "Many of the chairs in many of the arts and sciences disciplines
Were taught to believe that scholarly 'knowledge and substantive com-
petende translates automatically. into quality teaching."9

Rosbottom suggests, a mentoring prograth that -would help in, our personnel
evaluation. -1-9 I believe that the discussions that would accompany such a
mentoring program also would lead to improved evaluation of courses and
programs. The establishment of' mentering progr* presupposes,
hoWever, that persons selected: as "mentors" ould, be favorably disposed
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to 'functioning in this role and that they would be able to give good
guidance in a tactful, supportive manner.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Size gives a large institution diversity, and diverF:'y gives us flexibility.
Some. of my colleagues think that teachit.g is perhaps more. satisfying ,at asmaller institution while program development and research are morelikely to flourish at a larger place. In any case, I think it is clear that
language -departments and professors feel they're being asked to be allthings to*I people: providers Of basic-instruction on a mammoth scale,
as well a§' centers of traditional research. These new and expended Ex-
pectations may reqUire new responses, and the'new responses in turn may
require, new response mechanisms and structures. Thus, I shallcloSe by
summarizing the activities of one such new structure that the 'Ohio State
-University 'has recently established: the Foreign- Language- Center.

Ohio State Univertity has a history of large, strong language departments
with the AraditiOnal mission of language departments at a Big Tenresearch institution. Faced with an increasing customer orientation to
dev:lop language proficiency and a veritable (onslaught of technological
:innovation, there was 'a need to provide those departments a way toaddress their shared and changing, expanding roles while still retaining
their posture as leaders -*Ong, language 'departments in the traditional
sense of, research and ;scholarship in foreign literatures and linguistics.
After a four-year incubation- period, OSU established on July .1,' 1987, aForeign Language Center with the ,following goals and functions:

A. To apply ad vancesln teciaiology ,(e.g.., computer -as-
sisted- instruction, computer-based research in language
acquisition and applied linguistics, satellite ( ?mmuznea-
tions, interactive Videodiscs) to the teaching of foreign
languages .

B. To 'promote interdisciplinary 'cooperation in teaching
and research among language departments in the College
of Humanities and with the language teacher training
programs in the conegi of Education.

C. To coordinate and facilitate outreach to language
programs in school systems in the state, and especially in
the immediate area cf the Ohio State University.

D. To adapt developniezts and theoretical advances in
studies of languages ,,applied linguistics, and education to
teaching, material§ development, testing, and program
evaluation.
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E. To coordinate and concentrate technical support
facilities for research in language acquisition and applied
linguistics.

Very quickly, an action program has developed that includes, for example,
the following:

A. RESEARCH: New technologies provide new research
opportunities. The uses of computers for text-based
research -,(e.g. , to establish concordances in languages
such as Chinese, and Japanese) is in its infancy.
Developing scanners that will digitize non-alphabetic
languages would be a very fruitful project. Finally,
plans are already underway Westablish at Ohio State an
annual conference on research in adult langUage learning
and acquisition:

B. INSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS: Tied to specific in-
structional needs, projects such as satellite signal ex-
pleitation, computer-assisted instruction in the, less com-
monly taught languages, and instruction augmented by
interactive videodisc all seem to be areas of broad inter-
est among our departments.

C. PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT: Our departments are
likely to benefit from. having the, Foreign Language Cen-
ter explore ways to establish and administer -on a coop-
erative basis such programs as foreign language residence
halls, computerized record-keeping in- the individualized
instruction prcigrams, and proficiency testing of seniors
graduating with foreign language majors.

D. 'OUTREACH: Both new and traditional approaches to
cooperation with other colleges and area secondary
schools are in process. Fcir example, we will offer in
the Spring of 1988 a course, "Languages & Cultdres of
Black Africa," at and in cooperation with a local magnet
school; i7e have established a series of Meetings with
leaderi in area school foreign, language programs; we
plan to offer Arabic in on or more secondary schools
next year; and we will undertake to coordinate visits to
campus by secondary school foreign language students
and their teachers.

E. SERVICE AND SUPPORT to the University: The
Center already coordinates our training course for new
graduate teaching associates; we are working with the
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Office for Disability Services and the Student Counseling
Service to offer "foreign language anxiety" workshops;
we operate a foreign language information booth for
incoming freshmen during summer orientation; and we
are building a grants library to assist language faculty to
lv'ate and apply for extramural funding.

F. LIAISON: The Center has established and is main-
taining close ties with organizations' and offices such as
the Ohio Foreign Language Association, the Ohio Depart-
ment of Education, the National Center for Foreign Lan-
guage and International Studies, the Joint National Com-
mittee on Languages, and other national and regional
language associatiors.

We are hopeful that the Foreign Language Center will, allow us to capi-
talize on the size, strength, and diversity of our foreign language depart-
ments for the shared benefit of all. Through the Foreign Language Cen-
ter we hope to improve our, language programs' teaching, research; and
service:;, and at the same time to experiment 'within them while maintain-ing tr -high quality of instruction and development that has characterized'them to date.

Governance of language programs 'at a large, public, research institution
is problematic. Perhaps at Ohio State our size facilitates our handling ofsome problems; but it just, as surely begets others. Through open dis-
cussion and sharing at forums such as this one, we all may find new ways
to address issues of governance.
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THE TRAINING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE SPECIALISTS
IN MAJOR RESEARCH-ORIENTED FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENTS

Albert Valdman and Cathy Pons
Indiana University

1. Introduction

1.1 ObjectiveS of university-level fo4eign lanf-Nage instruction

One cannot discuss issues of governance of basic language instruction in
large foreign language departments 'without first making a clear and un-
equivocal statement about the goals of such instruction at the universitylevel. Governance inclUdes decisions about the selection,- the training,
and the career :develoPment of those professionals intimately 6Onderned
with teaching, research, and develoPmerit activities that will not only
deliver effective instruction to undergraduates, but which will also con-tribute to a better underatending,,of language learning and to k4owledge
about all aspects of the language- and cultures of target
Clearly, the types of skills to be acquired by learners and _tune ofthe knowledge: that will be imparted to them centrally deterMine-the type
of training instructors must receive in order to perform -effectively, -asWell as the type of profeSsional activities -- research and development --that are most compatible with their instructional responsibilities. Forexample, although unquestionably a, valid area of inquiry, it is unlikely
that research on :the development of metathesis in the.,Stirsalvan dialect
of Romansch is likely to provide insights un the structuring of an under-graduate course sequence, designed to impart communicative ability in
French equivalent t6 the ILR .1+ level (ACTFL/ETS Intermediate High).

In her foreword to the collective volume Foreign Language Learning: A
Research Perspective, C. Kramsch states:

...the main purpose of learning a foreign language in an
institutional setting is to become communicatively profi-
cient in the larguage, to gain insights into the symbolic
and the communicative functions of language and to
-developicultural awareness:and6ross-cultural understand-ing 1

We agree with Kramsch's three main goals, for reasons that A. Valdman
(1982) has enumerated, namely: 1) the limited contact hours Tailable inan institutional setting; 2) the lack of opportunities for communicativeuse of the target language; and 3) the role that particular foreign lan-
guages play in American society.2 In addition, we suggest that impartingeven a minimal communicative ability cannot be the central objective if
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liberal arts, education-oriented foreign language programs. Rather, the
central function of such programs mist be to acquaint students with the
phenomenon of language and its multifarious links with mind, culture, and
society , and to introduce them to cultures different from thac of their
own community.

1.2 Qualifications of foreign language instructional staff

In view of the objectives listed above, faculty who are centrally involved
in the planning, delivery, and supervision of foreign language instruction
must exhibit competence in several areas:

a) Near-native mastery of the target language. In some
respects, the instructor's level of mastery over the target
language must exceed that of the average native speaker.
The instructor must, far/example, exhibit productive con-
trol of the most prestigious:-.yariety, where one exists, as
well as demonstrating receptive control of a broader
linguistic repertoire, including sociolinguistic and dialec-
tal variants.

b) Intimate knowledge of the sociocultural context(s).
For the most commonly taught foreign languages which
are spoken as vernaculars in several countries and which
serve as languages of wider_ communication, a certain
level,of familiarity with several cultures is:required. For
example, an instructor of French must display a level of
knowledge about France, Belgium, Switzerland, Quebec,
the Caribbean, the Maghreb, and Subsaharan African
countries which far exceeds that of the average educated
French person and which includes knowledge of the his-
tory and literature of these communities.

c) Broad training in linguistics. Training in the lan-
guage sciences serves to impart general metaiinguistic
and metacommm.:.ative awareness. This training,goes far
beyond that whiJi was offered in the 'NDEA institutes in
the early sixties. It should include socio- and psycholin-
guistra as well as descriptive study of the target lan-
guage. Attention should be devoted to_structure beyond
the sentence level, that is, to disconrse -structure and
pragmatics.

d) Knowledge of didactics. By this we mean an inter-
disciplinary approach to problems of instruction4 including
principles of educational psychology and research on
learning. The instructor must be aware of issues and
research in the area of foreign language learning and
teaching methodology, and must be familiar with current-
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ly available instructional materials, including technologi-
cal aids.

2. Governance patterns

Neither of the two patterns, of governance most widely distributed in
major foreign language departments in this country will ensure that the
professionals meeting all these qualifications can be induced to devote
their main attention to language instruction anct,can be guaranteed a type
of academic advancement comparable to that of the more traditional
career profiles in literary studies, area studies, linguistics, or foreign
language teacher education.

a) The caste trifitem is 'typical of private universities.
Tenure-track :Appointments are made for specialists in
literature or linguistics, who must attain distitiition iii
research; professional excellence in the area of language
instruction iy JattainedlAt one's risques et perils and, to
use a Louisiana French expression, is mere'
Nontenured status is giiren to language teachingispecial-ists. Some institutions reserve- a special title lor such
appointthents -- stick. as "preceptor" -- and grant de
facto tenure. The fact remains that such positions are
not equivalent to appointments at the professorial rank,
in terms of prestige or actual teaching responsibilities,
and thereby create a- group of second-class citizens.

b) The transitional appointment is typical of large state
universities. This involves tenure-track appointments but
short-term assumption of responsibilities in supervision
and coordination of language instruction. Usually, these
persons have no specialized training or expertise in areas
directly related to their initial teaching, supervisory, and
training reSponsibilities. Illustrating this point, a recent.
survey undertaken by TesChner and reported in The
Modern Language _Journal (1987) indicated that just over
50% of responding program directors held the rank of
assistant professor or below (lecturer, instructor, etc .) ;
of the total number of respondents, including faculty at
higher,ranks, only 14% had completed dissertationsin the
area of applied linguistics or foreign language education
(taken as an indication of professional. preparation) .3

New governance patterns must be sought if rigor and continuity are to be
characteristic of language programs aTiil if universities are to meet both
professional needs in foreign, languages (that is, the functional.- goals of
majors ant: students of international business programs) and provide un-
dergraduate nanmajors with a sound liberal-arts-oriented foreign language
program which will meet the formative goal of higher education.
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c) The language ceitter represents a third pattern of
governance, found extensively in the UK (e.g., at Essex,
Exeter, and York). Such a center makes possible, the
cooperation of critical muses of specialists in all of the
fields that inform foreign language instruction: applied
linguistics, psycholinguistics, and sociolinguistics; area
studies; semiotics; didactics; instructional technology. In
larger US institutions, foreign language specialists tend
to be scattered in different departments and schools, and
seldoin have the- opportunity to interact with and be
stimulated by 'colleagues with similar professiong inter-
ests. A language center facilitates research related to
instructional problems and the development of materials,
including those in new media -- in video and computer-
-assisted instruction, for example.

3. Professional responsibilities ,and research interests

Can foreign language methodology be an autonomous discipline within
foreign language departments at the university .level? Should foreign
language teaching be added to the specializations currently accepted as
academically respectable disciplines- in research-Oriented foreign -language
departments? We say ne in light of the emphasis on knowledge, rather
than skill, reflected by the three objectives posited in the intreductory
section of these remarks. Faculty entrusted with the responsibility of
planning and supervising foreign language instruction and with the train-
ing of .prospective teachers may be trained in any of a variety of dii-
ciplines -- applied linguistics, applied psychology, semiotics, area studies,
literary studies, or didactics. These faculty would be expectedlo-pursue

research program- that could be evaluated by speCialists in the various
disciplines. But, in -addition to specialized training irk their discipline,
they would be expected to attain.a degree of professional competence in
all areas of qualification demanded by their specific instructional tasks
and responsibilities. Most likely their research program would span dis-
ciplinary and instructional interests, and the results of their research
program would inform language. instruction.

A model for this relationship between professional respontibilities and
disciplinary research interests is provided by the field of TESOL. Most
professionals in that field have been trained as -applied linguists, with
specializations in linguistics, psycholinguistics, or sociolinguistics. They
have contributed significantly to theory Construction in the area of lan-
guage learning and to the descriptiOn of: English and the understanding\ of
how that language functions in Narioui societies. There are at least a
half dozen major journals that provide outlets for research related to the
professional interests of specialists 'in second_languagelearningimd-use.
It is time for foreign language departments to follow the lead of ESL
programs.
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4. Some interim solutions

4.1 Lecturers

In the Department of French and Italian at Indiana University, two visit-int lecturers assist in the planning and delivery of. 'basics in-ruction and the training of graduate teaching assistants, working underthe supervision of faculty -members. These two-year positions, viewed asinternships, are open to PhD candidates who are ABD as well as recentPhD's. 'Generally, individuals holding thesc/positions have acquired someexperience through teaching -in similar large programs. The lectureshipaffords these persons the opportunity to gain-further experience in cur,rIculum planning, in:materials development, and in teacher training, andto acquire competencies in the related areas mentioned earlier as crucialto the planning and= delivery of foreign language instruction.

Certain weaknesses.are inherent ii1 the lecturer system. First, individualspecializations are sometimes only .ziemotely related to problems bf len?Oars instruction; at our institution, the research interacts ,of *et .lee-tuners- have ranged from 17th_ to 20th century-French literature, turdlromhistorical linguistics to'phonetics and sociolinguistics. When a ,dichotomyexists hStween research interests and professional responsibilities, thetension,is great and can have serious consequences for the young facultymember. Ofie solution to this problem is to aim for as close as possiblea match between research and instructional responsibilities; lecturtriwhose research is in the area of applied linguistics thus have a distinctadvantage.

Although in theory one goal of the lecturer system is to allow for furtherprofessional development, in practice the lecturer's workload, which en-compasses the teaching of four courses, coordinating instruction for500-800-students during a given semester, and supervising the training of10-20 graduate teaching assistants, may preclude the allotment of wsub-stantial amount of time for additional training in areas outside the areaof prheartfr research.

4.2 InstCuctional fellowships

As an alternative to the lecturer system, we prbpose the establishment ofa program of two -year* fellowships designed to afford PhD candidates andrecent PhD's the opportunity to gain further experience, upgrade neces-sary skills, and develop a program of research related to foreign language3ustru-tion.

In the firit year oi' sucli-4 program, reclk-ients would devote only about40% of their time to.actutl teaching and supervisory tasks. The majorityof their-time would lie Spent developing a research program and exploring
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areas outside of their particular research interests, but nevertheless ger-
mane to the problems of foreign language instruction.

Summer stipends would make it further possible for fellows to focus on
skill upgrading and personal research, even assisting faculty in research
and development projects. In the second year of the fellowship program,
the emphasis would be reversed and relipients would devote a larger
portion of their time to teaching and supervisory duties.

Such a system of fellowships to new specialists who have already com-
pleted or are nearing completion of the PhD would allow the development
of a cadre of professionals equipped to handle the demands of a par-
ticular discipline and to competently direct large programs of foreign
language instruction.

5. A training program for graduate teaching assistants

In the foreign language programs of many large universities, graduate
teaching assistants provide 60-80% of instruction at The elementary and
intermediate levels. Certainly a major concern in the governance of such
programs is the preparation afforded these novice instructors. A national
conference held- in October 1986 on the employment and education of
teaching assistants -- the first ever -- reflected a growing realization
that the training of these instructors has often been sorely neglected,
and that the need to improve the calibre of training programs is crucial.

5.1 Objectives of a training program

The organization of a training program for foreign language instructors
must reflect at any given moment both the needs of the teachers and the
requirements of the institution, including the need- for high quality in-
struction in basic language courses. New graduate students who are
teaching for the first time will have very different needs from instructors
who have even a year's experience, and PhD candidates nearing comple-
tion of the degree have still different concerns. A well-articulated train-
ing program is designed to meet these differing needs at various points in
the graduate student's career.

5.2 A cyclical training program

The training program for instructors in French at Indiana University is
just such a cyclical, or spiral, program. As has been described by C.
Pons (1987), the program proceeds in three phases:4

a) An orientation workshop takes place during the two
weeks which precede fall semester; the goal of this
workshop is to meet the immediate needs of instructors
who may never have taught before, as well as foreign
exchange students who may have no experience of the
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American university. Discussions thus focus on organiza-
tion and- preparation, teaching techniques, departmental
and university policies, student-teacher relations, etc.
Innovative features of the program include the use of
assignments to review and confirm understanding of key
concepts; the use -of videotapes of actual classes to
illustrate teaching techniques as well as typical' student
behavior and teacher reactions; sessions in which in-
structors learn an exotic language (Haitian Creole) and
reflect on their language learning experience; -and an
opportunity to prepare a lesson under close supervision
and teach the lesson to an actual class of students.

b) A practicum is required of all new instructors in the
fall semester; organized as a series of focused classroom
observations, 'it is designed to help instructors identify a
variety of teaching techniques and evaluate the effec-
th ones of those techniques. At the same time, instruc-
tors gain experience in developing teaching and testing
materials under the guidance of a course supervisor, and
receive feedback on classroom teaching performance
through visits from the supervisor.

c). A Methods Course is required of all candidates in
French literature and linguistics; offered in the spring
semester, it is a logical follow-up to the practicum and
focuses on theoretical concerns and issues in foreign
language instruction. It is not a course in applied
French linguistics, nor in second language acquisition;
instructors are, however, introduced to research in these
areas and er :ouraged to explore additional course offer-
ings.

The large majority of graduate programs provide no opportunities for
training beyond the first year of the assistantship. It is clear, however,
that more experienced instructors have need of further developing skills
in evaluation of teaching performance and materials, as well as in course
and curricular design. At our institution, opportunity exists for additional
instructional preparation and experience.

a) Peer observation groups, using a model described by
M. Barnett (1983) ,5 have been used with success, among
self-selected groups of' instructors who gain additional
insight into their own and others' teaching through this
procedure; these instructors have learned techniques for
providing formative evaluations of teaching. Particularly
effective has been the pairing of experienced instructors
with novices; senior instructors thus provide guidance
for new graduate students in a nonthreatening manner,
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and gain useful experience in providing formative eval-
uations.

b) The Department's Undergraduate Curriculum Commit-
tee includes each year two members who are graduate
teaching assistants. These student members participate
fully in discussion and voting, thereby gaining insight
into the process of curriculum planning.

c) Exchange positions provide instructors with a cultural
immersion experience and the opportunity to perfect lan-
guage skills while teaching in a French secondary school
or in a French or Quebecois university. Unfortunately,
exehangees are often asked to teach a variety of English
language courses, a duty for which they are ill-prepared.
Much preferable would be the utilization of exchangees
in new programs in France teaching French as a foreign
language.

d) Assistants to course supervisors, .advanced graduate
students, participate in the fall workshop, teach
demonstration classes -- and therefore participate in. the
fall practictim, assist in materials developMent, and con-
sult individually with novice instructors. Working in
close concert with a lecturer/course supervisor, assistants
serve an apprenticeship which can prepare them- even-
tually to assume the duties of a leCturer.

It is our eventual goal that additional training opportunities be provided
senior TA's through a system of mentoring, in which the individual TA
helps to plan a course with a faculty member willing to take on the role
of mentor. The two would meet to discuss course objectives, the TA
having some input into the design of the course syllabus, choice of texts
and other teaching materials, and test design, as well as the opportunity
to guest lecture in the course.

Currently in our program only two courses directly addressing instruction-
al problems are required of degree candidates -- the practicum and the
methods course. It is our belief, however, that. all PhD candidates who
envisage a career in foreign language teaching should be made aware of
developments in applied linguistics, second language acquisition, foreign
language methodology, and instructional technology, and we strongly rec-
ommend that such requirements be made part of degree programs.

6. En muse de conclusion

Increased emphasis on foreign language as an integral component of a
liberal arts education as well as emphasis on the development of com-
municative skills have led to widespread reinstatement of foreign language
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requirements. The resulting burgeoning enrollments in language programshave made all the more evident the need for experienced and competentprogram directors and teacher trainers.

As we strive to develop new governance patterns -- in fact, struggle
against established self-interests and the exploitation of language instruc-
tion programs in the interest of other disciplines --we must make morerigorous and systematic the training of foreign language teaching profes-
sionals, training which is now effected in a diffuse and haphazard man-ner.

It is a fact that junior faculty are not likely to be fully engaged in their
discipline; for example, a sixteenth-century French specialistmill probablynot teach graduate-level courses until the third or fourth year ofpostdoctoral teaching. In the interim, these junior faculty are frequently
asked to assume responsibilities for which they are neither equipped normotivated. Through TA training and faculty development, we must beginto change t. hores" into "challenges," to make professional involvement in
language, instruction intellectually rewarding for all faculty.
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LANGUAGE DEPARTMENTS AND TEACHING:
AN ADMINISTRATOR'S VIEW

Ward Dennis
Columbia University

The recent letter from the University of Chicago calling for a conference
on why we teach languages in college poses some challenging questions
for us all, such as, do we offer (and in some cases require) languages
because they introduce students to other cultures? Cr to introduce stu-
dents to great literature in another language? Or is it to "open before
students the world of linguistic communication"? Is the purpose to instill
practical skills? Or more basically, is language instruction appropriate at
all at the college level, or should we require "all students to enter col-
lege with some level of proficiency" and leave it to the secondary schools
to do what amounts to skill training? The conference is designed "to
stimulate thought, not about methods of language instruction, but about
the goals of language instruction."

As an academic administrator who has taught a foreign language, I sug-
gest that the same type of thinking about goals needs to occur when we
discuss governance, because chaos reigns. Students, teaching assistants,
language instructors, and academic administrators are aware of it, but
senior faculty have tended to turn a blind eye.

If our attitude is that foreign language instruction is a skill which should
not be ts.ught at the college level, then perhaps we deserve what we've
got. If, however, we believe that foreign language instruction, at all its
levels, is a requisite part of a liberal arts education, then the present
situation in many places is clearly unacceptable.

Some issues which I think must be addressed, especially if our goal is to
encourage students beyond a mere two-year language requirement, are:

a) What is the role of senior faculty in language instruction?

Should we not listen to our colleagues in the science departments who
believe that it is essential to have senior faculty involved as instructional
role models? They believe that future scientists are converted and
shaped in the first class in the freshman year. Yet more and more I
hear the case made by language faculty for a separation of language
teaching from literature at the university level. If we follow this path
will we not be condemned to a declining number of language majors in
our institutions and to a dependence upon small liberal arts colleges who
will keep all their faculty involved with instruction at all levels, if for no
other reason than because they have no choice? They have small staffs
and cannot rely on graduate students to work the forward trenches.
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There is little doubt in my mind that places like Haverford, Middlebury,
and Smith do an excellent job of teaching languages and developing
majors. Yet even with the staffing realities at universities, I don't thinkit is too much to ask that all faculty be at least involved in supervisinglanguage instruction and in teaching advanced grammar and composition,
phonetics, and literary and cultuz4a1 survey courses.

b) What should be the qualifications of new faculty?

Should we not require minimum tested proficiency approaching "advancedplus" in all. skills from new assistant professors so that their students areexposed to all the nuances of the language they have chosen to study?
Should we not require formal training in pedagogy so that faculty canteach well and can serve as role models to graduate student teachers andothers?

Should we not require some significant amount of cultural immersionthrough study and residence abroad, and should we not lobby the
government and foundations to support such study?

However, we must realize that the realities of the hiring marketplace maymake some of these requirements difficult to impose. The academic pipe-line is thin at a time when infriy of us will be retiring up to fifty per-cent of our faculty in the next few years. We are already seeing fierce
competition in certain areas and a ratcheting up of salaries. On theother hand, can we afford to go into what will amount to a thirty-yearstretch with new faculty accustomed to the wrong incentives andrewards?

c) What should be the qualifications of teaching assistants?

We are making progress in this area, but we have a long way to go.Should we not put additional emphasis on language proficiency foradmission into graduate schools so that the pressure filters down to
undergraduate programs? Should we rot all make language pedagogy arequired component of our graduate programs? And should we not requiresome form of overseas acculturation experience prior to turning TA'sloose in the classroom? Above all, we should see to it that all graduatestudents realize that teaching will be an essential part of their careers,and we should follow through by ensuring that successful teachingreceives the same recognition as publication and service.

d) What should be the use of so-called native teachers?

We need to look very closely at the pros and cons of native teachers asopposed to PhD's trained in literary studies. When the former are used,should they be allowed in all languages or only in the "exotics"? Inother words should they be used in areas where there is a regular supply
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of PhD's? Should their use be reserved for certain teaching areas, such
as drills?

Regardless of where they are used, they should be accorded dignity and
acceptance within their department and university. We have all seen
shameful instances of intellectual, ethnic, and racial discrimination
towards native teachers. They in return should be required to keep ac-
tive in their fields, not necessarily through the publication of literary
studies but rather through writing of texts, development of teaching
materials, and presentation of model lessons and curricula at the ap-
propriate professional meetings. (ESL offers us some valuable models
lere.) Their salaries should be in line with those of other facu4, and
their responsibilities should be clearly defined.

Experience at the secondary school level tells us that there is a real
problem of burnout on the part of people who are faced with the same

aching duties day in and day out. Unless we make the lives= of our
lawguage teachers rewarding, once the regulations governing mandatory
re :cement rules in academia change, and I believe nothing is going to
stop that from happening in 1991, we could have burned out 80-year-old
instructors teaching our freshmen.

For these and for many other reasons we at Columbia have developed a
new language teaching career track which provides for rolling renewable
appointments -- only in certain "exotic" or difficult to reach languages,
and in ESL -- with a review committee composed of ESL, language, peda-
gogical linguistics, and literary specialists, and..for three ranks with sala-
ries pegged to comparable professorial levels. This allows a department
freedom to retain an excellent language teacher for as 'long as there is a
need, subject to periodic review of teaching effectiveneSS It also allows
a department freedom to diwiss, with fair notice, a language teacher
whose performance has deteriorated or whose enrollments cannot be
academically or fiscally justified.

e) What do we know about the various models of -organization?

I will leave this to others who have studied the matter. However, if the
languages are grouped together with no account taken of the literature/
culture element, I am not sure that we will gain very much and we will
push languages further away from the academic mainstream. Either senior
faculty must take full responsibility for language instruction or else we
deserve a lot of the criticism we hear from our students and from our
colleagues in other disciplines.

f) What about the tension pointed out by Jim Noblitt between the
liberal arts and the so-called professional needs for language?

I find it hard to believe that further fragmentation into courses such as
"French for Diplomats" will lead us anywhere constructive. Some of the
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criticism we receive is due to our past attuning of language instructiontowards reading literature. I don't blame students who say they neverlearned how to speak or critics who say Americans are monolingual.Fortunately there are many examples of inr ovative programs throughoutthe Consortium and around the nation which are turning oui well-bal-anced students.

I hare- -been asked who is going to pay for all this. Contrary to popularopinion, frequently found in the professional schools, the humanities andlanguages are not always the most expel:m:1re departments. Sometimesthey are among the most cost efficient. If we believe that the study oflanguages, literatures, and cultures is important, we will find the money.The Consortium can be of great help by continuing to stimulate discussionamong faculty and administrators.

It is up to us. We cannot depend on the return of foreign language re-quirements to provide captive audiences. We must set our goals forgeneral education, for language majors (for therein lies the future of ourprofessions), and for graduate instruction. If we can lead in the teachingof foreign languages at least as well as we lead in other areas, we canset the model towards which secondary and primary schools can begin topitch their teaching. If we fail to set these goals, we will be condemnedto- what amounts to remedial work forever.
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THE TECHNOLOGY EXPLOSION - THE TEACHER'S DILEMMA

James W. Marchand
University of Illinois

I shall conduct this talk by relating a series of anecdotes, all of which
are literally true, I assure you, and all of which illustrate the teacher's
dilemma when confronted with new technology, namely the knowledge on
the one hand that he has before him a new means to attack his problems,
a splendid opportunity to innovate and to further, on the other, the sure
knowledge that he will be found wanting in this endeavor: wanting in
material things such as equipment and software, wanting in expertise,
wanting in support, wanting in vision.

My first encounter with the problems of the new technology came early
in my career. I was teaching at Howard College, a small southern in-
stitution in Birmingham, Alabama. I had heard of and even seen a tape
recorder, but we did not ha .e one. It was exciting to think of recording,
playing back, playing programs recorded by real Frenchmen, editing such
programs, etc. , but we had no such machine. Finally, I could stand it no
longer and went to the president of the college to ask for funds to buy a
tape recorder. To my surprise, the president acquiesced to demands made
by me, an assistant professor with an M.A. , the lowest man on the totem
pole of Howard's 'academia, but who had an uncle-in-law highly placed in
church circles. About a week later, it appeared; there had been,no con-
sultation on what brand or model to buy; no one had asked me, 'presum-
ably the person most familiar with the new technology, what might be
the parameters to be looked for in a tape recorder for language teaching.
I was asked, however, to install and see after the- new machine, without
compensation other than the favor or alas, the disfavor of the president.
During the first week, the machine developed a number of mysterious
maladies 'which I had to repair, and these maladies continued. An impor-
tant professor from chemistry wanted to borrow it to use as a dictation
machine. Everyone wanted ,a key to the closet in which it wad stored.
One day I was passing by a classroom and happened to look into the
open door. An Italian professor, a veritable Luddite, who swore that he
hated machines of any kinds was trying to make "my" machine stop by
kicking it. I rushed into the room and turned the machine off and
demanded an explanation. "I tried to make it stop," he said, "and it
would not stop, so I kicked it."

This is our dilemma in a nutshell. Those with expertise in grantsmanship
obtain machines. People with no expertise acquire technology and place
it in the teacher's hands. The teacher is required to use and administer
this technology with no training, no compensation. Everyone, even those
who decry the use of machines, wants a piece of the action. Among the
language teachers at my institution, it is almost a necessity to have a
computer, whether one needs it or not, or, indeed whether one intends to
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use it. Everyone wants a key to the computer room, to the laser printer.The computer lab is open to all, and misuse is rampant; no one leavesthe equipment as it is' found, and no one accepts any responsibility for it.Those who procured the equipment feel a proprietary interest in it, and adog-in-the-manger attitude is standard.

1. Procurement.

There is no more frustrating feeling than that of knowing surely thatthere is available a piece of equipment or of software which will handle aproblem, but that one cannot obtain that piece of equipment, because ofbudget considerations, because of incompatibility, because of lack of ex-pertise, etc. One may have decided, for example, that a CAD-CAM orinteractive video program would make it possible to have the student getinto a plane, cross the Atlantic, land in Frankfurt, go into the airportrestaurant, order a meal, read a Litfaf3saule, etc. The CAD-CAM programneeded to mike this work costs $3000.00, and the department's budget is$500. If the budget problem is solved, one may find that the 256Kmachine available does not have enough memory; to load the program, thata hard disk is necessary also, that a graphics card is necessary, and that
some kind of -special card is necessary in order to make the thing work
on the screen properly, not to mention a plotter if one is to obtainworkable hard copy. Finally, all these things are made available, throughappropriate grantsmanship. No one knows how to make it work; no onehas ever done line drawings; no one has ever worked with a pad; noone even knows how to install the equipment; no one has ever slippedthe case off a PC with the ease announced in the manuals. One profes-
sor is found who is known to have the expertise needed, but hisavailability is curtailed by the demands made on his time by the fact thathe is a living BBS (Bulletin Board Service). Procurement does not stop atthe obtaining of equipment or software. We must have a means ofprocuring expertise, procuring support, procuring vision.
2. Balkanization.

At my institution, as I mentioned, every professor in languages feels thenecessity to own a computer, es gehtirt zum uten Ton, as we Germansput: it. Each professor works-diligently at the computer, at learning DOSand BASIC, at creating fonts, etc. , and espouses a particular wordprocessing program, e.g. Volkswriter, WordStar, Microsoft Word, orWordPerfect. Each professor replicates the work of each other professor.There is some sharing of programs, but for the most part, no one can tellyou even what is available on our campus, not to mention on other cam-puses. No one has even heard of the Rutgers clearinghouse,) and onehears daily of grand projects to enter the Vulgate by using the Kurzweil.In fact, Kurzweil, like Kleenex and Xerox before it, has become the namefor a whole field. If one possesses a scanner, it is a Kurzweil. Therebeing no central clearing-house on our campus for computer information,
particularly in the humanities, each goes his own way, With accompanying
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loss. This is, of course, even more true of the country at large. One
receives daily phone calls from colleagues looking for a way of displaying
Cyrillic characters on the screen, for help in setting up a printer to get
it to print A (on which more later), for help in choosing a laser printer,
a computer, etc. We have become a desperately seeking profession
vaguely realizing that there is a technology out there which can help
with our problem.

3. Naïveté.

In 1973, James Martin published one of the truly prophetic books in com-
puter study, The DesiEn of Man-Computer Dialoirues. In it he said:

An outstanding CAI program is a work of great art...
(but) programmers, hurriedly attempting to demonstrate
the new machines and infatuated by the ease with which
they can make their words appear on the screen, are
producing programs as bad as the home movies of an
amateur with his first 8-millimeter, zoom-lens, motion-
picture camera., Such programs often lack the thorough-
ness which the medium demands....It is much more dif-
ficult to write a worthy CAI program on a subject than
to write a textbook on it. Nevertheless, programmers
who would not dream of writing a textbook are gaily
wading into CAI programming.

He felt that this was "probably a temporary dilemma," but he was wrong.
I have a strong feeling that we have progressed but little since 1973.
One is so fascinated with one's ability to put words and pictures on the
screen that the demands of good textbook writing, use of word counts,
psychology of the student, staging, etc., are all forgotten. One does not
have to motivate students when it comes to the computer; it is a self-
motivating artifact.

Second anecdote: When I was at Vanderbilt University in the early six-
ties, we purchased an excellent language laboratory facility and installed
it, appropriately enough, in the basement of the Math Building. I was
making a tour with a visiting fireman, and we went into the language lab.
A French professor, also a Luddite who professed hatred for machines,
was sitting in the booth, carrying on la dict4e to a group of about 20
students, who were diligently listening through their earphones and copy-
ing onto pads. One could have waved a magic wand and made the lab
disappear and nothing would have changed; no use was being made at all
of the equipment. He had, of course, no training in the use of the lab,
none was ,available. In those days, one thought that Stack's book on the
use of the language lab was as complicated as the DOS technical manual
is for us today.
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4. Compatibility.

One of the great shames of the computer explosion Is incompatibility. Ifone goes to give a talk on computers, one has to be sure to carry both
BASICA and GWBasic with one You cannot even depend on compatibility
in display, printer, anything. We do have de facto standards, IBM, Hayes,
Epson, HP, Hercules compatibility, but these cannot be trusted. IBM isnot always compatible with IBM, and certainly not all Epsons are com-patible as to the extended character set. Perhaps symptoinatic of ell ofthem is the trouble encountered in trying to exit an unfamiliar program.The Escape key is practically never used, Ctrl-Break rarely, Ctrl-C hasdisappeared; one now looks desperately for a function key, F-7, F-10, F-1, or some mnemonic, x for exit, e for exit, Ctrl-e for exit; I haven'tseen t for terminate, but it is coining; after all, FancyFont uses Ctrl-Z.
Third anecdote: Recently, it was decided at my university that a com-puter would be made available for loan to any professor of the humanitieswho wanted one. On the face of it a noble decision and one whichredounds to the greater glory of our institution. No training or littletraining was made available; a lunchtime course now and then. Althoughmost of the units involved were heavily committed to the IBM PC orclones thereof, this program invol7ed the Macintosh. What we now haveis another incompatibility added to the others; the felony is compounded,so to speak. We have a mouse-driven, Bienu-driven, user-friendly machineinserted into a different environment. Symptomatic of the whole situa-tion is the fact that one machine uses 5 1/4" diskettes, the other 3 1/2"diskettes. One can find a reader which will convert one to the other,and there are interfaces which permit the !Atte to talk to the PC, but onedoes not always know where to find them and the people who own themare not always toe friendly, but they are there. As far as I know, how-ever, we do not have a facility which will convert HD 5 1/4" diskettes tothe 3 1/2" diskettes, even for the IBM PC and the System 2. The headof my department uses a Mac and cannot type a disk and have the sec-retary print it off, since she works with a PC. We have a member ofprinters, and I need not tell you what a problem it i; to get people touse the right printer driver.

We users need to insist on at least a minimum of uniformity where it 'nesnothing to do with the design features of a program. Furthermore, eachinstallation needs to have conversion software and hardware available: toconvert hard copy to disk, disk to hard copy, disk to disk, program toprogram (to get UP to :read Microsoft files and vice versa; to convert VWto WP), tape to disk, disk to tape, etc., etc.
5. Psychology.

We have spGken of the strange mentality of the Luddite, who feels he/it .:onfront the technology. There is, however, a deeper psychological
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problem confronting the computer user. The computer is an algorithmic
device (some even define the computer as an algorithm) and the digital
computer, at least, is a discrete-state devicR, whereas the human being is
a continuum device and an epieikeia. device.* Aesthetics and closeness of
fit play a great role for the human, even in such abstract sciences as
mathematics. In CAI, we must recognize the nature of the human being
and try to use the algorithmic device, the computer, to set up a situation
for the human which appeals to his epieikeia.

Joseph. Weizenbaum and Heinz von Forster have pointed out the danger
inherent in the use of computers with human beings.4 To cite a com-
monplace, "The danger is not that machines may learn to think like
human beings, the danger iG that human beings may learn to think like
machines." One already notices this in the humanities, where we have
been more accustomed to maybe than yes/no, but where the necessity to
computerize things has led to such monstrous notions as computer aes-
thetics and computer stylistics, and where "the computer" threatens to
replace taste. Von Forster has pointed out the danger of the metaphors
we use in speaking of computers.

Fourth anecdote: At Vanderbilt University, we voted to allow the sub-
stitution of a computer language for the PhD language requirement, on
the grounds that it was a language. Jerry Mander has spoken eloquently
of the problem of the total environment imposed by television and,
mutatis mutandis, by the computer.5

6. Further considerations.

We need badly to look into the ergonomics of the computer, not just into
the keyboard, but into the environment imposed by the computer lab; the
monitor, etc. , etc. We need careful studies of such things as optimum
feedback time;6 I have the definite feeling that on some systems the
answers come back too soon, but without studies, who can say? We need
studies of logistics. Where should the technology be placed? What are
the advantages of the portable, the'schleppable, the laptop, the handheld?
Should each student have a handheld for library work? Should each
student have a modem with which to call the library or database? How
about fixed databases, such as the Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, which
offers Greek literature to 400 A.D. on one CD Rom?' The new CD Rom
technology faces us with enormous possibilities and responsibilities. The
individual scholar could be able to consult whole libRaries, such as Mig-
ne's Patrologiae, without leaving his desk at home.° Should not every
student and every faculty member have access to databases such as Dialog
and BRS?

Who pays for all this? My university has begun charging a computer fee
of every student and using the revenues thus generated to develop the
computer and its use. It is obvious, however, that much larger amounts
will be necessary. So far, we have not paid for many of the hidden costs
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involved in computer use. The man-hours put in by students and teachersalike on developing course materials have not been accounted for. Manyprograms are now available free, in spite of the cost to the individualdeveloper. There are hidden costs also incurred by lack of information.No more anecdotes, but there are many documentable examples of peoplepaying many times more than is necessary because of ignorance, e.g., theprofessor who pays $150 for a program which is available under a sitelicense for $35.

This brings me to availability and information. We are involved in aninformation explosion of massive proportions. We need strategies tohandle it. We need to worry about the fact that the computer almostexclusively deals with the cognitive side of things; what happens to theaffective domain and the psychomotor domain if we stress the cognitive?9We need to try to put the technology into the hands which can do themost with it. Even in the great multiversities of America, it is possibleto live in poverty as to technology, especially in the humanities. In part,this is because of the costs involved, but to a great extent it is due tolack of information. Few of us know where to go to find information onthe new technologies. Few of us know how to go about it or have thetime to find out. Great tools such as CD Rom and interactive video gounused because the potential users do not know about them and those ad-ministering funds lack foresight. Thus, we need availability both of tech-nology and information about the technology.

The story I told at the beginning of this presentation included a Luddite,and I do not want to end without returning to him. The fear of the newtechnology is almost as strong as is the desire to possess it. This fearalso leads to a pococurante attitude towards technology and an accom-panying lack of understanding of the input of time and effort necessaryto do good work.

Two anecdotes: A student of mine made a concordance, both forward andbackwards, of a difficult Old High German text, iricluding a word-countand a number of other computer-generated indices.19 One of our profes-sors remarked to him, ignoring his hard work, "Isn't it marvelous whatthe computer can do?" I worked very hard at getting the computer tobit-map images of the Gothic alphabet and Gothic manuscripts on thescreen arid the printer, and was justifiably proud (cf. Martin's remarks,above).1I One of our administrators remarked, "Oh, yes, I can do thatwith my Macintosh."

The need for a computer ombudsman and for a clearinghouse is felt onevery campus. This can easily be seen by the fact that most universitieshave a number of computer gurus who work for no compensation otherthan that of being known as gurus and the receipt of an occasional izzatfrom a kind colleague. This is surely a passing fancy, though the needfor such gurus will increase. Many of my colleagues have spoken to meof the need of a bulletin board service, but it is difficult to get granting
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agencies to see the need or, indeed, to even understand the nature of the
problem.

To end this jeremiad and to sum up: We are in a desperate situation, a
dilemma like that of Tantalus. We are surrounded by a technological
explosion, by a new papyrus, by a revolution as radical as that brought in
by the printing press. Even our ways of thinking and experiencing are
changing because of technology. Our challenge is to make use of the
new technology without losing the old man. What does all this have to
do with the central theme of this conference? Everything. A great deal
of what needs to be done involves the governance of universities. We
cannot plead for enlightened administrators; they will not be forthcom-
ing; but we can structure things in a better way. We need:

1. Careful procurement practices. The end-users above all need to be
brought into the dialogue early on; there must be an ongoing dialogue
between the suprastructure and the lower nodes, and procurement agen-
cies need to concern themselves with compatibility.

2. All entities need to concern themselves with compatibility. The huge
number of printer drivers which must be sent out with each piece of
software, for example, is a scandal and should not be tolerated. We in
languages need to insist on uniformity in the extended character set and
on the availability of fonts and font-generating capabilities.12

Last anecdote: Buried deep in the German soul is a love of the character
a. Many print4rs have difficulty with this letter. The Epson FX-80 can
print it, if the software one is using has the capability of embedding the
escape code to enter the German character set (an entire chapter in
itself,) enter 126, and return to the ASCII set. For most printers, one
can use the character gotten by typing 225, but the HP Series II insists
on 217. This means that an inordinate amount of energy is being spent
in every German department, trying to get a printer to print A.

3. We need ready support. We cannot depend upon the manufacturers
for it. There should be a BBS on each campus, or perhaps even a na-
tional BBS to answer questions. It could be done with a toll-free num-
ber. Such a BBS could have attached to it experts or a list of experts
for nonroutine questions, but the routine questions, such as DOS com-
mands, printer drivers, what to try when a file has been "lost", etc. ,
could simply be automatized.

4. We need training. There needs to be ongoing, in-service training at
each institution, but summer institutes, particularly for language teachers,
need to be organized. People need to be trained in CAI techniques, in
interactive video preparation, in screen handling, font generation and
availability, etc.
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5. We need computer-literate, language-literate administrators. NothingIs more frustrating than trying to convince an administrator of the needfor a device (e.g., a font generator) when he cannot understand: 1. com-puter jargon; 2. what it is to teach a foreign language.
6. 'We need cooperation. We need to re-create SHARE. There should beless duplication of effort. If the Vulgate is available in machine readableform from CETEDOC, it should be shared. Clearinghouses, such as theRutgers effort, need to be encouraged. It is imperative that the individ-ual researcher know what is available, so that we do not continue toreinvent the wheel in each office.

7. We need philosophy. We must address ourselves to the question ofcomputer compatibility with us. DOS and the like do not represent theonly way to go. We must avoid having the computer bend us to its will.We need to ask if the computer lab is the best design for our work. Wehave just escaped from the tyranny of the mainframe; we must not fallunder the 'tyranny of the computer designer. We need to learn moreabout the computer from the ground up. Not only must we escape theshackles of using cookbook software, we must realize the dangers in-herent in using a programmer also. Language teachers" need in general tomove away from their splendid isolation; in the case of the computer,this is not just a frivolous matter. Se none ben trovato, e vero.

NOTES

1 Rutgers University Libraries are making an international inven-tory of available materials (funded by the Council on Library Resourcesand Mellon), available on the R)esearch L)ibraries Information N)etwork.Person to contact: Marianne I. Gaunt, Alexander Library, RutgersUniversity, New Brunswick, NJ 08903 (201-932-7851). There are otherlarge databases at Oxford, at CETEDOC in Louvain, Belgium, at theARRAS project at Chicago, etc.

2 James Martin, Design of Man-Computer Dialogues (Englewood,NJ:Prentice-Hall, 1973), 413.

3 On the terms algorithm and epieikeia, see Harry Haile, "Algorithmand Epieikeia: Martin Luther's Experience with the Law," Soundings 61(1978), 500-514.

4 Joseph Weizenbaum, Computer Power and Human Reason (SanFrancisco: W. H. Freeman and Company, 1976); Heinz von Forster,"Thoughts and notes on cognition," in Paul L. Garvin, ed., Cognition: AMultiple View (New York: Spartan Books, 1970), 25-48.
5 Jerry Mander, Four Arguments for the Elimination of Television(New York: William Morrow and Co. , 1978).
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6 Cf. Robert B. Miller, "Response Time in Man-Computer Conversa-
tional Transactions," Proceedings of the Fall Joint Computer Conference
(1968), 267-77; Jaime R. Carbonell, J. I. Elkind, and R. S. Nickerson, "On
the Psychological Importance of Time in a Time Sharing System," Human
Factors (April, 1968), 135-42.

7 For a catalog, see Luci Berkowitz and Karl A. Squitier, Thesaurus
Linguae Graecae, Canon of Greek Authors and Works, 2d ed. (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 1986).

8 Steve Lambert and Suzanne Ropiequet, CD ROM: The New Papy-
rus (Redmond, WA: Microsoft Press, 1986); Suzanne Ropiequet, with John
Einberger and Bill Zoellick, CD ROM Volume Two (Redmond, WA:Micrc-
soft Press, 1986).

9 For a discussion of these domains, a study by a national commit-
tee, and a survey, see Benjamin S. Bloom, ed., Taxonomy of Educational
Objectives. Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York: David McKay,
1956); idem, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives. Handbook II: Affective
Domain (New York: David McKay, 1956). The committee could not agree
on a taxonomy for the psychomotor domain, but see Robert N. Singer,
ed., The Psychomotor Domain (Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1972).

10 Christopher J. Meyer, "The 'Exposit° in Cantica Canticorum' of
Williram of Ebersberg. An Edition and Translation with Forward and
Backward Concordances to the German Text," (Dir 3ertation, University of
Illinois, 1985).

11 James W. Marchand, "The Use of the Personal Computer in the
Humanities," Ideal 2 (1987), 17-32.

12 I should point out that things are getting better in the font
generation and display area. Programs such as Multi-Lingual Scholar from
Gamma and SLED from VS Software permit one to scan in and display
almost any alphabet, and the Hercules.Gr...phicsCard Plus offers the pos-
sibility of displaying 3,072 programmable characters. More is needed.
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NEW DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES

Claire Kramsch
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

To administrators, the governance of foreign languages might seem to be
a purely administrative issue. Unlike history, English, or music depart-
ments, foreign language departments often seem to be inordinately un-
manageable. Moreover, there is frequently a politicized air about them
that makes administrators suspicious: foreign languages smell of "ideol-
ogy" and have to be kept in check. Yet our President himself gave the
issue political dimensions. After all, didn't President Carter's Commission
target foreign languages as partially responsible for our economic and
military setbacks abroad? Didn't it urge schools and colleges around the
country to "shape up" in the teaching of foreign languages, since nothing
less was at stake than our national security? 1 Pragmatism in education
and an increasing demand for accountability in education have placed the
foreign language teaching profession in the cross fire of multiple needs
and expectations. Caught between pressing political demands and the
more timeless groves of academe, foreign language departments pose
governance problems that touch the core of academic learning. This
paper will place these problems into their broader philosophical, pedagogi-
cal, and professional contexts and show how the issue touches fundamen-
tal questions on the role of academia in transmitting and furthering
knowledge.

I will first examine ,the recent broadening of the definition of foreign
language study. I will then explore the repercussions of this broader
view of language study on foreign and second language acquisition, on
research, and on the teaching of foreign languages and literatures.
Finally, looking abroad for similar developments in the philosophy and the
administration of foreign languages, I will examine the particular case of
West Germany, for it has been in the unique position in the last twenty
years to think anew about the role of language and literature in its dem-
ocratic post-war society.

1. Broadening the Definition of Language Study

The current national interest in languages is not born from a resurgence
of interest in the timeless goals of a humanistic education. Rather, it is
economic and political pressure that has made foreign languages the talk
of the day. Hence, the current push for a pragmatic, functional language
proficiency that enables its users to communicate with their foreign coun-
terparts in authentic cultural settings. This push for communicative
competence, i.e., the use of language in its social context, has opened up
the notion of language competence to include, besides a knowledge and a
mastery of grammar and vocabulary at the sentence level, also a general
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discourse competence, as well as a strategic and sociolinguistic com-
petence that go far beyond the traditional syllabus of a foreign language
class.2

Currently, the foreign language teaching profession is explicitly or im-
plicitly basing its efforts on a new definition of language that could be
expressed as follows:

Language is the symbolic representation of a social real-
ity that enables its users to distance themselves from it
and thus to create, shape and change it. This con-
structed reality is given social truth and validity through
the interactional efforts of speakers and hearers, readers
and writers who ri,egotiate their own and each other's in-
tended meanings.%)

Thus the concept of foreign language competency is exploding to include
multiple linguistic, functional, cultural, and esthetic competencies.4

Yet the old institutional demarcation lines still exist. Language teachers
are often in a province separate from their colleagues teaching literature.
There is nowadays quite a split between those who focus on the purely
pragmatic uses of language (functional proficiency) and those who em-
phasize as well its esthetic, literary, and cultural dimensions, as well as
between those engaged in language for special purposes and those who
teach language for general education. The fronts are drawn between the
proponents of a foreign language requirement for everyone and those who
advocate foreign languages only for the best and brightest, and there is a
prestige differential between modern language study and the study of
dead languages. However, recent developments in research, in pedagogy,
and in the profession show signs of a dialectic resolution to these
dichotomies. This dialectic resolution is often referred to as the study of
discourse.

Once he goal is no longer philological competence, as in Greek and
Latin, and one expects students actually to be able to use the language
in communicative situations in natural settings, one has to teach the full
range of abilities for comprehending and interpreting, for communicating
and expressing meanings according to unpredictable scripts. These mean-
ings might be intended literally or figuratively, by interlocutors who are
concerned about saving their own and each other's face in interactional
encounters, and by writers and readers who are trying to convey and
reconstruct socially and historically determined universes of meaning. It
is this expression, interpretation, and exchange of intended meanings
that linguists tall discourse.6

Thus, what needs to be taught is no longer the structure of language but
foreign discourse in its cognitive and social dimensions. Studies in socio-
linguistics confirm everyone's anecdotal experience that it is not enough
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to know the grammar, syntax, and vocabulary, or even to speak fluently,
if one wants to "function appropriately" in the foreign environment with
native speakers of the language. It is not enough to read fluently if one
wishes to "understand" the intentions and implications of a written text,
be it a newspaper article or, a fortiori, a work of literature. Indeed the
acquisition of foreign discourse overlaps with the acquisition of many
other skills, namely, discourse ability and communicative ability, literacy
and sociolinguistic competence.

Discourse ability in a foreign language is linked not only to context-em-
bedded but also to context-reduced skills acquired in the native language.
For example, foreign language competency in conducting small talk with
short turns-at-talk relies heavily on the ability to make maximal use of
contextual clues in faceco-face situations (e.g., interlocutors' gestures,
facial expressions, listeners' feedback), but telling a story or presenting a
report with lohg, uninterrupted turns requires the ability to adopt a
"recipient design" that can operate in a much more context-reduced situa-
tion. I Similarly, the ability to write consistent and coherent essays or
reports in the foreign language is determined by one's ability to use the
language in a manner that expects minimal contextual knowledge of the
reader. As linguists have shown, these are basic literacy skills that for-
eign language instruction has either to build upon or 13rovide if they have
not been developed in the native language8. They do not emerge auto-
matically with the acquisition of grammar and vocabulary.

Communicative ability in the foreign language, by contrast with the mas-
tery of grammatical or lexical structures, is linked to the conceptual level
acquired in the mother tongue. Research suggests that whereas foreign
language aptitude is related to linguistic competence, communicative com-
petence is related to cognitive complexity and interpersonal maturity
developed in the native language.9 A study from the Ontario Institute
for Studies in Education (OISE) seems to indicate that the ability to
understand figurative uses of language and indirectness of speech is
linked to age and nonverbal mental capacity rather than to linguistic
ability.19

Literacy in the foreign language, like literacy in the native tongue, is of
various types, only one of which, namely the analytic and logical that is
characteristic of mainstream white middle class, is accepted in academic
settings .11 What about the others (e.g., the analogical) that are charac-
teristic of learners from other social and economic backgrounds? Shouldthey not be taught in the foreign language? Moreover, language
proficiency results are strongly affected by the testing method, which is
usually of an academic type, whether it be a reading test or an oral
proficiency interview. They do not automatically reflect what a subjectcan do in natural settings.12

As long as we were only teaching students how to acquire the forms of
the language, as we do for Greek and Latin, one could argue that modern
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language learning was but "remedial" work on one's mother tongue, and
that "(languages) cannot be learned by intellectual effort," but only by
"drill and other forms of repetitive practice ."13 But now that foreign
language teaching in academic settings is targeted for performance in
foreign social settings, the field is encroaching on a variety of other
disciplines. A broader definition of language competence now includes
the general education skills developed in the rest of the curriculum. Fur-
thermore, because they are to be put to use in foreign cultural contexts,
these skills have to be taught within a foreign world view, on the inter-
actional grid of foreign discourse. Thus, knowledge of a foreign language
can no longer be seen as a linear extension of knowledge acquired in
other subjects, as an academic schedule would want students to see it --
English Literature at 9:00, History at 10:00, German at 11:00 -- for in fact
what students are taught is English literary discourse at 9:00, English
historical discourse at 10:00, and German forms of everyday, literary, and
historical discourse, studied both from an English and from a German
comparative perspective, at 11:00.

2. Results of a Broader Definition

The broader definition given to the study of language by the com-
municative approaches of the last fifteen years calls for thinking about
what foreign language teachers are in the business of doing and what
they should be educated. for. This rethinking is visible in recent develop-
ments in research, pedagogy, and technology.

2.1 Research

Foreign Language Learning Research: Besides second language acquisition
research, concerned with the linguistic and psycholinguistic conditions of
second language learning (mostly ESL) in and out of classrooms, and
besides foreign language pedagogy, concerned with the development of
techniques and materials for the instruction of foreign languages in
classrooms, a new area of inquiry, foreign language learning research, is
emerging, whose object is all those phenomena of discourse that pertain
to language learning in classroom settings .14 FLL research was
represented at the first SLA/FLL Conference at the University of Illinois
in the spring of 1987. It explores such questions as: What is the impact
of classroom discourse on the acquisition of foreign discourse patterns?
What is the relationship between literacy skills, especially decontex-
tualization skills, and the ability to manipulate symbols in a variety of
cultural and social contexts? How do learners acquire lexical meanings
and develop concepts from the foreign lexical and grammatical structures
they learn? What are the differences in learning strategies at different
levels of proficiency? What is the nature of textbook-mediated language
acquisition? Through these and other questions, foreign language learning
research attempts to provide an overarching theoretical framework for all
the teaching done in foreign language and literature classes.
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Research on Proficiency: The Proficiency Movement, based on the ACTFL
Guidelines as both a tool for testing language proficiency and as an or-
ganizing principle for syllabus and curriculum design, has been under
serious fire from second and foreign language acquisition research.
However, in its boldness , 4'` .31as served as a catalyst for new develop-ments in basic research: 1.-4.1d Bachman (U. of Illinois) and John Clark
(FSI) are conducting a detailed and systematic investigation of proficien-
cy-based testing issues. This is the single largest-scale research program
on the testing of proficiency, under whose auspices a number of in-
dividuals and institutions will combine their efforts in an attempt to
provide reliable and detailed information on each of the issues involved.
Parallel to these efforts, OISE continues to research the development of
bilingual proficiency and ,to refine the definition of the general conceptof proficiency. At the Development of Bilingual Proficiency Symposium
on Nov. 19-21, 1987, OISE will look into problems of the acquisition ofdual literacy and dual cultural competence through the acquisition of aforeign language.

Instructional Research: Developments in instructional research include
the foundation of a National Foreign Language Center at John Hopkins
University to assist in the development of empirical research on the
outcomes of foreign language instruction. A special planning committee
on the teaching of culture is trying to define those abilities necessary to
understand foreign cultures and to behave in a foreign country according
to what is expected of foreigners at different levels of linguistic com-
petence. There are also recent initiatives from the Modern LanguageAssociation. The MLA is planning a three-week model summer institute
for supervisors of high school district language programs in Texas in the
summer of 1988. In particular, a course entitled "Language Learning. in
its Cultural Context" will link research.and practice in language teaching,
the study of literature, and the study of culture, and will bring togother
representatives of state agencies with school language program adminis-trators. This institute will be conducted again in the summer of 1989 at
the University of Arizona for language teachers and teaching assistants atthe college and university levels in conjunction with the Linguistic
Society of America.

2.2 Pedagogy

Linguists and foreign language educators are reassessing the traditional
foreign language curriculum to take into account the task of developiqg
both socialization and discourse literacy in the foreign language.
Recent functional approaches have stressed the socialization aspect of
language teaching: structuring social encounters, negotiation of context
and meaning and teaching spoken language through a variety of interac-tion types. i° Now the paradigm must be broadened, and metalinguistic
and metadiscursive awareness included. That means including a reflection
on the rhetorical notions necessary to communicate in social interactions
and to interpret texts, both literary arid nonliterary. These notions in-
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clude, for example, distance to one's utterance, truth vs. non-truth,
degree of reality in discourse situation, indirectness of speech, etc. The
teaching of such notions might not be appropriate for the beginning
learner, who needs to be given the security of obligatory phenomena of
referentiality, and more or less standardized meanings, but at the latest
in the second year, grammar review should include new ways 4if organiz-
ing the structure of language, namely on the discourse leve1.11 It should
introduce the optional features of speech that vary with the situation and
the interlocutor: social distance, relative power, and degree of sociocul-
tural imposition.18 Variational features should be explained within a
discourse framework, for example,the ppwer and solidarity differential
between the to and the vows in French,'9 the point of VIAW differential
between puisoue/car/mrce oue,29 the degree of reality between a future
proche and IA future tense in French, the degree of saliency in German
word order, 21 or the for

42
egrounding/backgrounding principle in the choice

of aspect in Russian, the degree of responsibility assumed by the
speaker when using the active vs. the passive voice, or a personal vs. an
impersonal phrase."

Teachers of literature, concerned about the type of preparation students
receive in language classes,, should insist that language teachers and
textbooks teach discourse, not grammar; students would then learn how
to express time relationships in the language rather than how to use the
present and past tenses, they would learn how to build a logical argument
rather than how to insert subordinate conjunctions, how to maintain the
attention of one's reader or interlocutor through cohesion and coherence
devices rather than how to use adverbs and pronouns. The teaching of
literature would be linked, much more than is currently done, to the
teaching of the language structures themselves. This is not to advocate a
return to the French "explication de texte" but it is a plea to educate
our students into an "interpretation du discours," which alone can
provide a solution to the divorce betwee2q p language and literature, "cette
patrie d4sunie en deuil de la langue."The recent attention given to
Mikhail Bakhtin by literary scholars seems to indicate that they are ready
to redefine their art in discourse terms.

2.3 Technology

The language lab has been underused because it has failed to investigate
the theoretical issues and societal assumptions in the application of tech-
nology to education. The advent of the computer, the word processor,
satellite TV receptions of foreign broadcasts, and the VCR is occurring at
the same time as foreign language learning is emerging as a research
field. Computer and video technology force the practitioner of the class-
room to also become its theoretician. It reconnects second and foreign
language acquisition to theory and empirical research. It also reconnects
foreign language acquisition theory and pedagogy.
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The computer can provide new theoretical information about the
psycholinguistic nature of language learning, the specific computer
capability of delivering instruction, and how this ability affects orinteracts with the learning process. It potentially can identify learner
differences in learning style, aptitude, and perception of learning task,and bring to light learner processing strategies. It is a source of
heretofore totally unavailable data on foreign language acquisition.

Because of the fascination exerted on students and teachers t y computers
and the motivation to learn associated with them, the incentive for ex-
ploring the pedagogical possibilities of the new medium is much greater
than it was with the advent of the audio cassette. The computer makes
possible a kind of expjoratory pedagogy that has already revolutionized
the teaching of math'" and writing. 4° Innovations in interactive video
discs for foreign language teaching are particularly important in linkinglanguage and culture. They include, among others, Eleanor Jorden'straining. of Japanese learners into socially appropriate behavorial pat-terns,'" and MIT's French and Spanish prototypes for the retrieval and
exploitation of informatimfrom rich, culturally authentic contexts of fic-tion or of everyday life. Satellite reception of live foreign television
broadcasts makes the teaching of cultural sensitivity and the ability toread foreign cultural signs and texts more urgent than ever.
2.4 Teacher Preparation

Ten years ago, Todorov dttplored the fragmentation of the disciplines oflanguage.

A coherent field of study, still mercilessly cut up bet-
ween semanticists and literary scholars, socio- and eth-
nolinguists, philosophers of language and psychologists,
needs to be urgently recognized, a field where poetics
will be replaced by a theory of discourse and the
analysis of its different genres.29

Todorov's plea requires a redefinition of our discipline, but also our
thinking of what it is to be a foreign language teacher. For, indeed, all
the new developments mentioned above in research, pedagogy, and tech-
nology call for new types of teachers: teachers who have the near-native
linguistic and cultural competence in the language necessary for them to
serve as models of native speaker discourse in the classroom; teachers
who are distanced enough from both the target culture and the native
culture to be able to conceptualize and interpret the target culture both
from a native and a target cultural perspective; teachers who have a
knowledge of how language and language acquisition works, how commu-nication takes place, who have a critical understanding of the particular
world view espoused by natives of the target culture AND of the nativeculture, that is, who have a reflected knowledge of the society, the his-
tory, and the literature of both cultures. Finally, we need teachers who
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understand the nature of schooling in general and the dynamics of the
foreign language classroom in particular. In short, we need teachers of
intercultural communication.

As of now, foreign language education programs put greater emphasis on
education than on subject matter. Language and literature programs are
still heavily dominated by literary scholarship or theoretical linguistics
research. Yet, both prepare graduate students for teaching loads that
will contain a heavy dose of language teaching. An uncoupling of lan-
guage programs from their natural cultural environment -- literature,
civilization, area studies -- may solve administrative problems, but it
doesn't solve issues of governance. Within the foreign language education
programs and the traditional linguistics or literature programs we must
find a way to integrate the theory and the teaching of intercultural com-
munication. This requires informing the teaching of foreign languages
with all the theoretical insights gained in sociology, anthropology, psy-
chology, political science, and even hermeneutics as they 'elate to the
"total verbal experience of the foreign language learner. "3u

3. A View from Abroad : Teaching Foreign. Languages in West Germany

The broadening of the concept of language study, mentioned above, and
the emphasis on the interconnectedness of foreign languages and those
disciplines dealing with man in his environment have elicited new intel-
lectual and academic developments abroad, which are worth describing as
a source of inspiration, if not of emulation.

3.1 The first development in Germany was the founding of the new uni-
qrsity at Constance in 1966/67 in the spirit of the Berlin university
fouiLd=f3 by Wilhelm von Humboldt in 1809/10. It bas only recently been
brought to the attention of the American public.31 As Peck points out,
in Germany in the late 1960's and early 1970's the politicizing of Ger-
manistik in particular and Literaturwissenschaft in general forced univer-
sities to reevaluate the concept of literary studies within a reformed
institution. They remembered Humboldt's link between language and
literature, "his faith in the infinite possibility of understanding shaped
through dialogue."32 The five literary scholars who constituted the core
group of the Constance School -- Iser (English), Jauss (Romance),
Wolfgang Preisendanz (German), Manfred Fuhrmann (Classics), and Jurij
Striedter (Slavic) -- understood literature not "as object of a pure intel-
lectual history, but as a dynamic process, production and reception, of
author, work and readership ." Jauss attempted to reinstate the original
humanistic tenets of the university in general and literary study in par-
ticular:

The technocratic educational ideal leads to a knowledge
of t' ^ngs that gains its strength from the capacity and
power to do things, not however from an understanding
of other men (sic), without which all social action must
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decay into the egoism of power and profit. The hermen-
eutic sciences can -- especially today -- take up a new
educational task insofar as they begin to become practi-
cal or, in my terminology, bring together understanding,
interpretation, and application in order to vin back, for
self-werience, the knowledge of that which has becomealien.

Peck suggests that American universities might be inspired by the exampleof Constance to find a legitimate place in German literary studies forboth Bildung and pedagogy. He advocates:

an historically-grounded relationship between her-
meneutics and pedagogy that is intellectually and socially
responsible. It helps students to understand how their
acquisition of knowledge, as well as they themselves,
have been shaped and conditioned by :hell, own histories
and by institutions such as their schools and universi-ties.

3.2 Two other interesting events have taken place in the FederalRepublic cf Germany for two particular historic reasons. The massiveimmigration of foreign workers and their integration into German societyhas given rise to the large scale development of German as a second lan-guage (DaF). Unlike ESL, which was developed both as the world's lin-gua franca and as a means of integration into British or North Americansociety, and therefore was less linked to the teaching of a particularculture e.nd literature, DaF was meant primarily to facilitate the socialand cultural integration of immigrant workers into West German society.Whereas Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Saxon-influenced second language acquisi-tion research has had a mainly linguistic and psychological orientatiGn,the genuinely German Sprachlehr-und-lernforschung (SLLF), or languagelearning and teaching research, founded in 1970 by the German ScienceFoundation, has a sociolinguistic basis .36 It is particularly interested inthe cultural, political, social, and, of course, linguistic context of learningforeign languages in classrooms. Its researchers come from a variety ofdisciplines: education, history, linguistics, literature, and sociology. Asits research agenda is broader than current American foreign languagelearning research, we could profit from its insights. The research, done inthe Federal Republic of Germany, hell..7 clarify all aspects of a communic-ative approach to language teachings which is actively promoted abroadvia the Goethe Institutes.

3.3 Parallel to the rise of the German SLLF on the language side ofGerman Studies, the last five years have witnessed the success of a Soci-ety for Intercultural Germanistics, followed by the founding last year ofthe Institute for Intercultural Germanistics in Bayreuth under the direc-tion of Alois Wierlacher. This new field deals with the phenomenon of
foreign cultural literature or fremdkulturelle Literatur. Again born out of
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the particular historical setup of an ideologically divided, albeit more or
less linguistically unifies: Germany, it is understandable that the problems
of teaching and understanding a literature that is foreign would be in the
forefront of the concerns of a generation of Germans particularly anxious
not to repeat the failures of the past, when true understanding of
foreignness on German soil lagged far behind technological progress.

Alois Wierlacher defines interkulturelle Germanistik as follows:

Under intercultural German studies we mean a science
that takes seriously the multiple aspects of a global
understanding of German-speaking cultures. This science
neither establishes a hierarchy among various culturally-
determined perspectives on German literature, nor con-
siders these various perspectives as a handicap, but rath-
er, views them and respects them as the sour e of a
better, because multidimensional, hermeneutics .311

Interkulturelle Germanistik thematizes "foreignness," not the metaphysical
or poetic alienation and exile that poets and writers thrive on, nor that
exoticism that fosters tourism, but the real, experienced difficulties, of
writers and readers in a cultural context which is not their own, whether
they are East German exiles in West Germany, West German strangers to
their own consumer society, or African, American, or Japanese readers of
works of German literature. It postulates, of course, that the goal of
reading German literature for non-Germans is not only to introduce them
to the treasures of the German literary tradition (das kulturelle Erbe),
but to use German literature as a catalyst for discovering their own
cultural identity. Intercultural German Studies are intent on supplement-
ing traditional hermeneutics and reader-response theories with an inter-
cultural hermeneutics of German literature.

The Institut fiir Interkulturelle Germanistik -- the former Department of
German as a Second Language -- at the University of Bayreuth currently
counts three- full-time faculty members and offers in cooperation with
other disciplines a full range of courses towards a masters or a doctorate
degree. The program consists of six areas of study: 1. German Literature
as a Foreign Literature (subjects in German literature, intercultural her-
meneutics, comparative literature, literature and media,pedagogy of litera-
ture); 2. German Language (subjects in German linguistics, German lan-
guage pedagogy, intercultural communication, German for special pur-
poses); 3. Germany as a Foreign Country (subjects in German culture,
history, and politics, in particular foreign policy, etc.); 4. Xenology (sub-
jects on colonialism, history of missions, the concept of foreignness, etc. );
5. Comparative Anthropology and Literature (topics include German litera-
ture as world literature, issues of bilingualism and biculturalism); 6. In-
dependent Interdisciplinary Studies.
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The ultimate objectives of Intercultural German Studies as those ofsecond language learning and teaching research, are peace education andintercultural understanding. They echo in this regard recent declarationsof UNESCO in Helsinki.

4. Conclusion

The new directions in the study of foreign languages in the US andabroad seem to stem from a desire to recapture the essential relevance offoreign languages and all aspects of foreign cultures to internationalpeace and understanding. Learners of foreign languages have becomemuch more demanding. They want to be able to "understand" other cul-tures, even if they cannot always go the country. Institutions put in-creasing demands on their foreign language departments and c--versely,both the geleral public and the users put increasing demands on academiato show its relevancy to "international understanding."

The broadened view on language currently espoused by the profession hasfar-reaching consequences for the governance of foreign languages atcolleges and universities. I will mention three in particular: 1. We canexpect more ftinding to become available for any type of research thatpromotes the full rangeof abilities needed to ' 'ng about interculturalunderstanding via a fc.7eign language. 2. A gl ing number of resear-chers are applying their energies to questions of _ sign language acquisi-tion and to the application of technology to both ,ikim gi and pedagogy.Demands on institutions to recognize that type of research cannot butincrease. 3. We need more flexible, interdisciplinary curricula. In par-ticular, foreign language and literature departments have to expand theirhorizons along two axes: The first is horizontal. Teachers, scholars, andtextbook writers cannot afford to ignore the insights to be gained"laterally," namely, through familiarization with social, cultural, andliterary theories, and through cooperation with other departments at theirinstitution: English, ESL, political science, anthropology and sociology,international studies; business and management; linguistics and artificialintelligence. The second axis is vertical. Without maybe going as far asthe University of Bayreuth in thematizing "foreignness," foreign languageprograms can no longer ignore their native language counterparts (e.g. ,Francais langue etrangere in France, Deutsch "als Fremdsprache in Ger-many) and the scholarly and pedagogical perspectives developed there.The same applies to English departments and ESL departments in thiscountry. The governance of foreign languages includes them, tno.
Some will ask: But how are we to train the new teachers? How can westretch the already bursting curricula? The answer lies not in the quan-tity but in the quality of our programs and in the way we define whatwe are in the business of doing. The governance crisis we are facing isnot unique to foreign languages. It is a general epistemological crisis. Itforces us to rethink those principles of conversational, cultural, and lit-erary discourse that will give our knowledge intercultural meaning. This
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can only be done through the cooperation of scholars with a variety of
personal, professional, intellectual, and national perspectives. The gover-
nance of foreign languages begins and ends with a willingness to cross
disciplinary and national boundaries.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE TRANSCRIPT

Catherine LeGouis
The Consortium for Language Teaching and Learning

The following comments are drawn from the transcript of the discussions
during the Symposium on the Governance of Foreign Language Programs
and are offered in order to illustrate the range of concerns discussed in
the course of the Symposium. These selections have been edited to clar-
ify references but also to remove allusions to specific individuals or pro-
grams wherever possible.

********************

It appears that the reason for wanting to establish it [a center for for-
eign language study] is that the governance problems we are having are
not coming from the administration but from the departments themselves,
where language teachers in some departments were clearly second-class
citizens -- they didn't have a chance of getting tenure -- they felt not
part of the system, and we wanted to establish a place where they could
at least begin to feel like they have some commonality and common home.

As far as recommendations for tenure are concerned, we can write a
letter saying that we think this person does responsible work within the
university, and we think that would be taken seriously. But it would be
very difficult if the department did not also recommend tenure.

Governance can have built into it all kinds of prejudice.

The argument on behalf of senior professors in language departments not
participating is always that they would be donkeys in the classroom. Some
senior people will, however, participate in the basic math and writing
programs. The ironic thing is that your governance structure may be
protecting you from precisely that problem. A lot of people don't want
any language classes.

Adjunct at Penn is for people who have graduate degrees but are not in
tenure-slot positions. The position is voted on by departments, and it
requires external review, departmental recommendation, and the same
committee that grants tenure also reviews that position, but it is not a
tenured position. If I am not reappointed, I don't know whether I could
go back as an adjunct professor of Romance Literature -- the whole
thing is new.

About the Stanford "Professor (teaching)" tenured position: Sometimes
the position is defined as being a tenure-track but a teaching only posi-
tion, and you just start that way; you can be an associate professor or a
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full professor, and I wondered if the definitions of those might be useful.
These professors do tend to continue to do research, but it's not required
of them, although the standards by which they are measured remain veryhigh. They are not viewed as second-class citizens. They have all theperks and almost all the status of the regular tenure line. It's a clearupgrading.

The continuity of language training is not well addressed, and that's aproblem. Another problem with "caste" is not just adjunct faculty, butthat a lot of these institutions have a caste problem between pedagogues
and people who do literature. What 'does one do to address that problem?
Is it a governance problem? That is, is there anything in our present
governance setup that would prevent you from doing that?

Some of the questions in the Consortium's survey of last year wouldn't be
answered because of the different terminology within the institution. Wehave to peel some of that away and get down to issues such as: should
senior faculty be teaching languages? who is leading? who is governing
the profession? and who is in charge?

Nontenure-track positions are a huge and important issue, concerning awhole underclass, the casuals, the migrant workers.

There are two ways of organizing a course to teach grad students how to
teach. The first way is to prepare TA's for doing whatever the head
instructor wants; repeat what he does, so that you have model classes for
TA's: Then you have a nice clone, but if the teaching system is changed,
then you have to throw away the clone or recycle it. The other ap-proach is much harder; you don't see the results right away, but in the
long run it's a far better preparation for TA's. It prepares them for
facing and solving problems down the road. You approach this the same
way you would train somebody for lit crit or linguistics analysis -- find-
ing solutions rather than absorbing ready-made solutions.

Many cultures make a sharp distinction in their lexicon between training
and education, and we don't.

I'm offering visions, no solutions.

If people could view foreign language acquisition as the acquisition of'discourse, it could be that there would be some feeling of unity between
literary types and language teachers.

I think we're speaking of literature and language people as if they're notthe same people. So it's sometimes a rhetorical problem to say "language
teachers and literature teachers" as if there were a real dichotomy.

Even those who teach both language and literature have a hard time
conceptualizing what they're doing when they teach literature.
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The beauty of the work of lit is that it contains in condensed form a lot
of the values and attitudes that are prevalent in the culture. And through
their emotional impact they appeal to the emotional world view of the
students.

One disturbing thing about what's going on today is that relatively few
people have looked at the puoblem of integrating a language program
within a liberal arts curriculum.

We don't shy away from giving students a baggage of grammatical con-
cepts if necessary to speak about the language. I think we could give
them equal baggage of discourse and culture to deal conceptually with the
culture.

I do think that we need to get in touch with the people who are putting
the software out and tell them what we need.

In revising the catalogue, you have to identify the mission of the
department, not only describe the course.

It strikes me that this system of casual workers is an assembly line pro-
cedure which is taking /,`" at precisely the time when the business com-
munity has decided that. :oesn't work terribly well, that more variety
and less, hierarchy is better.

Even'if you don't give people more than three-year contracts because you
don't want it to turn into de facto tenure, it's still the idea of how can
you can use these people and then get rid of them.

Maybe the kind of contract that goes with the job makes a difference in
the way you feel.

I think we're dealing here not just with the problem of structure but
with the problem of prestige.

I don't see why we can't use our own colleagues to participate in this. I
think the fruits of such a philosophy would be immense, and it would
certainly bring an aura of prestige to the instructional enterprise; prac-
titioners thereby become partners, which is almost a necessary result of
the collaboration.

We're beginning to get a sense now that the caste system may be totally
restructured simply through a notion of collegiality.

It would be good for the health of the profession to abolish these con-
tract jobs. Also, we send a bad signal to administrators when we hire
people only because they are native speakers of a foreign language. We
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should have some kind of certification for them, and they should have afixed and permanent job.

As a matter of fact, anything that has to do with nurturing generally isdenigrated by the establishment.

Language coordinators seem to be in fashion today since everybody islooking for one. One thing I'm concerned about is that the minute the
person comes, the faculty relaxes and washes hands of all the prob-lems. This shouldn't happen because the faculty must continue to beinvolved: You would have to be God to do all these things. I'm afraidof this tendency to separate teaching staffs into two groups. Especiallyif the language coordinator is appointed as assistant profesSor, then fac-ulty meetings don't involve them, no decisions involve them.

It's a cynical act to create a position which is a problem dump, built as abait-and-switch routine, where you come in for a career, except that the
position wasn't really intended for a career, and that makes for somevery nard feelings among the young people. A moral problem creeps inwhen you staff your lower-division language courses with grad students.If you are hiring enough grad students to meet the requirements of yoursections, but not to meet the demands of the profession, you may becreating a situation where you are credentialing many more people thanthere are jobs for.

Lots of junior people have said in interviews, "Oh, I love teaching, thereis nothing I'd rather do" -- but as time goes on they end up avoiding
language teaching.

The point is that when people are being weighed to see whether they're
going to make tenure or not, as you know, what people focus on are thelines of publication on their vita; and all these good things like teach-ing, community service, committee assignments, are given short shrift;and we are falling into the classical managerial error of rewarding Awhile hoping for B. In the long run you don't get B, you don't get goodteaching.

I think we have a seriour, dilemma which a lot of people are waking upto; and I don't think it's an insoluble one, but we do need to look care-fully at our criteria for giving tenure, which will determine the nature ofthe power structure at the university for many years.
If the practices of the department are not congruent with the long-term
values and welfare of the institution, you're going have a crisis. I waspleased to find out that a good number of those who were rewarded bythe present criteria are also very worried about our excessive concernwith research and our ignoring teaching and service.
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I think it's also in the department structure, not just at the administra-
tion level, that you hear: "This is a good teacher but he doesn't publishmuch."

About five years ago they placed the dean of undergraduate education
with the school of Humanities and Sciences as a move to try tostrengthen the links between evaluation of teaching and the regular acad-
emic structure, and that in my observation has made an extraordinary
amount of difference. There's been an increasing emphasis on teachingquality at the time of promotion -- certainly when tenured positions from
the outside are being considered; and for the merit-pay salary system,
evidence of quality teaching must come in from the department chair tothe dean.

The issue here that you must be aware of is that we're going to have an
unusual number of people retiring in the next twenty years, and thatwe're going to have lots of junior faculty needed and a relatively smallnumber being pt duced. The figures show that we've scared lots of people
out of the graduate school pipeline.

I. think that this [staffing language courses] is, an issue that would bebest handled by a government policy such as the NBA titled scholarships
that increased the number of PhD's in the 60's. It seems to me that it'sgoing to take an intervention from that level rather than an intervention
from individual universities, which do not respond to problems of this na-ture.

I think that maybe we're paying too much attention to tenure as agoyernance problem when it might lie elsewhere. The fact that inAmerican research universities the ratio of full professors is never below50% (I'm told by the AAUP) means you've got an awful lot of people who
are in midcareer, who are in this one-dimensional track where they'reexpected to do only one thing. That means that we have all these peoplewho are in the business for the right reasons, and we do not take ad:-vantage of them. I think we need a long-term solution to get at that
sort of middle-level, midcareer problem.

It appears that this language center does certain things as a model ofgovernance -- but, it doesn't seem to do exactly as you were saying,
namely that the bottom line is that there is no budget, and there is nopower in terms of promotion or tenure, so that while this does respond
to your environment at Brown, it may not be something that's trans-
latable into a large state university where the lines of communication arebuilt along budget and tenure.

I wish there were some way we could come up with a collective mission
of language and literature or culture, so that it is really a part ofhumanistic knowledge.



All systems [of governance] fail, in time. It looks as if the energy goes
out of the agreements, and the covenant gets weak, and as people turn
over, everything goes to some sort of lower energy level.

Another thing about this situation, concerning the philosophy of govern-
ance: it leans very strongly towards the social sciences, that is, if
teachers straddle a couple of fields, it was always philosophy and linguis-
tics, sociology and linguistics; there wasn't anybody who did literature
and linguistics.

To what degree does moving the umbrella to another department of
foreign language teaching necessarily mean that there are going to be
more specialized, permanent people in the classroom?

It would probably be difficult to make a department sign- a document that
says "these are our intellectual goals."

What is being raised at this conference is the terrible specter that the
present system of governance is a Darwinian creation ideally suited to
solving the problems of teaching foreign languages.

There are people who used to be very isolated and are now participating
in departmental activities, such as literary theory. It's funny; some
people say there's a narrowing of specialization, but in other cases, espe-
cially in the humanities, there are some people going the other way.

We have a great deal of trouble talking about a peeagogy course that is
going to cross departmental boundaries, because departments do things in
different ways.

I have found that there is a tremendous cross-fertilization that goes on
when the people in Romance languages suddenly realize that other spe-
cializations and approaches exist. It teaches them, when they leave, to
adapt methodologies to other objectives.

I was gratified to see that the topic is well-defined enough to be discus-
sable and loosely defined enough for us to enter into a debate on what
we should do.

I have observed that when governance works well it is totally
transparent, and that's the normal way of things. You do not waste your
time sitting around talking about how you should organize.

Governance is not a dichotomy of faculty and administration; it's the
dialogue with which faculty and the administration work together toward
a common goal.

Trying to fit a foreign language department into the broader context
produces the feeling that, unless we can actually do it, the department is
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always going to be in that little corner and will not have enough inter-
relations with the rest of the university.

I think that we are talking too much about skills and lower-level courses.
It seems to me that in a department we must develop a proper language
curriculum that goes right through to the higher level, I. ecause when you
do that you have something to defend.

You can't have infrastructure for something when you don't know what it
is.

That is how it [the loosely coupled system] is supposed to work [by al-
lowing decisions to be made without necessarily having to match them up
with inviolable rules]. But somehow we've begun to think that initiatives
don't come out of the loosely coupled system.

I do think that we need to get in touch with the people who are put-
ting the software out and tell them what we need.

What about materials production...textbooks, software, and the like? Who
governs that? Marketplace forces right now.

Read your catalogue and see whether, if you were a student, you could
figure what all this is about. It needs doing now. I'm sure that neither
deans, faculty, nor students can see from that catalogue what's really
going on.

In revising the catalogue, you have to identify the mission of the
department, not only describe the course.

I think it would be very useful for an organization like the Consortium to
get its ideas together and tell the MLA that these ads are not very use-
ful.

Everybody knows these ads are an exercise in fantastic literature. Has
anyone ever tried to match them up with reality?

The ADFL says that they receive them from the departments and publish
them as they come.

It would be interesting if somebody could do a project comparing what
they ask for (the moon) and what they settle for, which is much less,
and make a list showing that in fact positions are filled by real people
and not by these fantastic creations.
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JOB ANNOUNCEMENTS AND GOVERNANCE

In the cc_Irse of the symposium on the governance of foreign language
programs, we circulated a collection of recent job announcements selected
from recent professional publications over the past two years. These
examples are authentic; we have deleted information that would identify
the hiring institution but have retained the specialized language that
characterizes advertisements. We have included what we consider to be
both good and bad job announcements. We wish to thank the Linguistics
Society of America and the Modern Language Assocation of America for
their cooperation in furnishing us with the job listings.

We offer these announcements here as further examples of the issues of
governance that face colleges and universities today. It would be fair to
state that at the symposium on governance the general reaction to most
of these announcements was unmitigated outrage and dismay. Many of
the announcements are irresponsible, unrealistic, and unethical.

SPANISH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR: one-year contract, possibly leading to
a tenure-track appointment in Hispanic Linguistics and/or Medieval
Literature. Native or near-native fluency. Willingness to teach technical
courses and to share in departmental tasks. Experience in coordinating
first-year Spanish classes desirable. Strong commitment to research and
publication....

French: 1987-88 only, Asst Prof., salary competitive. To teach under-
grad. courses in French lang. and to develop integration of audio and
computer elements in elementary and intermed. level lang. courses, PhD in
French, three years college level teaching exper. and exper. with audio
and computer language labs. reqtd....

Italian. Anticipated opening, tentative....Assistant professor, PhD reg-
ular tenure-track position; OR instructor, M.A. temporary one-year ap-
pointment. Candidates in applied linguistics/language pedagogy with a
background for teaching a general education course in the Italian
Renaissance are especially invited to apply. Demonstrable excellence in
teaching and commitment to research....

Director of Language Instruction.... To develop and coordinate our in-
struction in the Spanish Language. Experience and fluency in Sim.. h
required; PhD in linguistics with interest in second language acquisitionpreferred. Multi -year contract; academic rank as lecturer. University
has language requirement, highly selective students and outstanding labor-
atory facilities....
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Tenure-track position for Assistant/Associate Professor of GERMAN, PhD,
near-native fluency. To teach all levels of German language, literature,
culture. Area of specialization open. Experience in one or more of the
following: foreign language methodology (supervision of student teachers
in French/German/Spanish); international studies; interdisciplinary human-
ities; Spanish or French.

Asst. Prof. of Spanish, 3-yr. non-tenure track appt. with possible renewal,
spec. in language methodology, experience in computer-aided instruction.
Ability to teach the literature of post-Civil War Spain. PhD required.

Language Coordinator (asst. prof. or lecturer) to supervise instruction in
French at elem. and intermed. levels, w/spec. in applied ling. and/or
contemporary civilization. Relevant research interest: FL pedagogy,
CAI, proficiency testing. PhD required.

Assistant/Associate Professor of Linguistics, Swahili. Requirements:
PhD in Linguistics, significant publications, qualified to teach Swahili and
some area of theoretical or applied linguistics. Responsibilities: teach-
ing and coordinating classes in Swahili, teaching undergraduate and grad-
uate courses in linguistics, active participation in the African Studies
program.

Language Learning Center Director... to manage new FL learning center,
train and direct student tutors, develop audio & video materials, tutor
studqnts, teach one FL class. MA or equiv. Strong management & teach-
ing skills & interest in FL pedagogy (esp. oral proficiency development).
Near-native fluency req. in one or more FL....

Lecturer in Italian, 2-yr renewable contract. Organizing and teaching
Italian language, and the training and supervision of TA's. Gifted teacher
with native fluency. Specific post-graduate training and competence
(proven by publications) in the field of modern language teaching techni-
ques and pedagogy, experience in teacher training.

Tenure track appointment at the Assistant Professor level. Spanish lin-
guist. Research concentration in second-language th.quisition, sociolin-
guistics and/or any other area of general linguistics. Teaching respon-
sibilities at the undergraduate and graduate level in the department and
the Humanities Program in Linguistics. Direction of first-year Spanish
program, including training of TA's.

The Department of Romance Languages & Literatures seeks a lecturer in
Italian to supervise and direct elementary language instruction; three year
contract, renewable. Training in applied linguistics and language teaching
methodology desired. Near-native fluency in the target language and in
English desired....
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Beginning Assistant Professor of Spanish and Portu ese tenure-track ....Highly qualified person with specialization in Language Pedagogy,Applied Hispanic Linguistics and Language Curricular Development, tocoordinate and oversee language instruction and overseas programs, andto teach elementary, intermediate and advanced language courses andcivilization. Native or near-native fluency in Spanish required; proficiencyin Portuguese desirable. Outstanding teaching record and evidence ofprofessional and research activity required....

Full-time position for Foreign Language Lab Director including 1/2 timeteaching in French or Spanish. Interest in ESL, linguistics and televisioninstruction would be helpful. Strong possibility for renewal. Rank andsalary dependent upon credentials.

Joint appointment in Spanish and Latin; assistant professor, 3-year re-newable contract. Candidates must be able to teach 12Lmglana es.Competence in Romance philology desirable.

Lecturer in Russian to teach intermediate and advanced Russian grammar,composition, conversation, translation, scientific, and/or expository Rus-sian. Position is renewable annually. Full-time salary: $25,560 to$32,184.

French with second field in Latin Lang. and civ. Tenure track position.Demonstrated excellence in teaching and scholarship, and firm commitmentto working with students.

3-year Lectureship in Dutch, renewable. Minimum qualifications: PhD,Doktoraal or equiv. in Dutch lang. or lit.; Dutch speaking fluency 4-5 onILR scale; 2 yrs post-secondary teaching. Desired: post-secondarytraining in Dutch-speaking Europe; 4 yrs. teaching American under-graduates; ACTFL Tester certification; formal training/demonstratedresearch capability in language acquisition theory, teaching methods andlinguistics.

Language Educ. Dept. seeks individual to provide leadership in FL educ.Post provides important linkage w/various FL depts. as well as w/theschools through the ofc. of the FL School Coordinator. Linkage withInstructional Systems Technology also provides the oppty to apply tech-nology to FL and ESL instruction. Organizes and directs undergrad. &grad. programs in FL educ. ; conducts related rsrch. & development effortsw/special emphasis on utilization of technology in FL instruc'n; maintainsliaison & joint program efforts between Lang. Educ. Dept. & the FLdepts--both Asian and European; direct master and doctoral studentrsrch.; teach undergrad. & grad. courses; participate in prof'l assns. &consulting w/gov't agencies & schools. Req's: earned doctorate (orequiv.) in FL educ. w/expertise in one or more FLs which may incl. Chi-nese, Korean, or Japanese in add'n to more traditional langs. taught inthe schools....
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Lecturer in Spanish language, 3-yr appointment, possible renewal. Teach
elementary and advanced Spanish language courses; ability to supervise
TA's and develop curricular materials. Native-level proficiency, university
language teaching experience required. Experience in developing com-
puter-assisted language teaching materials desirable.

Lecturer of French, and Foreign Language Laboratory Director....Position
may be extended for second year. Teach lower div. French language
courses; direct Language Lab. Native-level speaking ability, MA in
French, experience in foreign language laboratory required. Knowledge of
computer-assisted instruction, multi-media equipment, and second language
desirable....

Instructorships in French and Spanish, to teach nine courses of
elementary language per year; PhD or ABD near completion; highest level
language proficiency required; non tenure-track; possible renewal twice....

Comparative Literature, tenure-track, assistant professor level, competitive
salary, specialist in Modern Japanese Language and Lite tura re. Teaching
will include 1st or 2nd year language courses, as well as courses in Jap-
anese literature and in Western Masterpieces. PhD in hand, or A.B.D.
with early completion date. Native or near-native fluency in Japanese
and English required. Preference to those with strong background in
ComparatiVe Literature....

Assistant Professor, tenure-track, in Japanese language and culture, pend-
ing budgetary appioval. Ph. D preferred, ABD considered. To teach and
supervise beginning through advanced modern Japanese language courses,
including Business Japanese, & course on Japanese culture. Specialization
in either linguistics or lit. Commitment to research and publication ex-
pected....

Position at Assistant Professor level in Modern Foreign Language Educa-
tion, with a proficiency in at least three languages commonly taught in
high schl desirable. PhD req'd in Foreign Language Education. Dual
appointment in the School of Education and the College of Arts and
Sciences, Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures. Strong com-
mitment to teaching, research and publications....

Instructor/Asst. Prof in French and German.... non tenure track, renewal
possible. Near-native proficiency in French and German. Interest in
extra - curricular activities desirable. Full time, 3-4 courses per quarter.
Primarily skills building classes in both languages. Possibility of advanced
literature courses. ABD, or PhD in one or combination of both languages
preferred. Teaching experience required....

Language Coordinator, 3-yr. term appointment. Responsibilities include
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supervision of language lab, development of curricular materials, trainingof faculty in computer-assisted instruction. PhD required.

Asst. Prof., continuing post w/teaching resp's in Spanish and French orItalian. PhD req'd. Preferably in Spanish. Teaching exper. pref'd. Na-tive or near-native competency in Spanish req'd as is good command ofFrench or Italian. Knowledge of Chicano literature req'd. Knowledge ofteaching methodology pref'd. Publications will be expected....

Experienced teacher of Spanish with German as a second competence;laboratory skills....Doctorate required; temire track; salary and rankopen....

Assistant Professor, PhD, in German and Frenc'n or Spanish language andliterature. Near native proficiency in both languages and teaching re-quired. Tenure earning....

Comparative Literature, tenure-track, assistant professor level, specialistin Chinese Language and Literature.... Teaching will include 1st or 2ndyear Chinese Language, as well as courses in Chinese literature and in
Western Masterpieces....

Full-time, tenure-track Instructor/Asst. Prof. of Foreign Langs. to teachFrench, German & Spanish. Concentration in one & ability to teach othertwo. MA req'd/PhD pref....

Full-time lectureship, Spanish....renewable by semester. Teach Beginningand Intermediate Spanish & Latin American Lit ...Peninsular Lit....12 semes-ter hours. Other duties: $11,400 per year. Dynamic FL Teaching, good
interpersonal skills, strong lit. *background .

Lectureship in French; non-tenure track. One-year appointment, renew-able upon mutual consent. Minimum qualifications: ABD or PhD andnear-native fluency. Salary up to $16,154 depending on qualifications.Beginning and intermediate language training, participation in coordinationof language program, proficiency training, and new career language pro-gram. Excellent opportunity to acquire experience in future high-demandfields....

Grad school of Int'l Relations, teaching, doing research, & coordinatingthe lang. program. Asst. , assoc. , or full prof. depending on exper. &
research record. The griad. schl is an interdisciplinary program, focusingon the Pacific region, which draws on such fields as mgmt.,
sci., int'l relations, public policy and other related areas. The school willprovide prof'l training for students wishing careers in int'l affairs and tocarry out research on issues confronting nations in the Pacific rim. Theschool plans to offer a professional master's programmastLr's in Pacificint'l affairs, a small doctoral program, and a mid-career training program.The first class of master's level students will be admitted for fall '87.
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Seek an expert in foreign lang. instruction to design, coordinate, super-
vise, and implement the lang. component of the school. Req's include a
PhD in ling., lang.
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